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USF Qoard of Trustees- Regular Board Meeting
University of South Florida- Tampa Campus
Phyllis P. Marshall Center, Campus View East
Thursday, May 15, 2003
1:00 - 5:00pm

AGENDA
Call to Order and Chairman's Report
President's Report
Updated Calendar of Events click here
Old Business
Approval of Minutes - February 20th meeting click here
Regional Campus Board Liaison Reports
USF Lakeland
USF Sarasota/Manatee
USF St. Petersburg
Workgroup Reports
Academic and Campus Environment click here
Fiscal and Governmental Relations
Health Sciences
Research & Scholarship
University Engagement

Chairman Beard
President Judy Ger

Chairman Beard
John Ramil
Bob Soran
Ann Duncan

Lee Arnold
Chairman Beard
Margarita Cancio
Rhea Law
Ann Duncan

Break
New Business
Action Items
Academic/Student Issues
FL 101- Approval of USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Master
Plan click here
FL 102 - Approval of Faculty Nominations for Tenure click
here
FL 103 - Approval of Hiring w/Tenure as a Condition of
Employment cl ick here
FL 104 -Authorization to Implement BA in Music Studies
Option click here
FL 105 -Authorization to Implement BS in Biomedical
Science click here
FL 106 - Authorization to Implement an Honors Research
Major click here
FL 107 - Authorization to Submit a Ph.D. in Social Work
Proposal to Division of Colleges & Universities for BOG
Approval click here
FL 108 - Conceptual Approval to Proceed with the Health
Care & Education Center Project click here
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Laurey Stryker
David Stamps
David Stamps
David Stamps
David Stamps
David Stamps
David Stamps

Robert Daugherty
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FL 109 - Equity Accountability Progress Report and Update
click here
EAP report click here Trend Analysis Report click here
FL 110 -Title IX Equity Report in Athletics click here
FL 111 - Approval of Revised Student Code of Conduct click
here
Financial/Legal Issues
FL 112 -Approval of Board Members for CUTR (3), USF
Lakeland, USF St. Petersbug, USF Sarasota/Manatee click
here
FL 113 - Approval of Preliminary FY 2003-04 Operating
Budget click here
FL 114 - Approval of Proposed Tuition Increases click
here
FL 115 - Approval of a proposed Graduate Student
Orientation Fee click here
FL 116 - Ratify the Execution of the Master Ground Lease
Agreements click here
FL 117- Approval of 2003-04 Housing Fee for Tampa
Campus click here
FL 118 -Approval of rule change - Initial Approval; Rule C644.0107 Special Fees, Fines and Penalties click here
FL 119- Approval of rule change- Initial Approval; Rule C644.0023 Driving and Parking on Campus click here
FL 120 - Approval of USF St. Petersburg Transportation
Access Fee click here
FL 121 -Approval of USF St. Petersburg 2003-04 Parking
Fees click here
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Deborah Love

Barbara SparksMcGlinchy
Harold Nixon

President Genshaft

Carl Carlucci
Carl Carlucci
Dale Johnson
Harold Nixon
Harold Nixon
R.B. Friedlander
R.B. Friedlander
Ralph Wilcox
Ralph Wilcox

Comments
President, Faculty Senate
President, Student Body

Dr. Gregory J. Pave
Mr. Omar Khan

Invited Guest Comments
United Faculty of Florida

Dr. Roy Weatherfc

Adjournment
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Calendar of Events
Summer 2003
Board of Trustees Meetings
Tampa Campus/Marshall Ctr.
Tampa Campus/Marshall Ctr.

May 15
August 21

12Noon- 5:00p.m.
12Noon- 5:00p.m.

Executive Committee Meetings
Summer Meeting

TBA

TBA

Academic & Campus Environment Workgroup Meetl.ngs
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
June 20
July 18
2:00p.m.- 4:00p.m.

Health Sciences Workgroup Meeting (HSC VP Conference Room}
July 15
12Noon- 3:00p.m.
Research and Scholarship Workgroup Meetings (President's Conference Room}
July 10
9:00a.m. -12Noon
University Engagement Workgroup Meetings
May 20
July 22

9:00a.m.- 11:00 a.m.
9:00a.m.- 11:00 a.m.

Spring Commencement
All Campuses (held at Sun Dome)
August 9
*11:30 Commencement Luncheon at Lifsey House

TBA*

DRAFT
MINUTES
USF BOARD OF TRUSTEES
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
CAMPUS VIEW EAST, MARSHALL CENTER
TAMPA, FLORIDA
February 20, 2003
Call to Order and Chairman's Comments

The Chairman, Richard A. Beard, Ill, convened the regular meeting of the University of
South Florida Board of Trustees in the Campus View East, Phyllis P. Marshall Center,
USF Tampa Campus, Tampa, Florida, at 1:05 p.m. Chairman Beard's opening remarks
were to note that this was the first in-person meeting of the new Board of USF and to
welcome all the members, new and old. He asked President Genshaft to call the roll.
Corporate Secretary Genshaft called the roll with the following members present:
Present
Lee E. Arnold, Jr.
Richard A. Beard, Ill
Margarita R. Cancio
Ann Wilkins Duncan
Sonja W. Garcia
Michael Griffin
Rhea F. Law
Kiran C. Patel
Gregory J. Paveza
John B. Ramil
Debbie N. Sembler
Robert L. Soran
Absent
Steven G. Burton
Chairman Beard started his comments by welcoming each new trustee individually and ·
advancing the difficult and challenging budgeting year ahead. Because of 9/11 and the
passing of Amendment 9 it is expected that USF's portion of a $110-million cut will be
$30 million. He stated that the Board will be fighting in Tallahassee to soften the blow as
much as possible.
Chairman Beard commented on Sami AI-Arian's arrest and the fact that we don't know
what is in the indictment. The University will watch closely, see how it unfolds and
decide what to do. He added that 1-1/2 years ago the Board made the courageous
decision to ask the President to take action and he congratulated her on the way she
has handled the situation.
President's Report
President Genshaft started her report saying how taxing the situation of Sami AI-Arian
during the last year and a half has been for her and the University. The University, as an
institution, has been dealing with this problem for almost 10 years so she was not
particularly surprised by the arrest but it is always disturbing when a faculty member is

arrested. She added that the arrest itself does not change USF's course. After reading
the indictment, a decision will be made, acting prudently and doing what is best for USF.
She thanked the Board for its patience, time and support as well as the faculty, students,
and staff.
She proceeded to comment on items occurring since the last meeting. She announced a
very important and positive allocation granted by the Federal Government and thanked
Congressman Young for his foresight and his good planning. Thanks to th is allocation,
USF has been able to continue its work on anti-bioterrorism, biodefense, search-andrescue robotics and on other areas of importance.
She said she was very pleased that the Strategic Plan was in front of the Board
complete, already in use and expected to be used for the next five years .
. On faculty salaries, she explained that they are less than the institutions our size and
complexity. Last year USF, through the good work of the Board with the Legislature,
was able to put aside $1.8 million for about 165 faculty Awards of Excellence which
translated into an 8-12% increase to the base of those receiving the awards.
The enrollment projections are quite good and will discuss how to deal with enrollment
later on, given our budget constraints. Because of our good work with the retention of
our students and graduation, this spring for the first time Tampa will have 3
commencement ceremonies on Saturday, May 3. We will also have ceremon ies at USF
St. Petersburg, USF Sarasota/Manatee, USF Lakeland, and one for the Medical School
-a total of seven ceremonies. Honorary degrees will be awarded to Joy Daugherty,
Fassil Gabriemariam, and Robert Saunders.
The ground breaking for the USF/Kiran Patel Charter School was an exciting event. With
the help of Kiran Patel, Ted Couch, and CITICORP, we will be able to have our own
school, in our own building, near Pizzo school. This school will eventually go to Grade 5.
She reported on a reception that highlighted some medieval manuscripts currently on
loan to USF that are rare and prestigious that will later be a part of our Special
Collections.
We submitted our plan for hi-tech proposal for the Center of Excellence . Three were
recommended to be sent to the Board of Education. Unfortunately we were not one of
those three but the work done in biotechnology and bioengineering and life sciences for
this proposal will be used to further our efforts at state and national grants and as well as
in working together with industry. It was a very valuable exercise.
President Genshaft introduced our new Vice President for Research, Dr. lan Phillips. Dr.
Phillips, who is coming from the University of Florida, is an outstanding award- winning
researcher in cell therapies.
She also congratulated Trustee Paveza for being awarded an American Council on
Education Fellow that will offer him an internship with a university president, or provost.
Dr. Ralph Wilcox was a fellow at USF last year.
Lastly, the President mentioned that she and Provost Stamps have visited all
departments in Arts and Sciences. Now they are moving to the College of Education
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and all other departments of the academic areas. She said that knowing the faculty, their
strengths and the direction they are going has made her more aware of what an
outstanding faculty we have.
Old Business
Approval of Minutes of November

Chairman Beard asked for a motion to approve the minutes of the November 21,
2002 meeting and the January 21, 2003 conference call. Trustee Paveza moved
to approve the November 21, 2002 meeting and Trustee Duncan seconded.
Motion passed.
Trustee Duncan moved to approve the minutes of the January 21, 2003
conference call and Trustee Paveza seconded. Motion passed.
Regional Campus Board Liaison Reports
USF Lakeland - Trustee John Ramil

Trustee Ramil reported an increase of 23% in fall enrollment, which translates
into 59% since 1999. With greater enrollment more facilities are needed so the
USF Lakeland Board is moving ahead with plans to respond to that growth. The
team is visiting the sites of the five proposals for land received and will make a
recommendation to the USF Lakeland Board and then to this Board for approval.
He mentioned two instances of USF Lakeland serving the needs of the students
and the community. In one instance Dr. Mercer received a $25,000 grant from
United Way to help study the quality of life indicators in Polk county. In another,
USF Lakeland, through a Quality School Leadership Program will train the next
generation of K-12 principals of Polk schools, funded by businesses in Polk
county.

USF Sarasota/Manatee -Trustee Bob Soran

Trustee Soran reported that the USF Sarasota/Manatee Board is in the process
of redoing the Master Plan which will provide, to a large degree, for the
separation from New College.
The Board approved a new curriculum for the Hotel and Restaurant Management
program.
They are working on a Master Plan amendment addressing physical needs,
which the universities are required to do every five years. He updated the Board
on the controversial situation with the campus neighbors concerning Crosley
Estates and the issues and concerns that need to be responded to.
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On the physical facility engineering, an architect firm has been identified, L.
Smith-and a committee has gone out to get a construction management firm.
Chairman Beard commented that since the Governor's budget doesn't include
any money for facilities New College will have to be patient. Trustee Saran
confirmed that the money, so far, will only take it to the engineering planning
phase.

USF St. Petersburg - Trustee Duncan
Trustee Duncan started her report by welcoming Gus Stavros as a new Campus
Board member. She added that, again, she must commend Dr. Wilcox for his
outstanding work in campus governance, planning, budgeting, and direction.
Work continues with the Tampa Campus on autonomy and separate
accreditation, with reasonable progress.
Programs of distinction have been
identified that would blend and tie being part of a Research I university. Areas
identified are: Environment and Sciences policy, given the water and marine
science research; Florida Studies, which explores the state history -only one in
the state; Pointer Institute for journalism and media studies; social responsibility
in corporate reporting, forensic accounting, etc.; and research productivity.
Some grants were handed out to the respective programs.
Addressing additional space continues to be a challenge and hopefully in the
next meeting some solutions will be offered. There was an enrollment increase
of 11% this spring and the advancement of student housing continues. Also,
they are working toward greater fiscal self-sufficiency. USF St. Pete has not had
much fundraising but they are getting ready to start.
Hiring continues with 61 new faculty and 11 executive leadership positions.
There are now 124 faculty.
Chairman Beard made reference to a committee made up of Trustee Law, Trustee Rami!
and Chairman Beard that was appointed to work on negotiating a new union contract.
Because the committee needs to be able to act quickly when they start negotiating and
decisions have to be made quickly, it was requested that the committee be given the
authority to negotiate the contract. Trustee Duncan moved to give that authority and to
give authority to commit to whatever is needed. Trustee Saran seconded. Motion
passed with Trustee Paveza abstaining to avoid conflict of interest in his condition of
faculty.
Chairman Beard invited R.B. Friedlander to comment on the collective bargaining
process. She said that collective bargaining is a function of the Board and that as soon
as the Public Employee Regulations Commission rules that we are the employer, we can
begin the bargaining process. We expect that ruling in about 10 days. Chairman Beard
asked when USF will be in a position to negotiate with the four unions that will be
represented at USF and if we should negotiate with each union separately. R. B.
Friedlander responded that USF can negotiate once PERC rules we are the employer
and who is going to represent the employees; then we can negotiate with each union.

Workgroup Reports
Academ ic and Campus Environment- Trustee Lee Arnold
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Trustee Arnold expressed his gratitude to Chairman Beard and Trustees Duncan
and Griffin for the time given to this group. He explained the process by which a
series of programs had been approved and listed them as follows: M.S. in
Bioethics and Medical Humanities (College of Medicine); M.S. in Bioinformatics
and Computational Biology (College of Medicine); Crosley Campus Expansion
(Sarasota/Manatee Campus); B.S. in Hospitality Management
(Sarasota/Manatee Campus); Athletics Facility Financi ng Proposal; and
Financing for Phase Ill of Residence Life Enhancement Program. In the case of
the Athletics Facility the program now needs the approval of the Board of
Governors, who will meet on March 5, 2003.
Trustee Arnold also summarized other items the group dealt with: the USF
Strategic Plan; the Graduate Assistant Waiver Guidelines, which ~.Viii contribute to
the maintenance of USF's graduate enrollment; the Undergraduate Tuition
Waiver Policy, which establishes goals, basic requirements, and eligibility for
these waivers; the request for legislative reauthorization to issue bonds for 2
DSO projects (first stage of renovation and expansion of the Marshall Center and
the Student Health Center) as well as 4 other projects (one of them a third
parking garage next to Marshall Center); and the Transition Plan for USF
Sarasota/Manatee and New College of Florida, already approved by the Group.
Chairman Beard changed the order of the meeting to allow the Cha irman of the USF
Foundation, Mr. Hinks Shimberg, to present to the Board item FL 105 Renam ing of the
USF Charter School to the USF/Dr. Kiran C. Patel Charter School so that Mr. Shimberg
can fulfill another engagement. Mr. Shimberg referred to the Charter School and
Medical Clinic now being constructed north of Pizzo Elementary School. In recogn ition
of Drs. Kiran and Pallavi Patel's significant investment in USF, Mr. Sh imberg said the
USF Foundation was requesting the USF Board of Trustees to formally approve the
renaming of the Charter School to USF/Dr. Kiran C. Patel Charter School and the
naming of the medical clinic the Pallavi Patel Pediatric Care Center. This request was
unanimously approved by the Academic and Campus Environment Workgroup. Trustee
Arnold moved to approve renaming the Charter School to USF/Dr. Kiran C. Patel
Charter School and naming the medical clinic the Pallavi Patel Pediatric Care Center.
Trustee Duncan seconded. Motion Passed. Next step: legislative approval (Note
currently in a bill.)
Fiscal and Governmental Relations Workgroup - Chairman Beard
Without going into great detail, since Dr. Carlucci would be talking about the
subject, Chairman Beard mentioned that USF is in the process of implementing a
new accounting system. He also reported the workgroup discussed the budget
in great detail since it affects all strategic initiatives from the standpoint of
funding and the number of students. We are growing in a big way and,
unfortunately, there is no provision for new stud~nts.
Health Sciences Workgroup- Trustee Margarita Cancio
Trustee Cancio thanked all members of the workgroup, especially Trustees Patel
and Sembler as new members, the faculty liaisons, and Ted Cou ch as
Foundation liaison.
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She reported that as an outcome of the February 18 meeting, three items would
require action -two of those later at the meeting. She reported on the Group's
meeting of February 18 covering the legislative agenda and emphasizing the
issue of diminishing funds from legislature which makes the continuation of their
projects very challenging. She talked about the presentation at their meeting of
the new nursing facility which has developed a lot of excitement for the
construction plan .
Among the things this group is planning to do this year is meeting with the
Research and Scholarship Workgroup and Trustee Cancio said she is looking
forward to that joint meeting. Finally, she thanked Chairman Beard for always
finding time to attend their meetings.
Research and Scholarship Workgroup- Trustee Rhea Law
Trustee Law started by pointing out the good news of the special allocation of
over $12 million for research thanks to Congressman Young. She also reported
our not being able to achieve the funding for the Center of Excellence in Florida
but that we stay committed to make it a reality. She mentioned the possibility of
a new 200,000 sq. ft. building being constructed in the Research Park that w ill
house researchers and instrumentation. On the Strategic Plan she explained
that the group is fine-tuning the implementation of the plan identifying who is
responsible for each action, the timeframe, and how we know we have
accomplished the task. Finally, Trustee Law informed that the group approved
the submission of a proposal to the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious
Diseases for funding.
University Engagement Workgroup- Trustee Duncan for Steve Burton
Trustee Duncan reported on this group for Trustee Burton. She welcomed the
new Trustees, Sonja Garcia and Debbie Sembler. Trustee Duncan made
reference to the group's last meeting on January 28 and added that having
Trustees Garcia and Sembler now on board will aid in a cohesive effort in the
engagement with the community and tie things together. The Group has a great
opportunity to connect with the community and make things happen. Chairman
Beard emphasized that our involvement with the community is one of USF's top
priorities.
New Business
Action Items
Academic/Student Issues
FL 101 -Authorization to submit a proposal to the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases for funding to construct a Regional Biocontainment Laboratory
Vice President Daugherty requested approval for the submission of the above
proposal to the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. Vice
President Daugherty explained that the proposal, which requ ired Chairman
Beard's signature, had already been submitted but he was req uesting a formal
approval. The purpose of the award is to provide facilities that allow scientists to
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conduct research on pathogens that are considered to be of significant research
importance related to biodefense. The Health Sciences and the Research and
Scholarship Workgroups approved the submission . Trustee Cancio said that this
would be a great thing for USF and moved to formally authorize the submission
of the proposal. Trustee Griffin seconded. Motion passed.
Financial/Legal Issues
FL 102 -Approval of USF's Transition Plan
Executive Vice President Carlucci talked about the transition from the current
Florida Accounting Information Resource (FLAIR or SAMAS), the State's
financial accounting system, to our financial system. The transition plan was
discussed during the Fiscal and Governmental Relations Workgroup meeting of
February 4. Since that time we have had comments from the State Chief
Financial Officer and have made modifications to the plan. State law prescribes
that we submit transition plan approved by the Board of Trustees, developed in
cooperation with the State Chief Financial Officer (describe action, time line and
required system for auditing and internal control). USF will require verification by
the Board of Education, who will ultimately approve the plan. Because USF may
be requested to make more small changes, Dr. Carlucci is requesting the
President be authorized to make modifications to the plan.
Trustee Duncan moved to authorize the President to make modifications to the
Plan before submitting for final approval by the BOE. Trustee Law seconded.
Motion passed.
FL 103- Authorize the collection of prorated COM tuition for medical
students enrolled in dual degree programs
Vice President Daugherty explained the situation of some students in the College
of Medicine who are on a 5-year program to obtain an M.D. and a Master's of
Public Health. To assure proper credit of tuition, faculty effort, student enrollment
and eligibility for financial aid in both colleges, COM is asking authorization to
collect prorated COM tuition for medical students enrolled in dual degree
programs. The Health Sciences and the Academic and Campus Environment
Workgroups gave their approval.
Trustee Paveza moved to authorize the collection of prorated COM tuition for
medical students enrolled in dual degree programs. Trustee Law seconded.
Motion passed .
FL 104- Conceptual approval to proceed with Revised Phase I Residence
Life Program for USF St. Petersburg
Dr. Ralph Wilcox, Interim USF Campus Executive Officer, asked the Board to
give conceptual approval to proceed with the Revised Phase I Residence Life
Program for USF St. Petersburg. Dr. Wilcox recognized Trustee Arnold,
Frederick Howard, who will serve as lead person on the project, and Luz Arcila.
He stated that student housing is an integral part of their strategic plan given the
fact that the present headcount in St. Petersburg is 4,000 and they expect 10,000
in the next five years. Phase I, with 123 beds, is a product of more than one year
of research. The project is scheduled to open in 2005.
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Trustee Duncan moved to give conceptual approval to proceed with Revised
Phase I Residence Life Program for USF St. Petersburg. Trustee Arnold
seconded. Motion passed.

Informational Items
INFO 1 -One Florida
Mr. Windell Paige, Director of One Florida, made a presentation of the One
Florida Initiative which in Governor Bush's words increases "opportunity and
diversity in the state's contracting without using policies that discriminate or that
pit one racial group against another." Mr. Paige offered some recommendations
to the Board of Trustees for the success of the program .
INFO 2- Budget and Legislative Update
Executive Vice President Carlucci updated the Board on the legislative budget
and what it meant for USF. He reported that both the Senate and the House .
have had several meetings to discuss the budget, specifically the appropriations
for higher education . In response to the current national economic situation and
the fact that 30 states now have revenue targets that are not being met, the State
University Presidents Association (SUPA) has taken the lead for the universities
as a whole and recommended a list of priorities at the state level: 1) Not to
reduce the base funding for the SUS -$148 million; 2) Keep prior commitments
whole -$34 million for annualization of salaries, benefits, and operation cost of
facilities; 3) Enrollment growth --$66 million for over 10,000 FTEs generated by
SUS; and 4) Provide funding for PECO projects. These priorities were sent to
the two committees . These committees have asked for information on Bright
Futures and the presidents prepared a proposal with a combination of voucher
and need-based program .
At USF level, Dr. Carlucci distributed and went over a revised summary analysis.
He explained that when he made his presentation at the Senate Appropriations
Committee he emphasized that our legislative priorities and our construction are
driven by our Strategic Plan and that our Strategic Plan is geared to address
local needs.
·
Trustee Griffin asked about the Matching Gifts program. Dr. Carlucci responded
that the universities, as a group, recommended that the Matching Gifts program
be restored through a mechanism that would bond $150 million of lottery money
to take care of the backlog of matching gifts.

INFO 3- Report on the Promulgation Process for Marshall Center
Vice President Nixon introduced Michael Berman, President of Student Senate,
who made the presentation for a better student center that will respond to the
needs of students as it relates to space. Mr. Berman offered some statistics and
comparisons with the student centers at other universities and presented to the
Board the proposed fee of $20 per semester and $1.50 per credit hour in order to
build a new facility of approximately $29 million. Mr. Berman noted that this
proposal has been discussed at several town meetings and groups and has
found no opposition. Trustee Griffin thanked Trustee Arnold for his involvement
in the project and recommended a motion stating the Board embraces the
concept of a fee structure that would cover the building of a new student center
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and approves the continuation of the necessary steps. After some discussion on
the wording of the motion, it was agreed that the Board embraces the concept of
a fee structure but is recommending that after additional feasibility studies are
done, the fee structure be returned to the Board for approval.
Trustee Griffin moved to go forward with the fee structure concept and after more
studies are completed, bring the fee structure back to the Board for approval.
Trustee Arnold seconded. Motion passed.
Mr. Berman thanked the Board for this on behalf of the student body.

Comments
President, Alumni Association -Jim Magill
Jim Magill addressed the Board as the 40th President of Alumni, representing
175,000 graduates of USF. He talked about the function of the Association and
the project of finding out how to assist the alumni buy means of a survey that was
sent out to the alumni to find out what was important to them and how to help
them reconnect with USF. As a result of the survey, focus was placed on three
areas: 1) Improve communication with the alumni, 2) Provide more services -i.e,
continuing education, career services, and networking, and 3) Better relations
with students here on campus.
As a long-range project, six strategic goals were identified: membership,
communication, involvement, leadership development, brand recognition for
USF, students and young alumni.
Mr. Magill finalized his comments by inviting all to USF Day in Tallahassee on
March 20. Mr. Magill is the Director of Legislative Affairs for the Governor.

President, Faculty Senate- Dr. Gregory Paveza
Trustee Paveza pointed out that with the promulgation of temporary rules and the
consequent relationship between the administration, the Board, and the faculty,
relative to shared governance, a general meeting was convened by the Faculty
Senate. In his opinion, this meeting went exceptionally well. It was a positive
meeting where critical issues were discussed. Trustee Paveza hopes that there
will be on-going dialogue between the Board and the faculty. He expressed his
opinion that with governing taking place locally, as opposed to former structure
(BOR), more active involvement will be the norm. In the end, he feels USF will
be a better place with a true democratic process in the University.
President, Student Body - Michael Griffin
Chairman Beard expressed good wishes to Trustee Griffin since this was his last
meeting as a-trustee. He complimented him for his work and for how well he
represented the students. Trustee Griffin, in turn, voiced his appreciation to the
Board for their support and said it had been an honor and a privilege to serve.
After welcoming the new members, he gave thanks for the conceptual approval
of the new Marshall Center. To update the Board re garding Bright Futures,
Trustee Griffin said 35,000 signed cards were received from individua ls around
the state supporting the campaign -25% from USF. A group of about 1,000
students went to Tallahassee and met with Lieutenant Governor Brogan. Also, a
meeting with the Governor has been requested during his next visit to Tampa.
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He reported that one of the mayoral debates was held on campus with good
reports . Trustee Griffin announced a graduate student only fee $5 to cover some
of their needs and at the same time help offset somewhat the budget cuts. He
invited the Board to the Commencement ceremonies that will take place on May
3, when he himself will graduate. He also invited the Board to attend a reception
at Lifsey House after the Board meeting where 40-50 students were looking
forward to meet them. Before ending his report, he introduced Dr. John
Richmond from the School of Music, who proudly explained that out of 8 national
finalists to the Undergraduate Choral Conducting Competition, 2 were from USF.
One of the two became national runner-up, or second nationally. He brought the
USF Chamber Singers to perform for the Board at the end of the meeting.
Before inviting the UFF guest to the podium , Chairman Beard announced that with the
temporary personnel rules expiring in April, 2003, it was necessary to put in place new
temporary rules until the permanent rules go in effect, which should be around
November, 2003. Because it would not be possible for the Board to meet enough times,
Chairman Beard recommended that the Board delegate the rule-making to Trustee
Arnold's Workgroup, with Trustees Patel, Griffin, Garcia, and Duncan. Trustee Paveza
moved to delegate authority for the rule-making of the new temporary rules to the
Academic and Campus Environment Workgroup. Trustee Griffin seconded. Motion
passed.
Invited Guest Comments
Prof. Mark Klish, Vice President of UFF, represented Dr. Roy Weatherford for
comments . Dr. Klish thanked the Board for the time, energy and resou rces they give
USF and summarized UFF concerns about certification/decertification. He proposed
that if Administration agrees to support it, UFF is prepared to request an amended
certification from PERC, similar to their request when BOR changed to BOE, and with
PERC changing the name of the employer, everything would remain as before. The
main problems would be solved and any remaining disagreements in implementing the
contract could be resolved by arbitration. Chairman Beard thanked him for the request.
Having no further business, Chairman Beard adjourned the University of South Florida
Board of Trustees meeting at 4:32 p.m., Thursday, February 20, 2003.

Judy L. Genshaft
Corporate Secretary

Richard A. Beard, Ill
Chairman
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Unofficial
University Board of Trustees
Workgroup on Academics and Campus Environment
MINUTES
April 11, 2003, 9:30 AM Conference Call
Office of General Counsel, ADM 250

Workgroup Members Present: Lee Arnold , Jr. , Chair; Trustee; Greg Paveza, Trustee; Ann Duncan,
Trustee.
Absent: Mike Griffin, Trustee; Sonja Garcia, Trustee
Guests: R.B. Friedlander; Interim General Counsel, General Counsel; Trudie Frecker; Associate Vice
President, Human Resources; Phil Smith, Associate Provost, Provost's Office.

Call to Order and Chairman's Comments:

Chairman Arnold called the meeting to order at 9:35 am
Action Items:
Approving Emergency Personnel Rules, 6C4-ER03-60 through and
Including 6C4-ER03-75, as part of the emergency rulemaking process.

R.B . Friedlander explained that she had asked for the meeting to address the issue of approving the
emergency personnel rules . She noted that there had been some confusion as to what date the current
rules were valid through - either April 8 or April 11. The first set of temporary rules were valid through
April 8. A second set of temporary rules was filed on April 7 with the Secretary of State and are in effect
for 90 days from that date. If permanent rules have not been adopted by July 7, 2003, a third set of
temporary rules will be brought to the Workgroup for approval. Ms. Friedlander noted that the majority of
changes in the second set of temporary personnel rules were grammatical and/or related to sentence
structure. Attention was also paid to ensure that titles and statutes related to Florida's School Code.
Other changes regarding Misconduct, Nepotism, and Removal of USF Property were discussed. All
definitional examples of misconduct were removed per earlier Board action . The rule relating to
nepotism was clarified that the nature of a "Relative" was to include any persons sharing the same
domicile as had been in previous University rule. Changes regarding Removal of Property upon
termination were changed to read "any USF Property'' as opposed to specifically listing items .

Trustee Arnold asked if there was a motion to adopt the changes. Ann Duncan moved to have the rules
approved and Greg Paveza seconded it. The item was unanimously approved. Trustee Arnold asked if
there was any other business. Ms. Friedlander noted that intensive input was being received from all
faculty and staff regarding the new personnel rules. Mr. Arnold asked if the Union and faculty had been
advised. Ms. Friedlander advised that they had been part of the review group and that the faculty union
had not been formally ratified .
The Workgroup conference call was adjourned at 9:50 am.
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University Board of Trustees
Workgroup on Academics and Campus Environment
MINUTES
Apri118, 2003, 2:00PM
Stavros Center, Raymond James Conference Room

Workgroup Members Present:
Lee Arnold, Jr., Chair; Mike Griffin, Trustee; Greg Paveza, Trustee; Sonja Garcia, Trustee; Ann Duncan,
Trustee; Jan Smith, Chair, USF Sarasota-Manatee Campus Board; David Stamps, Provost and Vice
President; Harold Nixon, Vice President for Student Affairs; Sandra Reynolds, Associate Professor,
Gerontology; John Richmond, Professor, Music; Ronald Hanke, Acting Director, Facilities Planning;
Barbara Loeding, Associate Professor, Education, Lakeland; Richard Brown, Foundation Board of
Trustee; Barbara Sparks-McGiinchy, Senior Director, Intercollegiate Athletics; Kathleen Moore, Associate
V.P. for Academic Affairs and Principal Staff to the Workgroup; Vicki Medlock, Associate Vice President
for Advancement and Staff Liaison
Absent: Elizabeth Kaplon, Executive Assistant to the V.P for Student Affairs and Staff Liaison; Bill
Francis, Associate Professor, Finance
Guests: Tom Kane, Director, Residence Services; Ralph Wilcox, Interim Campus Executive Officer, St.
Petersburg Campus; Carl Carlucci, Executive Vice President; R.B. Friedlander, General Counsel; Greg
Sylvester, Associate Director, Parking Services; Scott Lewis, Associate Vice President for Administrative
Services; Robert Daugherty, Jr., Vice President, Health Sciences; Dale Johnson, Dean , Graduate
Studies; Kelly Browning , President, Graduate & Professional Student Organization; Luz Arcila, Assistant
Vice President, Student Affairs; Jose Porteiro, Chair, Title IX Committee; Deborah Love, Associate Vice
President, Diversity and Equal Opportunity Affairs; Laurey Stryker, CEO, Sarasota/Manatee Campus;
Sumner D. Matthes Wildlife Coordinator of Sarasota in Defense of Animals; Claudia Cuomo , Uplands
Resident

Call to Order and Chairman's Comments:
Chairman Arnold called the meeting to order at 2:05 pm. Trustee Arnold noted that this was Trustee
Griffin's last meeting and thanked him for his hard work for the University and for the students. He
wished him well in his new employment. He noted that this is Sandra Reynolds' and John Richmond's
last meeting. Both were thanked for their service to the Workgroup.

Agenda Presented:
Action Items:
Approval of January 22, 2003 Minutes
The Workgroup unanimously approved the January 22, 2003 Minutes.

Approving new Special Fees, Fines and Penalties Rules as part of the rulemaking process
Ms. R.B. Friedlander presented the issue. Florida Statutes section 120.54(3)(a) requires that the agency
head approve the adoption, amendment or repeal of any rule prior to the agency giving notice of the
intended action . Ms. Friedlander explained that the rule had been shared with all of the entities involved
in assessing special fees, fines and penalties and she felt that it was in compliance. Trustee Griffin
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raised the question about whether the access fee was to be $2.00 or $2.25 per semester hour. It was
noted that that issue related to the Driving and Parking on Campus rule, the next item on the agenda.
(See Driving and Parking on Campus issue.)
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Proposed Amendment to Rule 6C4-4. 0023, Driving and Parking on Campus, as part of the
rulemaking process

Ms. R.B. Friedlander presented the issue. Florida Statutes section 120.54(3)(a) requires that the agency
head approve the adoption, amendment or repeal of any rule prior to the agency giving notice of the
intended action. The Special Fees, Fines and Penalties Rule, 6C4-4.0107, which is in the Rule
Promulgation process, contains a Transportation Access Fee. The Driving and Parking on Campus
Rule, Section {3) also contains this fee . Therefore, to avoid duplication, the Driving and Parking on
Campus Rule, Section (3), Transportation Fee Plan , is being amended to delete reference to the
transportation access fee assessment amount and the implementation date of the fee. The Tampa
campus parking brochure is being updated and revised for 2003-2004. A new parking brochure is being
proposed for the St. Petersburg , Sarasota and New College campuses. Ms. Friedlander explained that
the rule had been shared with all of the entities involved and she felt that it was in compliance. The .25
cent increase would generate approximately $200,000 in revenue per year. Trustee Griffin stated that it
was his recollection from a meeting with President Genshaft that the parking access fee was to remain at
$2.00. Mr. Greg Sylvester, Director of Parking Services noted that a committee had been convened to
look at the fee issues. The committee, with a 6-0 vote, recommended a $.25 increase in the
transportation access fee, which would allow for increased services. This information was forwarded to
the University administration. Trustee Duncan expressed a concern that if the Tampa Campus was
going to amend the rule to show the fee to be $2.00 it would impact the following two agenda items from
the St. Petersburg Campus as those items also dealt with the same issues and were modeled after the
Tampa Campus proposal. Trustee Arnold requested that a call be placed to President Genshaft to clari fy
the intended amount of the fee. After consultation and verification of the $2.25 fee amount it was noted
that President Genshaft wanted to assure everyone that the extra 25 cents will be used to address
concerns previously raised by the students about security for the parking lots specifically extra lighting,
shuttle services, and other visible improvements. Trustee Griffin noted that he would like to see a 24hour shuttle, expansion of resident lots 16 and 35, increased lighting in the resident lots near the Andros
Complex, and a committee to look at a more equitable solution to staying within the existing parking fees.
Greg Sylvester was asked to review the request and report back to the Workgroup on the feasibility. Mr.
Scott Lewis, Associate Vice President for Administrative Services, noted that one of the areas he
oversees is Parking and he spoke on efforts being made regarding parking and security. It was noted
that a motion to approve the rule should be made and then a motion to accommodate the list noted by
Trustee Griffin.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously. A second motion to
approve the list recommended by Trustee Griffin was made to approve and was seconded . Approved
unanimously
USF St. Petersburg Transportation Access Fee

Dr. Ralph Wilcox presented the issue. USF St. Petersburg has not previously assessed a Transportation
Access Fee for student credit hours taken at this campus. In keep ing with the requirement for initiating
such a fee, a Transportation Access Fee Committee composed of three students appointed by the
USFSP student body President and three faculty/staff members appointed by the campus CEO was
convened to provide a recommendation regarding initiation of the subject fee. After appropriate
consultation and deliberation, the committee unanimously approved and recommended a $2.25 per
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credit hour fee be assessed on USF St. Petersburg courses commencing Fall term 2003. Trustee Griffin
asked if the students were in agreement and Dr. Wilcox confirmed they were. A commitment to establish
a safe ride program was being initiated.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
USF St. Petersburg Parking Fees for the 2003/2004 Academic Year Beginning Fall of 2003
Dr. Ralph Wilcox presented the issue. USF St. Petersburg strives to provide adequate parking for its
employees, students and visitors. The University, in its attempt to provide a sufficient number of parking
spaces for the campus community, must charge fees for use of its parking spaces in order to pay for the
operation, construction and maintenance of campus parking facilities. For the past several months
campus officials have been working with Chance Management Advisors, Inc., a professional parking
consultant experienced in developing parking solutions for numerous universities includ ing USF Tampa.
The objective was to develop a Parking Master Plan for USF St. Petersburg. This planning effort has
resulted in a recommendation to begin planning immediately for the construction of one or more parking
garages to meet future parking needs with the first garage recommended to open in 2006/2007. The
construction of the first garage will require an increase in annual parking permit charges for the faculty,
staff and students as well as the initiation of a Transportation Access Fee if the campus is to move ahead
responsibly to plan for and meet the campus parking challenges that lie ahead. The permit charges and
fees being proposed would bring parity to parking charges for USF St. Petersburg and USF Tampa
employees and students. Trustee Garcia asked about fee charges and changes. Dr. Wilcox reviewed
the information noting that a study of parking costs had been completed and the St. Petersburg Campus
charges were less than what is charged at other universities and in the surround ing area. Trustee Griffin
asked whether the students understood that there would be an increase in the parking decal fee as well
as the access fee. Dr. Wilcox explained that the students were aware.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Health Care and Education Center Project
Dr. Robert Daugherty, Jr. presented the issue. Dr. Daugherty noted that this was a conceptual approval ·
to proceed with the Health Care and Education Center Project. He provided an overview of how the
project came about, collaborative efforts, what services would be provided and facilities be built. The
multi-phase project, referred to as the Health Care and Education Center, is to be funded from a variety
of sources, including PECO, philanthropy and bonding. The USF HSC is requesting conceptual approval
by the USF Board of Trustees to move forward with financing plans to issue up to $25 million in taxexempt bonds. Renovations and expansion of space will take place at the current HSC site on the
southeast corner of Bruce B. Downs and Holly. New construction will be on the northeast corner of Holly
and Magnolia, in accordance with the USF campus master plan. The clinical facility will be operated and
managed by the HSC VP's administrative and practice group staff. The entire project is currently
estimated between $88.9 million and $95.7 million (final costs dependent on specialty equipment
incorporated into project) and encompasses three critical elements/phases. Trustee Paveza asked
about the location of the buildings and whether any faculty would have to be moved. Dr. Daugherty
confirmed the location and there were no plans to move faculty.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Faculty Nominations for Tenure
Dr. David Stamps presented the issue. Dr. Stamps provided an overview of the University's tenure
process. He explained that the list of individuals being recommended for tenure is ordered by
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department. President Judy Genshaft has certified that the nominations for tenure have met the
requirements and conditions contained in University Rules, Policies, and Procedu res. She is satisfied
that the nominees will make a significant professional contribution to the University and the academ ic
community in general. If approved , tenure will be awarded effective August 7, 2003. Trustee Paveza
asked if it was possible to have the College of Arts & Sciences group considered separate from the rest
of the tenure nominations so that he could abstain on the Arts & Sciences nominations. He had served
as a member on a tenure committee in the College of Arts & Sciences. Chairman Arnold agreed with the
recommendation. A motion to approve the tenure nominations from the College of Arts & Sciences was
made, seconded and approved with Trustee Paveza abstaining. The remaining individuals being
submitted for tenure were from the Colleges of Business Administration, Education, Engineering, FMHI,
Marine Science, Medicine and Visual and Performing Arts. Dr. Stamps asked that the Workgroup
approve that list.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Hiring with Tenure as a Condition of Employment

Dr. David Stamps presented the issue. Dr. Stamps noted that the individuals listed are being nominated
by the President as a condition of employment. Administrators such as the President, Provost, Dean and
Chairs, and senior faculty, who are recruited to the University of South Florida norma lly are awarded
tenure as a condition of employment. These highly qualified individuals usually have earned tenure at
their previous institutions, which makes them attractive candidates to the University. Often in order to
attract them, the University must provide a package that is competitive with other nationally and
internationally ranked institutions. Tenure upon appointment, among other things, is a te rm and
condition of the employment package that makes the University of South Florida an institution of choice.
Dr. Stamps asked that the Board .approve those individuals listed.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Authorization to implement a BA in Music Studies option in USF School of Music

Dr. David Stamps presented the issue. The School of Music currently offers undergraduate programs in
Music Performance and Music Education. The School proposes to create an additional baccalaureate
degree option that will require fewer credit hours in Music, thus allowing students to pursue elective
coursework in other fields or even a double major. The proposed new degree option is expected to
attract a significant number of new students who may not otherwise enroll at USF. Graduates will have a
wider range of career opportunities as well as a broader array of graduate education cho ices. The
resources to offer this program (curriculum and faculty) are already in place. The curriculum is
composed of existing courses already taught by faculty in the School of Music. Students in the BA Music
Studies option will occupy seats currently available in these courses. The proposed new degree option
has the full support of the College and University and has been reviewed by the appropriate faculty
committees. If approved, the BA Music Studies will be implemented in Fall 2003. Trustee Duncan asked
if there was a budget impact. Dr. Stamps confirmed that there was no budget impact and noted that
none of the BA degree or Masters degree requests represented an impact on the budget. Trustee
Arnold asked if this would be initiated using existing professors and reorganization. Dr. Stamps
confirmed that it would.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimous ly
Authorization to implement a BS in Biomedical Science in the College of Arts and Sciences
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Dr. David Stamps presented the issue. Dr. Stamps explained that this was the renaming of a degree that
currently exists and would allow for more marketability in terms of name. The proposed program
currently exists as a track in the BS in Interdisciplinary Natural Sciences. The track is designed for
students interested in a career in a health-related field (e.g. pre-medical, pre-veterinary, and pre-dental
students as well as those with a general interest in the biomedical science area). Approximately 140
students are currently enrolled in the INS health professions track. Creation of a separate major in
Biomedical Sciences will be particularly helpful to the many st(Jdents in this program who do not go on to
medical, dental or veterinary school and wish to pursue a career in the Tampa Bay region's growing
biotechnology industry. The new degree will complement existing offerings in Biomedical Engineering by
providing a non-engineering option for students interested in the biomedical area. The new program
designation will also make clear the University's intention and ability to serve this expanding workforce
sector. As the program already exists as a track, no new resources are required for implementation of
the degree, which has successfully passed all levels of review at the College and University level.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Authorization to implement an Honors Research Major in the Honors College

Dr. David Stamps presented the issue. The proposed USF Honors College Research Major (HCRM) is
unique among Florida universities . It is specifically designed as a second major; in order to be admitted
to the HCRM, a student would also have to select another, regularly offered USF major. The program is
designed to offer our best students a program that resembles a graduate education experience; the goal
is to prepare students to enter selective graduate programs by introducing them early to the research
environment. The HCRM will be delivered by faculty who currently teach in the Honors Programs. Most
are assigned to this activity by their home departments-the Honors College has no separate faculty
except for the Dean and Associate Dean. The Dean of the Honors College will supervise the HCRM as
part of his normal administrative duties. All resources needed to implement the program are currently in
place and accessible to the Honors College . Trustee Duncan asked if it followed the University's
strategic plan . Dr. Stamps confirmed that it did.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Authorization to submit a proposal for a Ph.D. in Social Work to the Division of Colleges and
Universities for consideration by the Florida Board of Governors

Dr. David Stamps presented the issue. Dr. Stamps noted that all PhD programs must be approved by
the Florida Board of Governors and therefore a request to submit a proposal is being requested . The
program will be offered at the USF Downtown Center and is for people who are already in the profession.
The proposed PhD in Social Work is designed to develop graduates prepared for academic and research
careers in social work clinical practice. This innovative part-time program will be delivered in an
alternative, nontraditional model through a combination of weekend sessions and 3-week concentrated
summer sessions devoted to full-time study. Coursework will be completed by a cohort of students over
a 3-year period; students will then begin work on the dissertation.
No additional faculty are needed to implement the proposed program. The School of Social Work has
anticipated in its recent hiring plans the eventual establishment of a PhD program, and 13 current faculty
are qualified to staff the program. Enthusiastic support for the implementation of the program has been
demonstrated by a number of community partners and agencies. Dr. Stamps noted that if the program
grows as expected then additional faculty will be needed and that the University is prepared for that.
Trustee Duncan asked if we have a DSW. Trustee Paveza noted that we do not have that but that he felt
this is a critical program for the school at this point.
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A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Approval of a Proposed Graduate Student Orientation Fee

Dr. Dale Johnson and Ms. Kelly Browning presented the issue. Dr. Johnson noted that a university-wide
orientation program for the more than 3000 new graduate students entering USF each year is clearly
needed but resources are unavailable. He noted that no fee currently exists to fund this activity. He
introduced Ms. Kelly Browning, President of the Graduate and Professional Student Organization
(GPSO), who presented the perspective of a graduate student and how the proposal came about. She
noted that the $35.00 fee would be on a one-time basis and only be charged to new graduate students.
The fee is expected to generate about $110,000 in revenue which would be used to fund a
comprehensive and enhanced graduate student orientation, workshops on a variety of topics, a
mentoring program, and assistance for graduate students to present at professional conferences. She
felt that the additional fee would better serve graduate students academ ically, socially and culturally.
Trustee Griffin asked whether the fee was for new graduate students only. Ms. Browning noted that the
proposed fee has been reviewed by the GPSO, program directors and coordinators and the EBC and
that since the monies would be used predominantly for new graduate students it would be appropriate to
charge this new fee only to new graduate students.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Ratify the Execution of the Master Ground Lease Agreements

Dr. Harold Nixon presented the issue. Dr. Nixon noted that this issue concerned the ratification of the
Master Ground Lease for the Athletic Training Facility and for Phase II and Phase Ill of the Residence
Life Enhancement Projects. Those leases had previously been ratified but given the organizational
changes of the State University System of Florida in which the leasehold interest of the University land is
being transferred to the UBOT, a request is made that the Board of Trustees ratify the execution and
delivery of the Master Ground Lease agreements consistent with the resolution and closing documents
signed on March 6, 2003.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Housing Fee for 2003-2004 on Tampa Cafl1pus of the University of South Florida

Dr. Harold Nixon noted that Dr. Tom Kane, Director of Residence Services would present the student
housing fees for 2003-04. Dr. Kane noted that he and Trustee Griffin had spoken on numerous
occasions about the increase. What is being proposed is a rate increase within the residence halls that
is between 4.1 and 6% for next year. That would anticipate an increase in the cost of living for next year.
It covers additional costs for grounds and maintenance within the residence hall area that in the past
were covered by the university. It also covers additional indebtedness associated with the next phase of
the residence hall on campus program specifically the renovation of Beta and the construction of the
Maple II 600 bed project. Ms. Luz Arcila noted that the information provided is basically a breakdown of
the annual current rate and the breakdown on the monthly basis. The increase on the month ly basis
ranges between $14 to approximately $40 per day depending on the facility. She added that as Dr.
Nixon mentioned, on March 6 the University closed on the Phase II and Phase Ill of the housing program
which adds $34.5 million to the University's debt portfolio. Currently the University owes $120 million
and our financial proforma calls for annual increases that range between 4 and 5 percent. The University
must cover the operations and cover the debt service 120 times. This is something that the University
evaluates on an annual basis. The University now has to absorb the grounds and maintenance which is
approx. $226,000 for next year. Trustee Paveza noted that it had been a long time since he rented and
asked how the proposed rates compare with comparable apartment rental rates for the same square
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footage in the surrounding community. Dr. Kane explained that it was comparable but slightly higher
than off campus due to materials and techniques that are mandated by the State. A marketing firm was
hired to do a marketing analysis. A draft has been provided and the final report is expected soon. The
draft report indicates that for all that is provided for on-campus housing - rent, utilities, furnished
apartments- the University's housing is less expensive than the off-campus market. Trustee Arnold
asked how the pre-paid program at the state level for reimbursement compared to what we will charge.
Dr. Kane explained that the College Pre-paid program reimburses for a standard double room such as
Andros. The student would pay the difference.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded . Approved unanimously
Title IX Equity Report in Athletics
Dr. Barbara Sparks-McGiinchy presented the issue. Dr. Sparks-McGiinchy provided an overview of Title
IX, its history, prongs, and the efforts of the University to comply. She also reviewed the Gender Equity
Plan that was submitted to Tallahassee in the Fall. Dr. Jose Porteiro provided an overview of the
activities of the Title IX Committee, its interactions with the Athletic Department, and recommendations
for compliance. Information pertaining to gender equity in athletics may be found in both 1000.05 and
1006.71 , F.S. the new school code. Statute 1 000 .05(5)(a) requires all state university boards of trustees
to develop and submit plans for the implementation of the Florida Equity Act. Florida Statute
1006.71 (1 )(d) requires each board of trustees to annually evaluate its president on the extent to which
gender equity goals have been achieved . The Statute also charges the Commissioner of Education to
annually assess the progress of each institution's plan and to advise the State Board of Education
regarding compliance [1 006.71 (1 )(c)]. The Department of Athletics prepares the Gender Equity Report
and submits the report to the Title IX Committee for review. The Committee forwards the Report to the
Associate Vice President for Diversity and Equal Opportunity and the Provost for review and approval.
The report is then forwarded to the President and Board of Trustees for review and approval. Trustee
Garcia asked about the improvements that were recommended and if they were included in the goals.
Dr. Sparks-McGiinchy advised they were not. The question was raised about the report being
informational in nature versus needing approval by the Workgroup. Ms. Deborah Love confirmed that
the report would need to be approved by the Workgroup. Trustee Arnold asked if Dr. Sparks-McGiinchy
felt the University was in compliance and she responded affirmatively. Ms. Love noted that this report
did not have a time frame for approval but she hoped to have this report and the next agenda item
approved so that both items can be forwarded to Tallahassee. It was recommended that hard copies of
the report along with an executive summary be provided to the Workgroup and that a special conference
call be set to discuss and vote on the agenda item.
Equity Accountability Progress Report and Update
Ms. Deborah Love presented the issue. Ms. Love provided an overview of the Equity Accountability
Plan. She described how the information was derived and the efforts of the University to comply.
Sections 1012.95(2)(a), Florida Statutes requires each university to prepare an EAP Progress Report
and Update to report the progress made in improving the diversity and establish the goals, in a combined
EAP Report. In addition, each university must develop a Budgetary Incentive Plan (BIP) to support the
achievement of EAP goals and the implementation of strategies in a timely manner. The required
incentive plan is part of the EAP report to the State Board of Education, Division of Colleges and
Universities (DCU), Office of Planning, Budgeting and Policy Analysis (PBPA). It was recommended that
hard copies of the report be provided to the Workgroup and that a special conference call be set to
discuss and vote on the agenda item.
Approval of the USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Master Plan
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Dr. Laurey Stryker presented the issue. Mr. Jan Smith, Chairman, Sarasota Campus Board of Trustees,
spoke about the need to expand, benefits of expansion and support of the project by the university
community, the Community Leadership Council, Sarasota and Manatee Chambers of Commerce, and
various other individuals and groups. Mr. Sumner D. Matthes, Wildlife Coordinator of Sarasota in
Defense of Animals, spoke in defense of the gopher tortoises that live on the property. He spoke about
the life of the gopher tortoise, the benefits they provide to other wildlife, and the impact that building
would cause on their life. Ms. Claudia Cuomo, Uplands Resident, shared that the Crosley site is too
problematic and has no long term viability, there are better site options for USF, and that the ecologically
and historically valuable Crosley estate needs to be preserved. She noted a strong opposition to the
plan by the public and provided a copy of a document listing the concerns of the public. Both Mr.
Matthes and Ms. Cuomo urged the Workgroup to carefully consider all public input when making their
decision. Dr. Stryker provided an overview of the USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Master Plan
Amendment listing steps accomplished and next steps needed to move the project forward. She
expressed that they had been listening to public comments and had made changes based on those
comments and that she felt a balanced plan had been reached. She reviewed a list of the changes
made to address the concerns of the public. USF Sarasota Campus will continue to share a library, a
conference center, recreational fields, and fitness centers with New College of Florida. Dr. Stryker spoke
about the convenience of the location and the collaborative efforts to make the site viable. She noted
that upon complete build-out of the project only 50% of the land will be used. She expressed that they
have been listening, will continue to listen, and there was work to be done. Funding is being pursued.
Trustee Paveza asked her to address the issues of the Lakewood Ranch site in terms of what makes it
impractical. Dr. Stryker shared that alternate sites had been investigated but it would increase the cost
of building by approximately $25 million dollars due to additional bu ildings that would need to be bu ilt.
The Crosley estate was the most cost effective site . Trustee Griffin read a letter from the Student Body
Vice President and the Senate Speaker at the Sarasota Campus expressing support of utilizing the
Crosley site. Trustee Paveza noted that he had also received information from colleagues on the
Sarasota Campus supporting the plan. Trustee Arnold asked if the current student enrollment is at 2,500
and the expected student enrollment would be 7,500. Dr. Stryker confirmed that was correct. Trustee
Garcia asked about the 7,500 student projection, the time frame for reaching that goal and the impact on
library facilities. Dr. Stryker advised that with the current plan she expects that it would serve them for 20
years contingent upon legislative funding.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously

Information Item
Trustee Griffin introduced Chris Devitt who is a student in the College of Visual and Perform ing Arts. He
noted that a new student fee to help with the cost of producing student productions is be ing considered.
The fee will allow students free access to any contemporary art museum, production and other events
involving the College of Visual and Performing Arts. A committee to look at this issue will be established
and they welcome members of the workgroup to serve on that committee.
The Workgroup meeting was adjourned at 4:10pm.
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University Board of Trustees
Workgroup on Academics and Campus Environment
MINUTES
April 29, 2003, 2:00 PM Conference Call
ADM 241

Workgroup Members Present: Lee Arnold, Jr., Chair; Mike Griffin, Trustee; Greg Paveza, Trustee ; Ann
Duncan, Trustee; Harold Nixon, Vice President for Student Affairs; Ronald Hanke, Acting Director,
Facilities Planning; Barbara Sparks-McGiinchy, Senior Director, Intercollegiate Athletics; Kathleen
Moore, Associate V.P. for Academic Affairs and Principal Staff to the Workgroup
Absent: Sonja Garcia, Trustee; Jan Smith, Chair, USF Sarasota-Manatee Campus Board; David
Stamps, Provost and Vice President; Sandra Reynolds, Associate Professor, Gerontology; John
Richmond , Professor, Music; Bill Francis, Associate Professor, Finance; Barbara Loeding , Associate
Professor, Education, Lakeland; Richard Brown, Foundation Board of Trustee ; Vicki Medlock, Associate
Vice President for Advancement and Staff Liaison ; Elizabeth Kaplan , Executive Assistant to the V .P for
Student Affairs and Staff Liaison
Guests: Deborah Love, Associate Vice President, Diversity and Equal Opportunity Affairs; Tom Miller,
Assistant Vice President, Student Affairs; Luz Arcila, Assistant Vice President, Student Affairs; Luz
Jaramillo, Diversity and Equal Opportunity Affairs

Call to Order and Chairman's Comments:
Chairman Arnold called the meeting to order at 2:05 pm
Action Items:
Equity Accountability Progress Report and Update
Ms. Deborah Love presented the issue. Ms. Love provided an overview of the Equity Accountabil ity
Plan. She described how the information was derived and the efforts of the University to comply. 29
goals had been set and achieved for 2001/02. Ms. Love described the process for establishing the goals
for 2002/03. She noted that there had been an increase in funding of the Richard Pride Fellowship from
$75,000 to $125,000 with 4 scholarships of $20,000 each being awarded and the remaining amount
being utilized for diversity efforts. Trustee Arnold asked if that information was in the report, not the
addendum. Ms. Love confirmed that it is in the 'report. Ms. Love noted that the Excel Program and the
Grant in Aid Program had been discontinued in 2002. Dr. Moore advised that Trustee Garcia was not
able to attend the meeting but had left some questions with her to ask at the meeting. Trustee Garcia's
first question was why the Grant in Aid program had been discontinued. Ms. Jaramillo confirmed that the
cut was due to budget constraints and a university decision . Some of the funding for the Grant in Aid
Program was derived from a grant and the grant had expired . Trustee Arnold noted that the cut was not
a decision of the BOT but an administrative decision . He asked whether the cuts would affect the
University's rating. Ms. Love advised that the University would be asked to explain why and plans to
improve but did not feel it would impact our rating. A second question was whether a 5-year trend data
could be provided. It was felt that more than one year was needed in the report. Ms. Love said she
could provide these data. Trustee Garcia also asked whether marketing and retention programs were in
place. Trustee Arnold asked Ms. Love if she would attend the May 151h BOT meeting in case there were
any questions. He also asked if Ms. Love would provide the information requested by Trustee Garcia
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and spend some time with her reviewing the data. He would be happy to sit in on the meeting. Ms. Love
advised that she would be happy to compile the data and me~t with Trustee Garcia prior to May 15.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Title IX Equity Report in Athletics
Dr. Barbara Sparks-McGiinchy presented the issue. Dr. Sparks-McGiinchy provided an overview of Title
IX, its history, prongs, and the efforts of the University to comply. She also reviewed the Gender Equity
Plan that was submitted to Tallahassee in the Fall. The current plan is being submitted to the BOT for
their approval prior to submitting it to Tallahassee. Dr. Sparks-McGiinchy reviewed the goals from last
year, the goals for the current year and how the University has complied. It was noted that a consultant
who has worked in the Office of Civil Rights/Title IX was hired to review the progress and make
recommendations. A 5-year Gender Equity Report and Plan is being completed and will be submitted to
the Title IX Committee for their review. The report is expected to be complete by the end of the year.
Trustee Griffin asked if there were any plans to have housing specifically for athletes. Dr. SparksMcGiinchy advised that was not allowed and that they have athletes housed in Holly and Fontana Halls
and off campus. Dr. Moore noted that Trustee Garcia had left questions to be asked at the meeting .
Trustee Garcia asked for the definition of Prong 1 and 2. Trustee Arnold asked that the definitions be put
in writing . He noted that the Gender Equity Report was part of the current report. The 20-page
consultant's report will be provided separately. Trustee Garcia also asked about the status of progress
towards the 2002-03 goals. Dr. Sparks-McGiinchy advised that a report is being composed and will be
submitted to the Title IX Committee for their review. Trustee Arnold asked that Dr. Sparks-McGiinchy
provide a copy of the definitions and the consultant's report but those documents would not be part of the
formal report and should be provided separately. Trustee Arnold asked Dr. Sparks-McGiinchy if she
would attend the May 151h BOT meeting in case there were any questions. Dr. Sparks-McGiinchy said
that she would plan to attend.
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
Student Code of Ethics
Dr. Harold Nixon presented the issue. He provided an overview and history relating to the item being
brought to the Workgroup . Tom Miller, Assistant Vice President, Student Affairs shared that a committee
had been convened to review the codes and propose changes. The committee had three students and 2
faculty members. There were 39 rules that have been reduced to 20 mostly due to elimination of
redundancy and repetitiveness. Student now have time to respond to charges and make appeals . Two
new rules relative to bribery and reckless behavior resulting in injury to others were added . A unanimous
recommendation to accept all changes was sent from the committee to Dr. Nixon. The rules have been
distributed for students' review. Trustee Griffin asked about parental notification as it related to alcohol
offenses explaining that students felt it was a violation of their rights when they are over 18 years of age.
Dr. Miller provided the history of the federal government's rules and noted that they had recently
amended the rules to encourage notification of parents. He noted that the sanctions are mostly
guidelines and that each case is reviewed individually by the officers on site and decisions are made at
that time as to whether parents should be contacted. Trustee Griffin asked about offenses committed
and prosecuted off campus but also prosecuted by the University. He noted that some students felt that
it was double jeopardy. Dr. Miller noted that USF reserves the right to intervene in such cases as it
relates to the safety and welfare of the USF Community and USF's good name. Mostly it is a judgment
call. Dr. Miller clarified that it was not a double jeopardy issue and relayed similar incidents that clarified
the point. He noted that USF has relationships with the law, USF, parents, families and the community
and is accountable. Trustee Paveza shared that the rules are the same for faculty and staff and that the
students should be held to the same standards .
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A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously

Minutes from Conference Call Meeting of April11, 2003
A motion was made to approve and was seconded. Approved unanimously
The Workgroup conference call was adjourned at 2:55 pm.
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Agenda Item: FL 101
USF Board of Trustees
May 15,2003
Issue: USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Master Plan Amendment
Proposed action: Adopt USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Master Plan Amendment

Background information:
I.
The USF BOT Adopted the Draft Master Plan on November 21, 2002 meeting. The
USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Board recommended the draft master plan
amendment on September 4, 2002.
A. As required by 240.155 F.S. the draft master plan amendment was submitted to
state and local governments.
B. Section 240.155 F.S. was repealed on January 7, 2003 and replaced by 1013.30
F.S. Under this statute agencies must be given 90 days after receipt of the
master plan in which to conduct the review and provide written comments . To be
consistent with the new statute, agencies were notified and legal notices placed in
local newspapers of the new statute and comment period, thus extending the
comment period to April 7, 2003.
C. The first public required public hearing was held of January 13, 2003 at the
Bradenton City Commission chambers moderated by Mr. Bob Saran, USF
Trustee. USF faculty and students, as well as several business leaders presented
comments in support of our expansion. Resident opposition focused on
environmental issues and perceived impact on their community. A second public
hearing will be held on February 20, 2003 moderated by Mr. Cliff Walters,
Campus Board Member. A third public hearing was held on April 2, 2003
moderated by Campus Board Chairman Jan Smith.
D. A tree survey and a study of the gopher tortoises have been commissioned as
part of on-going planning activities and to address community concerns . An
engineering firm has been hired to perform an analysis of alternative water
retention methodologies to design and reconfigure a retention pond to provide
more effective site development plan.
E. Comments have been received from Manatee County, the local host government
the public, and other agencies.

NEXT STEPS
II.
USF Board of Trustees adopts the revised USF Sarasota/Manatee Master Plan. The
USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Board will have reviewed the revised plan prior to the
USFBOT May 15, 2003 meeting.
A. Notice that plan has been adopted must be forwarded within 45 days after its
adoption to any affected person that submitted comments on the draft plan.
Following that any affected person who submitted comments on the plan has 30
days to petition the University BOT challenging the plan as not being in
compliance with Section 1013.30 F.S. The petition must state the objection,

identify its source and provide a recommended action. Affected governments
may only raise those issues directly pertaining to public facilities or services that
the government provides or maintains within the campus.
B. Following receipt of petitions the issues shall be mediated by (1) resolving the
issues within 60 days; (2) if no resolution within 60 days, submission to the state
land planning agency who has do days to hold informal hearings and submit the
matter with recommendations to the Administration Commission for final action;
(3) After receiving report the Administration Commission shall act to resolve
.
issues in dispute.
C. Once USF BOT adopts the campus master plan it has 270 days to draft and send
a proposed campus development agreement for the local government. We will
work closely with Manatee County in addressing the required elements of the
agreement as outlined in Section 1013.30 F.S. Once the UBOT and Manatee
County agree on the provisions of the agreement a copy of the agreement is sent
to the land-planning agency within 14 days. There are procedures outlined in
Section 1013.30 F.S. if an agreement cannot be reached between UBOT and
Manatee County.

Supporting documentation : Notebooks
Prepared by: Dr. Laurey T. Stryker

Agenda item: FL 102
USF Board of Trustees
May 15, 2003

Issue: Faculty Nominations for Tenure

Proposed action: Approve the University of South Florida faculty nominees for
tenure.

Background information: Attached is the University of South Florida's list of
faculty nominees for tenure for review and approval by the USF Board of
Trustees. President Judy Genshaft has certified that the nominations for tenure
have met the requirements and conditions contained in University Rules,
Policies, and Procedures. She is satisfied that the nominees will make a
significant professional contribution to the University and the academic
community in general. If approved, tenure will be awarded effective August 7,

2003.

Supporting documentation:
•
Memorandum to Richard A. Beard, Chair, USF Board of Trustees
•
Tenure Nominations by College
•
Faculty Nominations for Tenure- University Summary
Prepared by:

Tennyson J. Wright, Vice Provost
813/974-2267

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

April!, 2003

TO:

Richard A. Beard, Chair
University of South Florida Board of Trustees

FROM:

Judy Genshaft
President

SUBJECT:

Tenure Nominations

I am requesting that the enclosed tenure nominations submitted to the University of South
Florida Board of Trustees be approved. In nominating these faculty members for tenure,
I certify that the requirements and conditions contained in University Rules, Policies, and
Procedures for the granting of tenure have been met. I am satisfied that the nominees
will make a significant professional contribution to the University and the academic
community generally.
Thank you for your consideration of this request. Please call me if you have any
questions.
Enclosure

SEE CHART ON
FOLLOWING PAGE

Tenure Nominations (Effective 2003/04)
University of South Florida

Name

Sex

RaceI
Ethnicity111

Degree of
Rank

Department

Effort"'

Coltege· orA:rts~&·sciences'..};;;;:~~2;.;.~t!~;;;1:~,'"':71'~P.':,:·,,~

M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M

w
w

Donald J. Berndt
Stephanie M. Bryant
Ninon Kohers
Christos Pantzalis
Jacqueline Reck
College ofEducatrc:;n~'l:~:;i.:~~f~;;;:,{-t~~:i0:;,;;$.~2\~i~~;.f.;;i
Jan !gnash
Carol A. Mullen

James 0. Carey
James C. Cavendish
Tempii B. Champion
Mary Cuadrado
Carolyn DiPalma
Carolyn Eichner
Sara E. Green
Derina R. Holtzhausen
Debra Jacobs
Eric A. Oches
Wilson Palacios
Steven Reader
Douglas M. Rohrer
Steven C. Tauber

w
w
w

Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

School of Library & Info rmation Sciences
Sociology
Communication Sciences & Disorders
Criminology
Women's Studies
. Women's Studies
Sociology
Mass Communications
English
Geology
Criminology
Geography
Psychology
Government & International Affairs

M
F
F
M
F

w
w
w
w
w

Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

Information Systems/Decision Sciences
School of Accountancy
Finance
Finance
School of Accountancy

F
F

w
w

Associate Professor
Associate Professor

B
H

w
w
w
w
w
w
H

Cotre9e.ofBusmess:Aamlrii"stration;.t;'~.t'~~;)f:;~~\:..~.;y:;::·

Adu lt, Career, & Higher Education
Educational Leadership & Policy Studies
-

College ·of Engineering'(',.;,···:·>···:. ·•..... '.:· · -·-·.
Mahmood Nachabe
Stephen E. Saddow

M
M

w
w

Associate Professor
Associate Professor

Civil & Environmental Engineering
Electrical El'lgineerin_g_

Rog_er A. Boothroyd

M

w

Associate Professor

Mental Health Law & Policy

College of ~aririe Science ·:.::.:!-~ . :~. ·-:..::.:·. ··'·. ,; :~--;,
Sarah F. Tebbens

F

w

Associate Professor

Marine Science

College ofM"edicirie'·~--';:t;,;~<·'?.;j~;;;:s;.·._,:;, . :·:':·· ....., .:- --~_,;. ·'::~
Wenlong Bai
Paula Bickford
Srikumar Chellappan
Jiandong Chen
W. Douglas Cress
Craig Doupnik
Brad Johnson
Patricia Kruk
Jane Messina
Carlos Muro-Cacho
Hong-Gang Wang

M
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
M

A

Associate
Professor
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate

Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
Neurosurgery Division
Interdisciplinary Oncology Pro_gram
Interdisciplinary Oncology Program
Interdisciplinary Oncology Program
Physiology & Biophysics
Surgery
Pathology_& Laboratory_Medicine
Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
Interdisciplinary Oncology Program
Interdisciplinary Oncology Program

cofle9e-ofVisiial &"Perlcirm.in9'Art5':.:.-:~'t.~;?.f.~".\:3.':f-!:.:
Fanni v. Green
Jeanne Travers

F
F

Loufs~de .Ia Part~ Flo.fiCI~i"rVJeiitalli~altli-lnstifute:;:;

w
A
A

w
w
w
w
w
H
A

B

w

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

Associate Professor
Associate Professor

School of Theatre & Dance
School of Theatre & Dance

- --

0.50
0.18
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.38
0.50
0.70
0.12
0.50

Prepared by:

University of South Florida

Title:
Phone Number:

FACULTY NOMINATIONS FOR TENURE
Department:

Sex, Race/Ethnicity

Date:

Judy Arnett
Sr. Admin. Asst.
813/974-2267
·April 1, 2003

University Summary

~_pJied

Eligible

Withdrawn

Denied

Nominated

·r;,~~tes;~~~-~~~lf~¥~::-~t~.:::~:M:~~'~·~·t;:c7;_,
,\_.....~. --....-..r.~·•..:!i..:c"¥~fg,rf';"!\ ..~1-:.!:~~ ;·.~,.·.:;;.~:!.~i..':!~

American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black, Not Hispanic

10

Hispanic
White, not Hispanic
Total Male

2

I

4

4

2
15
21

2
14
20

2
15
18
38

2
37
51

,.._ ,• o.·.:L""~s
':'~~ ,-~'1')·~~·:',~;>.~'\:1"''}:-:.p
.~-'-~;ll.-~.c.o~·
c~ EIUIA
t: · ~~~::·.w,,~. ~;\l;.·Y·~;..·'z:;1.,t,....·.r;llf··.·;.-t; ;.,'f.~·
a':'.l'-·.. N~~=-~J..:.tJ~3.J>JJ:...~b~u(t~ i....~:rfl::!!.;ft.._",j_
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black, not Hispanic

3

Hispanic
White, not Hispanic

4
1
36

Total Female

44

2
1
16*
19*

GRAND TOTAL

95

40*

1

ELIGIBLE FOR RECOMMENDATION=

Faculty who currently have no more than six years of credit toward tenure.

APPLIED=

Faculty whose names have been submitted for tenure review.

WITHDRAWN=

Faculty who withdrew from tenure consideration after applying for review.

DENIED=

Faculty for whom tenure was denied during the review process.

NOMINATED=

Faculty for whom tenure is being recommended by the University.

* 2 Defer

For out-of-unit faculty, pursuant to Rule SC-5.940(1 )(e),
the decision to recommend an employee for tenure shall be made no later than the sixth year of continuous full-time service or equivalent part-time service
in a tenure-€arning position.
All faculty who apply should be eligible. Therefore, the number in the Applied column may be equal to or less than the number in the Eligible column.
For in-unit faculty, pursuant to Article 15 of the BOR-UFF Agreement, an employee shall normally be considered for tenure
ounng me s1xtn year or continuous serv1ce m a tenure-€arn1ng posmon 1nC1uo1ng any pnor
service credit granted at the time of initial employment. An employee's written request for early tenure consideration is subject to the university written agreement.

Notes: The numbers provided should not include tenure nominations as a condition of employment.
Once having applied for tenure review. faculty may generally only be withdrawn from, denied, or nominated for tenure.
The sums of those withdrawn, denied, or nominated for tenure should equal the number of those who applied for tenure review. (Please explain any discrepancies.)
The numbers provided in the nominated column must match the sum of those numbers provided to the Board of Regents Office of Human Resources for submission to the Board.

Tenure Attachment B rev. 03/00

Agenda item: FL 103
USF Board of Trustees
May 15, 2003

Issue: Tenure Nominations as a Condition of Employment

Proposed action: Approve the University of South Florida faculty nominees for
tenure as a condition of employment.

Background information: Administrators such as the President, Provost, Dean
and Chairs, and senior faculty, who are recruited to the University of South
Florida normally are awarded tenure as a condition of employment. These highly
qualified individuals usually have earned tenure at their previous institutions,
which makes them attractive candidates to the University. Often in order to
attract them, the University must provide a package that is competitive with other
nationally and internationally ranked institutions. Tenure upon appointment,
among other things, is a term and condition of the employment package that
makes the University of South Florida an institution of choice.

Supporting documentation:
•
Memorandum to Richard A. Beard, Chair, USF Board of Trustees
•
Tenure Nominations as a Condition of Employment by College
Supporting Documentation
•
Prepared by:

Tennyson J. Wright, Vice Provost
813/974-2267

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

April!, 2003

TO:

Richard A. Beard, Chair
University of South Florida Board of Trustees

FROM:

Judy Genshaft
President

SUBJECT:

Tenure Nominations

I am requesting that the enclosed tenure nominations submitted to the University of South
Florida Board ofTrustees be approved. In nominating these faculty members for tenure,
I certify that the requirements and conditions contained in University Rules, Policies, and
Procedures for the granting of tenure have been met. I am satisfied that the nominees
will make a significant professional contribution to the University and the academic
community generally.
Thank you for yom consideration of this request. Please call me if you have any
questions.
Enclosure

Arthur I. Karshmer
Dr. Arthur Karshmer was appointed as Professor and Chair of the Department of
Information Technology effective October 25, 2002. He received his M.S. in
1974 and Ph.D. in Computer and Information Sciences from the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst in 1978 and has held significant professional
assignments during his career in higher education. From 1978 to 2000 he
served at various times on the faculty of Computer Science at New Mexico State
University where he rose from Assistant Professor to Full Professor and
Department Head. During his tenure at New Mexico State University he
completed a post-doctoral research fellowship at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem (1979-80); served as Visiting Associate Professor at Boston University
at Heidleberg, West Germany (1986-87); and completed a sabbatical at the
University of Kaiserslautern, Federal Republic of Germany (1989-90). He
possesses an excellent record of teaching and scholarship throughout his work in
higher education. Lakeland Campus Vice President for Academic Affairs
CEO/Dean Preston Mercer and Dean of Undergraduate Studies W. Robert
Sullins have reviewed Dr. Karshmer's credentials and strongly recommend him
for tenure upon initial appointment. Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs S. David Stamps and President Judy Genshaft strongly support Dr.
Karshmer for tenure as well.

Jay R. Schrock
Dr. Jay R. Schrock was appointed as Director of the School of Hotel and
Restaurant Management on the USF Sarasota/Manatee Regional Campus and
Associate Professor in Hospitality Management in Undergraduate Studies
effective December 2, 2002. He received his Ph.D. in Home Economics
Education from Texas Tech University in 1985. Prior to joining USF, Dr. Schrock
was the Director of Hospitality Management at San Francisco State University
where he was the founder of the hospitality management program and a tenured
member of the faculty. Dr. Schrock has a record of research and writing,
· effective teaching and excellent service to the academic communities and to the
industry. USF Sarasota/Manatee Regional Campus Executive Officer Laurey T.
Stryker and Dean of Undergraduate Studies W. Robert Sullins have reviewed Dr.
Schrock's credentials and strongly recommend him for tenure upon initial
appointment. Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs S. David Stamps
and President Judy Genshaft strongly support Dr. Schrock for tenure as well.

Sunil Saigal
Dr. Sunil Saigal was appointed as Professor and Chair of the Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering effective December 1, 2002. He received his
Ph.D. in Aeronautics and Astronautics from Purdue University in 1985. Prior to
joining USF, Dr. Saigal was a Professor in Mechanical Engineering at Carnegie

Mellon University (1989-2002), Assistant Professor in Mechanical Engineering at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (1986-89) and Program Director, Mechanics and
Materials, for the National Science Foundation (1996-98). He is a member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, American Society of Engineering Education,
U.S. Association for Computational Mechanics and has received numerous
awards, (i.e., Richard Teare Award for Excellence in Engineering Education and
Outstanding Professor of the Year). The tenured members of the faculty and the
previous Interim Chair of the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department
Manjriker Gunaratne have reviewed Dr. Saigal's credentials and strongly
recommend him for tenure upon initial appointment. Dean Louis Martin-Vega of
the College of Engineering, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs S.
David Stamps, and President Judy Genshaft strongly support Dr. Saigal for
tenure as well.

Kim on P. Valavanis
Dr. Kimon P. Valavanis was appointed as Professor in the Department of
Computer Science & Engineering effective August 7, 2003. He received his
Ph.D. in Computer & Systems Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
in 1986. Prior to joining USF, Dr. Valavanis was Professor and Director of
Laboratory of Intelligent Systems and Robotics at the Technical University of
Crete, Chania, Greece. He was a Fulbright Scholar for one semester at the
University of Zagreb, Croatia; a life member of Upsilon Pi Epsilon, the
International Honor Society for the Computing Sciences, and has been
Distinguished Lecturer, IEEE Robotics and Automation Society since July 1998.
He has outstanding credentials and expertise in Distributed Intelligence Systems
and Robotic Systems. The tenured members of the faculty and the Chair of the
Computer Science and Engineering Department Abe Kandel have reviewed Dr.
Valavanis' credentials and strongly recommend him for tenure upon initial
appointment. Dean Louis Martin-Vega of the College of Engineering, Provost
and Vice President for Academic Affairs S. David Stamps, and President Judy
Genshaft strongly support Dr. Valavanis for tenure as well.

Maureen M. Goodenow
Dr. Maureen M. Goodenow was appointed as Professor and Robert A. Good
Chair of Immunodeficiency in the Department of Pediatrics effective June 1,
2003. She received her Ph.D. in Genetics from Albert Einstein College of
Medicine, Bronx, NY. Prior to joining USF, Dr. Goodenow was awarded tenure
at the University of Florida in 1994 and was promoted to Professor in 1999 in the
Departments of Pediatrics and Pathology. She has had continuous research
funding from the NIH since 1989 and she is a recognized leader in acquired
immune deficiency diseases, particularly HIV. She was the recipient of the
distinction, "University of Florida Research Foundation Professor" in 2002. Dr.
Goodenow has a history of outstanding teaching at the University of Florida in
the Departments of Pediatrics and Pathology. The tenured members of the

faculty and the Lewis A. Barness Professor and Chair of the Department of
Pediatrics Robert D. Christensen have reviewed Dr. Goodenow's credentials and
strongly recommend her for tenure upon initial appointment. Vice President for
Health Sciences and Dean of the College of Medicine Robert M. Daugherty and
President Judy Genshaft strongly support Dr. Goodenow for tenure as well.

Kersti K. Linask
Dr. Kersti K. Linask was appointed as Professor and Lewis A. Barness Chair in
the Department of Pediatrics effective July 1, 2003. She received her Ph.D. in
Cell, Molecular and Developmental Biology from the University of Pennsylvania
in 1986. Prior to joining USF, Dr. Linask was a tenured Associate Professor in
the Department of Cell Biology at the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New
Jersey. She is a productive and well-funded scientist. She currently holds an
R0-1 from NHLBI and an American Heart Association Established Investigator
award . She also holds a subcontract on an R0-1 awarded to Washington
University. Her work deals with the genetic regulation of embryonic heart
looping. This is an excellent fit with the cl inical and research programs in the
Department of Pediatrics at the USF Children's Research Institute on the All
Children's Hospital Campus in St. Petersburg. The tenured members of the
faculty and the Lewis A. Barness Professor and Chair of the Department of
Pediatrics Robert D. Christensen have reviewed Dr. Linask's credentials and
strongly recommend her for tenure upon initial appointment. Vice President for
Health Sciences and Dean of the College of Medicine Robert M. Daugherty and
President Judy Genshaft strongly support Dr. Linask for tenure as well.

M. lan Phillips
Dr. Michael I. Phillips was appointed as Vice President of Research and
Professor of Physiology and Biophysics effective January 31, 2003. He received
his Ph.D. from the University of Birmingham, Department of Experimental
Neuropharmacology, (P.B. Bradley) in 1967 and his D.Sc. from the University of
Birmingham (UK) in 1986. Prior to joining USF, Dr. Phillips was Associate Vice
President for Research and Graduate Programs -Chairman Emeritus &
Professor, Physiology & Functional Genomics, Adjunct Professor of Medicine,
Program Director, Howard Hughes Medical Institute Research Resources
Program, Director, UF Hypertension Center, and Director, NIH Minority Student
Short-Term Summer Research Program. Dr. Phillips will bring knowledge , skills
and values that will enhance research at USF. His ability to function with the
Department of Physiology and Biophysics with continuation of his research in
cardiovascular physiology will reflect great credit upon the University, the Health
Sciences Center and the College of Medicine. He has received numerous
awards and national appointments. The tenured members of the faculty and the
Interim Chair of the Department of Physiology Roger Shannon have reviewed Dr.
Phillips' credentials and strongly recommend him for tenure upon initial

appointment. Vice President for Health Sciences and Dean of the College of
Medicine Robert M. Daugherty and President Judy Genshaft strongly support Dr.
Phillips for tenure as well.

Lisa Simpson
Dr. Lisa Simpson was appointed as Professor and All Children's Hospital Guild
Endowed Chair in Child Health Policy in the Department of Pediatrics effective
February 10, 2003 . She received her MPH from the University of Hawaii at
Manoa School of Public Health in 1986. Prior to joining USF, Dr. Simpson was
Deputy Dire ctor of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) at
the NIH. Dr. Simpson is renown for her work at AHRQ. She is nationally
recognized as a leader in children's health services, pediatric health care
outcomes, health care quality, and accessibility of children to health care. Dr.
Simpson has received numerous awards, (i.e.,· Excellence in Pubic Service
Award, American Academy of Pediatrics in 2002, Director's Distinguished
Service Award, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality in 2001, and the
HHS Secretary's Distinguished Service Award for the development of a userdriven and integrated planning, budget and evaluation strategy for the Agency in
2000 to name a few). The tenured members of the faculty and the Lewis A.
Barness Professor and Chair of the Department of Pediatrics Robert D.
Christensen have reviewed Dr. Simpson's credentials and strongly recommend
her for tenure upon initial appointment. Vice President for Health Sciences and
Dean of the College of Medicine Robert M. Daugherty and President Judy
Genshaft strongly support Dr. Simpson for tenure as well.

John W. Sleasman
Dr. John W. Sleasman was appointed as Professor and the Robert A. Good
Chair of Immunology in the Department of Pediatrics effective October 21, 2002.
He received his M.D. from the University of Tennessee in 1981. Prior to joining
USF, Dr. Sleasman was Professor and Chief of the Division of Immunology and
Infectious Diseases in the Department of Pediatrics at the University of Florida
College of Medicine in Gainesville. Dr. Sleasman was awarded tenure at the
University of Florida in 1994 and was promoted to Professor in 1999 in the
Departments of Pediatrics and Pathology. He has had continuous research
funding from the NIH since 1989 and is a recognized leader in acquired immune
deficiency diseases, particularly HIV. He has authored about 50 peer-reviewed
manuscripts and over 100 abstracts. He received the outstanding intern award in
1982 and the outstanding fellow award in 1986 at the University of Florida. The
tenured members of the faculty and the Lewis A. Barness Professor and Chair of
the Department of Pediatrics Robert D. Christensen have reviewed Dr.
Sleasman's credentials and strongly recommend him for tenure upon initial
appointment. Vice President for Health Sciences and Dean of the College of
Medicine Robert M. Daugherty and President Judy Genshaft strongly support Dr.
Sleasman for tenure as well.
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Lakeland Cam~us
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Agenda item: FL 104
USF Board of Trustees
May 15, 2003
Issue: Proposed BA in Music Studies

Proposed action: Authorize implementation of BA in Music Studies option in
the USF School of Music, College of Visual and Performing Arts

Background information: The School of Music currently offers undergraduate
programs in Music Performance and Music Education. The School proposes to
create an additional baccalaureate degree option that will require fewer credit
hours in Music, thus allowing students to pursue elective coursework in other
fields or even a double major.
The proposed new degree option is expected to attract a significant number of
new students who may not otherwise enroll at USF. Graduates will have a wider
range of career opportunities as well as a broader array of graduate education
choices. The resources to offer this program (curriculum and faculty) are already
in place. The curriculum is composed of existing courses already taught by
faculty in the School of Music. Students in the BA Music Studies option will
occupy seats currently available in these courses.
The proposed new degree option has the full support of the College and
University and has been reviewed by the appropriate faculty committees.
If approved, the BA Music Studies will be implemented in Fall2003.

Workgroup Review: (workgroup name and date of meeting item approved)
Supporting documentation: BA Music Studies proposal
Prepared by: Kathleen Moore
813-974-5565
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A. PI'Oposal
The USF School of Music proposes to create an additional baccalaureate degree
option (B.A. in Music Studies) within its existing undergraduate offerings. The
proposed new B.A. in Music Studies (CIP 50.0901) represents a reorganization of the
existing undergraduate music curriculum that will require students to complete fewer
credit hours in music, thus allowing flexibility to pursue elective course work in other
fields or even a double major. This proposal has the full support of the faculty a_nd
administration in the School of Music and the College of Visual and Performing Arts.

B. Rationale
1. Current Degrees
The School ofMusic presently offers only professional degrees in music,
including the Bachelor of Music in three concentrations (composition, jazz
studies, and performance) and a choice of the Bachelor of Arts in music education
(with college-level foreign language and three Exit courses) or the Bachelor of
Science in music education (two Exit courses and no college-level foreign
language).

2. Description of the B.A. in Music Studies Curriculum
The B.A. in Music Studies has a core curriculum of 36 credit hours in academic
and applied courses in music . These include theory, literature, history, piano
classes, studio lessons, conducting, and ensembles, which can be completed
within two years. Students have the choice of one of four emphases for another 9
credit hours in applied music (performance), composition, history, or theory.
Continuation in the degree emphasis or moving toward greater diversification is
possible through 4-6 credit hours of music electives selected from the areas of
composition, education, history, literature, performance, pedagogy, and theory. In
total, the major requires 49-51 credit hours. This cun·iculum comports fully with
the requirements of such degrees as outlined by the National Association of
School of Music, our learned society and accrediting body. [see Attachment A:
B.A. in Music Studies Curriculum Outline]
The prerequisites for admission to the program are the standard prerequisites for
baccalaureate programs in CIP 50.0901. [see Attachment B: Common
Prerequisites]
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3. Double Major Feasibility
Many inquiries are rece3ived each year in regard to a music business degree.
Both Florida State University and University of Miami offer such degrees, but
USF does not. The B.A. in Music Studies provides such a platform by which to
collaborate with the College of Business Administration to accommodate a
comparable education here. In time, a music business degree may be formulated
here. Presently, however, a double major with music and business certainly offers
a great amount of flexibility, especially with a view toward graduate studies in
atts management.
Many people who trained and worked as musicians eventually pursue career paths
which lead away from music. To illustrate, former USF music professors Nancy
Warfield (oboe) and Dr. Chadd MetTigan (piano) are now full-time in the
computer industry. Two years ago, the youngest student ever to graduate from
our School was a piano performance major who subsequently completed the
M.A.T. degree in the College of Education and became an elementa1y school
teacher. Wholesale and retail businesses across America are filled with music
graduates. In this respect, music is no different from any other major. Half of all
undergraduates in most academic disciplines go on to earn a living in a field
unrelated to their undergraduate major.
There is another crucial component to the double-major feature of the B.A. in
Music Studies. This degree provides the opportunity for students in music to
pursue a second major in another arts discipline (art, dance, or theatre). We
routinely find students who have savvy and interest in more than one arts
discipline, but when one of those disciplines is music, it is nearly impossible for
them to pursue a music major and any other arts major concurrently. This
sh01tcoming is shortsighted, inasmuch as many atts careers now are multi-arts
careers. We often refer to such careers as multimedia.
All this is to say that having the prospect of two majors, with one as amore
liberal-arts oriented curriculum in music, provides the USF student with more
options while a student here, and more options in life upon graduation. By having
diversified knowledge and skills, one can move among jobs and careers more
comf01tably, which is becoming a common practice in this country.

4. Retention of MusiC Majors
It is not uncommon for professional music schools, such as the one here at USF,
to admit students who show promise and have been successful during their high
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school years in school music programs. Upon arrival at USF, some of these
students discover that the intensity of a professional music curriculum, such as the
B.M. degree or the B.S. in Music Education, is too daunting and/or too focused.
We lose too many of these students. They pursue another major instead.
However, the B.A. in Music Studies then becomes the ideal alternative for them.
This option allows these students to continue their music pursuits as a music
major, but in a curriculum less concentrated in music and with a broader, liberalarts orientation. Because we do not have the correct C.I.P. code in place for our
B.A. degree, we have no easy way to retain these students. This degree corrects
this deficit in our offerings.

5. Phi Beta Kappa
At a time when USF is pursuing membership in the Phi Beta Kappa Society, the
School of Music is without clear evidence that it embraces the ideals of that
Society, which provides the following organizational purpose:
A core part of Phi Beta Kappa's mission is to foster and promote the
liberal arts and sciences. In addition to conferring membership to
outstanding students, the Society is involved in a number of advocacy
programs to spread the message about the benefits of a liberal arts
education.
The proposed C.I.P. designation, B.A. in Music Studies, is designed to make clear
our devotion to this liberal arts agenda. It requires no new courses, and it requires
fewer credit hours in music (49 instead of 81), when compared to the B.M.
degree. This provides tremendous flexibility for the student to explore a variety
of fields in the liberal arts. Additionally, the music major in this degree program
comfortably assumes a double major or a minor in another discipline and
graduates with the minimum requirement of 120 credit hours.
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C. Projected Enrollments and Impact on Existing Prog1·ams

School of Music
Undergraduate
Programs
B.A.
Music Studies
B.M.
Music Composition
B.M.
Music Performance
B.M.
Jazz Studies
B.S.
Music Education
TOTAL

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

0

75**

89

96

105

112

19

15 (-4*)

17

19

23

25

77

54 (-23*)

55

59

66

73

12

10 (-2*)

13

15

21

26

140

123 (-17*)

119

114

95

89

248

285

293

303

310

325

*Impact made by the proposed B.A. in }vfusic Studies
**75 students in first year ofB.A.:
46 from students leaving existing programs
29 from FTIC/Transfer students
The impact on enrollment in other undergraduate music programs is expected only in the
first year (2003-04) . Enrollments in the B.A. in Music Studies in subsequent years will
be net new enrollments. As no new courses will be needed for the proposed program,
students will occupy available space in currently offered courses. It is expected that
many will be high school and transfer students who are musically qualified but now feel
that they must major in another field. Knowing that they can "have their cake and eat it
too," they will more likely audition and join the School of Music in addition to pursuing
other studies at USF rather than simply selecting a different major as they now do . It is a
known fact that many successful physicians were undergraduate music majors.

D. Career Opportunities for Graduates
The proposed new B.A. option will create new employment opp01tunities for USF music
graduates. It is estimated that approximately one-third of all BA graduates will obtain
provisional certification through the Florida Department of Education and immediately
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establish themselves as music teachers in the public schools, earning alternative
cettification during the first three years.
Another third of the students will have completed a second major and possibly a minor
upon graduation. They will likely pursue a career either outside of music or related to
music, such as music business, working in a music retail business or in the entertainment
industry. It is expected that a good number ofBA students will double major in the
College of Visual and Perfonning Atts, possibly moving toward arts management,
musical theatre, the recording industry, or one of many support industries including
graphics and marketing.
Another third of those who earn the BA in Music Studies will go on to graduate school,
either in music or in another field . As graduates of a liberal mts baccalaureate program,
many of them will eventually enter the professional world as music historians, music
critics, lawyers, doctors, researchers, and other fields of a professional nature. Others
will move into commercial service businesses. Some may even go into politics!

E. Program and Other Resources [see Attachment C: 2002-03 Music Faculty]

At present, the School of Music has 48 full- and patt-time faculty members, as reflected
on the attached 2002-03 roster. The variety of specializations is extensive, and 19 of our
professors hold an earned doctorate in their field of expertise in music. Twenty
professors are tenured, and another nine are on tenure track. Many of our adjunct
instructors are full-time members of The Florida Orchestra and bring to our students a
strong presence of the professional world of music performance. Many of our professors
are featured on numerous professional recordings and appear in prestigious concett
venues around the world. Their compositions are premiered globally, and their
scholarship is published in the leading research journals, books, and monographs in their
disciplines.
There is absolutely no need for additional positions for the B.A. in Music Studies. All of
the courses and faculty are already in place. [see Attachment D: Fall2003 Music
Courses]. The new program will not necessitate any renovation of facilities or purchase
of new equipment. There would be no added expenses to add this degree program to the
current curricular offerings. The main benefits will be greatly increased retention and
graduation rates.

PROGRAM: Music

CONCENTRATION: .Music Studies (CIP Code 50.0901) EMPHASIS: Choice

120 HOURS IN EXISTING COURSES (NO CHANGES)
49-51 hours in music I 69-71 hours in liberal arts and additional music electives

MUSIC CORE REQUIREMENTS
Applied Studies in Music
Hours
Sub-total
Completion of sophomore level in studio (Principal , not major) ................. 8
Four terms in major ensemble ................ ...................... .. .... ...... .. .......... .... . 4
Two terms of keyboard skills .. .... ............ ............ .............. ...... .. .... .... ...... .. . 4
MUG 3104 (conducting) or MUT 2641 Uazz theory & improvisation) .... .... 2 .......... ........ 18
Academic Studies in Music
Three terms of theory (written and aural) .. ................................ ...... .. ...... 12
Written: MUT 1111, 1112, 2116; Aural: MUT 1241, 1242, 2246
Excluding Rudiments MUT 1001 (must be taken if required)
Literature and History: MUL 2111, and MUH 3301 or 3302 .... .......... .. ...... 6 .................. 18

Total

Core: 36

MUSIC EMPHASIS
(choose one)
Applied Music
Completion of junior level in studio, including junior recital .... .......... ........ .4
Three additional terms of major ensemble .. ...... ................ ...... ...... ....... 3
MUG 4302 (conducting), third term of keyboard skills,
or MUT 2642 Uazz theory & improvisation) ... .. ...... .. ....... .. .... .. ......... ..... 2 ... .. .. ............. 9
or
Music Composition (MUC)
Three additional courses: MUG 2221 (twice) and MUG 2301 .......................................... 9
or
Music History (MUH)
Three additional courses: MUH 2051 or 2632, MUH 3301 or 3302,
and MUH 4058 or 4801 .... ........ ... ...... .... ................. .. .... .... .......... ....... .... .. .... .. ....... ...... 9
or
Music Theory (MUT)
Three additional courses of written theory: MUT 2117, 4421, 4571 .. ....... .. .. ...... .... .... ...... 9
MUSIC ELECTIVES
(required)
Excluding non-major music courses ..... .. .... ............. .... .. ...... ... .. .. .. ..... ...... .... .. ... ...... ... .... 4-6
Taken from applied music (including ensembles) , music composition , music education ,
music history, music literature, music theory, and piano pedagogy

Emphasis: 9

Electives: 4-6

JUSTIFICATION: Approximately one-third of the current undergraduate music population is not going to
pursue careers in music education or performance. For many of them , music is a chosen major toward a
college degree. Also, there are many students who would like to have a double major or a minor, and the
reduced music course hours in the degree would allow that.

Attachment "B"
Revised: 11116/98
50.0901

Program:

Music, General

CIP:

Offered at:

FAU, FSU*, UF*, UNF*

Program Length:

FlU

120 Credit Hours
128 Credit Hours

Lower Level Courses
Course
Prefix & Number

Common
Prerequisites

1)
1)
1)
1)

MUT
MUT
MUT
MUT

1111
1112
2116
2117

3
3
3
3

2)
2)
2)
2)

MUT
MUT
MUT
MUT

1241
1242
2246
2247

1
1
1
1

MUN
MVx
MVx

xxxx

4

1X1X
2X2X

2-4
2-4

3) Secondary Piano

Suggested

"*May Meet
General Education
Requirements
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

0

Proficiency by Examination
4)

XXX

xxxx

X

1) Acceptable substitutes: MUT 1121,1122,2126, and 2127
2) Acceptable substitutes: MUT 1221, 1222, 2226, & 2227, OR 1261, 1262, 2266, & 2267, OR 1271 , 1272, 2276, and 2277

3) Acceptable substitutes: MVK 1111,1112,2121, & 2122, OR 1111r,1111r, 2121r, 2121r, 1211, and 2221
4)

Additional Courses Recommended: VARIES FROM TRACK TO TRACK AND INSTITUTION TO INSTITUTION

PLEASE NOTE: Duplicate courses such as MVK 1111 r may be repeated up to 4 times.
PLEASE NOTE: Additional Requirements for Degree required and VARY FROM TRACK TO
TRACK AND INSTITUTION TO INSTITUTION.
*

Limited Access

** Some of these hours may meet General Education Requirements at some community colleges
as well as fulfill Prere_guisites.

Attachment "C"

USF School of Music
2002 ~ 03

NAME

DEGREE

Aagaard , Kathie
MME, MM
Andrasy, Theresa
MM
Brantley, Thomas
MM
Clifford, Robert
PhD
Coble, Jay
DMA
Cullison, Larry
MM
Danielsson, Per
MM
Danielsson, Tamara
MM
Gottlieb, Danny
BM
Hawkins, Ann
MA
DA
Hayden, William
Hebert, Martin
(BM equivalency)
Hunsberger, Jay
MM
Ivanov, Svetozar
DMA
Jaworski, Warren
OM
Kehayas, John
MM
Kluksdahl, Scott
MM
Lee, Sang-Hie
EdD,PhD
Lewis, James
MM
OM
Lowe, Kay
McCormick, Kim
DMA
McCormick, Robert
MA
Monroe, Annetta
BM
Moore, Janet
EdD
Moorhead, Brian
MM
Moses, Dee
MM
Neuenschwander, Mark (BM equivalency)
Nickelson, LaRue (BM equivalency)
Owen , Chuck
MM
Reller, Paul
MA
Reynolds , Jerry
MM
Richmond, John
PhD
Robison, John
DMA
DMA
Robinson, Mike
Rogers, David
PhD
Shuler, Bryan
MM
Snowden , LaGretta
BS
Stuart, Carolyn
MM
Summer, Averill
OM
Summer, Robert
OM
Via, David
BM
Wiedrich, William
DMA
Wilkins, Jack
MM
Williams, David
PhD
MM
Wilson , James
Woodward , Sheila
PhD
MA
Yost, Bruce
Zielinski, Richard
DMA

Faculty

SPECIALIZATION

RANK

TENURE STATUS

Viola
Voice & Opera
Trombone & Jazz
Theory
Trumpet & Jazz
Literature & Piano
Jazz
Saxophone
Jazz Percussion
Theory
Violin & Viola
Oboe
Tuba & Euphonium
Piano
Voice & Literature
Bassoon
Violoncello
Piano Ped & Research
Composition
Voice & Diction
Flute
Percussion
Voice
Music Education
Clarinet
Double Bass
Jazz Bass
Jazz Guitar
Jazz Piano & Composition
Composition & SYCOM
Voice
Music Education
Music History
Conducting & Bands
Composition & Theory
Literature
Keyboard Class
Violin & Chamber Music
Piano
Conducting & Literature
Jazz Percussion
Conducting & Ensembles
Jazz Saxophone & Arr.
Music Education
French Horn
Music Education
Choral Conducting
Choral Conducting

Adjunct Instructor
Assistant Professor
Track
Assistant Professor
Track
Assistant Professor
Track
Assistant Professor
Track
Full Professor
Tenured
Adjunct Instructor
Adjunct Instructor
Visiting Artist
Tenured
Associate Professor
Tenured
Associate Professor
Adjunct Instructor
Visiting Assistant Professor
Visiting Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Tenured
Adjunct Instructor
Associate Professor
Tenured
Tenured
Associate Professor
Full Professor
Tenured
Associate in Music
Track
Assistant Professor
Tenured
Full Professor
Associate Professor
Tenured
Tenured
Associate Professor
Tenured
Associate Professor
Adjunct Instructor
Adjunct Instructor
Adjunct Instructor
Tenured
Full Professor
Associate Professor
Tenured
Tenured
Associate Professor
Tenured
Full Professor
Tenured
Associate Professor
Associate in Conducting
Visiting Assistant Professor
Visiting Instructor
Adjunct Instructor
Track
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Tenured
· Tenured
Full Professor
Adjunct Instructor
Associate Professor
Tenured
Associate Professor
Tenured
Track
Assistant Professor
Adjunct Instructor
Assistant Professor
Track
Adjunct Instructor
Associate Professor
Track
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Attacnment "D"
FALL 2003 Music Courses

Ref No = ACTIVE

Updated 02-25-03

MF 8:00-9:50
!w 7:00-9:30
IF 12:00-12:50
IF 12:00-12:50
lw 12:00-2:50
83098 ' MUC 3441 001 3
MUC 3442 001 3
83099 MUC 4241 001 3
83100 MUC4241 ' 002 3
]83101 lMUC 4403 !001]3
IMUC 4404j001 13
I
IMuc 4501 !oo1 13
I
j83102jMUC 4620 joo113
j831o3 ;jMuc 5525 !oo1j2
83105 IMUC 6251 001 ~4
83104 IMUC 6251 002!4
j857371Muc 6444j001 13
MUC 6445 001 3
83106 MUC 6626 001 4
86560 MUC 6930 001 2
83107 ,MUE 2090 001 3
IMUE 2090
IMuE 2450
I
jMUE 2460
I
86575 MUE 3421
86578 IMUE 3422

I002 I3
joo1 l1
1001 11
001 1
001 2

83110 jMUE 3423
IMUE 3451
IIMUE 3461
83111 MUE 4311
MUE4321

901 1
001 1

I

]001 11
001 3

2
MUE 4331 001 3

i]MUE 4332 ]001 13
I] MUE4352]
12

120 EM: Digital Synthesis I
120 .EM: Digital Synthesis II
j20 Composition: Reller P
~20 : Composition: Lewis J
~20 jEM: Real-Time Perf I
120 jEM: Real-Time Perf II
~20 lsem: New Musical Styles

~20 !Jazz Composition
120 ~Jazz Composition
120 IIComposition: Reller P
J20 IIComposition: Lewis J
j20 ~EM: Analog/Dig Sys Res I
20 EM: Analog/Dig Sys Res II
'
20 Jazz Composition
20 Seminar: Jazz Comp Styles
30 Theoretical Bases of Mus Ed
j30 !Theoretical Bases of Mus Ed
!15 IBeg Woodwind Techniques
115 IBeg Brass Techniques
30 Choral Techniques & Pedagogy
3o 1Wind Techniques & Pedagogy
30 String Techniques & Pedagogy
15 Adv Woodwind Techniques
115 iAdv Brass Techniques
30 K-12 Gen Mus Methods & Prac
30 IFound of Choral Music
,30 iChoral Methods in Sec Sch
j30 !Instrumental Mus in Sec Sch
!30 !Found of Instrumental Music

I
R 12:00-2:50
;F 12:00-12:50
F 12:00-12:50
]M 12:00-2:50

l
I·
jR 12:00-12:50
IR 12:00-12:50
12:oo-12:5o
12:oo-12:5o
jwR 12:00-2:50

IF
IF

R 12:00-12:50
M 10:00-1 1:50
MF 8:00-9:50

l

I
~

F 2:00-3:50
MF 8:00-9:50
W5:30-7:30

I
TR 8:00-9:50

TAR 025
TAR 025
FAH 134
FAH 134

Lewis J

F,S

!Reller P
jReller P

IF
IF. s
IF. s

!Lewis J
!Reller P
jReller P
i Reller P
IReller P
Reller P
I Lewis J

IF
Is
F
s
F,S
F,S

ITAR 025 :]Reller P
ITAR 025 l Reller P

IF
Is

I

I

'I
,I owen C
jowen C
!Reller P
!Lewis J
jReller P
Reller P
OwenC
OwenC
I Williams D
jFAH 132 ~Woodward S
jFAH 107 IMoorhead B

IFAH
IFAH
jFAH
jFAH
jTAR
TAR
IFAH
FAH
FAH

jFAH
FAH
FAH
FAH
FAH
jFAH
FAH

107
107
134
134
025
025
107
107
132

1

IF. s
IF. s
IF. s
IF. s
]F
s
F,S
F-odd, S-even
F
Is
IF
IF
F,S

226 ~
132 Summer R
101 Williams D
F,S
132 Bram H (Hayden W) F
s
107 Moorhead B
226 j
IS
132 Woodward S
F

I
I
I

Yost B

TBAT-TBA

l

l

s

]FAH 132 ~Williams D

js

l

I

I

I
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:MUE4480
2
' 30
,MUE4909
1-3 20
83112 MUE 4936 901 2
30
I83113IMUE4940 l9o1!1o 130
!MUE 6080 1799 13
'l20
I
I85312JMUE 6116j799l3
l2o
jMUE 6145j799 j3
j20
I
86337 MUE 6336 799 3
,20
MUE 6347 799 3
120
20
MUE 6647 799 3
MUE6906 901 1-6 20
85860 MUE6942 001 6
20
83114 MUE 6971 001 2-19 20
MUE 7815 901 3
20
MUE 7835 j901 3
20

Special Ensemble Methods
Dir Study: Music Education
Senior Seminar in Mus Ed
jtnternship: Music Education
!Foundations/Principles-ME
!AdvTech & Research in Elem School Music
!Mus Supervision and Admin
Adv Tech & Research in Sec Vocal Music
Adv Tech & Research in Instrumental ME
Tech of Research in Aft ME Models
Independent Study: MusEd
!Graduate Internship in ME
Thesis: Masters/EdS
I Found Mus Learning/Teach
Philosophical Issues in ME

I85529IMUE 7939100111-2
86743 ,MUE 7980 901 2-3
84088 MUG 3104 001 2
MUG4302 001 2

120
20
30
20

!Doctoral Seminar in MUE Research
!Dissertation: Doctoral
jBasic Conducting
_!Instrumental Conducting

I85548 !MUG 6205j901
I83115 IMuG 6307!oo1
!MUG 6930 1901
I
IMUH 2019
MUH 2051 001
MUH
2632 . 001
83116

120 !Advanced Choral Conducting
120 jsand/Wind Ens Conducting
120 !Advanced Choral Techniques
215 History of Popular Music
215 Folk & Trad Mus of World
215 1Music in the United States

1

12
j3

j3
2
3

3
83117 MUH 2632 002 3
86614 MUH 3016 901 3
jMUH 3300 loo1 lz
I
83118 MUH 3301 001 3
MUH 3302 , 901 3
86615 MUH 4058 001 ,3
86739 MUH 4801 901 3
83120 MUL 2111 001 3
83121 :MUL 3001 501 3
MUL 3012

3

1

215
215
l3o
40

·~.,

~~i'-\~ -~ t.-

~ -;

i.G.., ........ ...

!

Music in the United States
Survey of Jazz

jMH: Medievai&Renaissance
MH: Baroque & Classic
,40 MH: Romantic & 20th C.
40 Intercultural Music: 20th C.
30 History of Jazz
140 lntro to Music Literature
999 Issues in Music
45 Music in Your Life

T 5:00-6:50

FAH 132

IMTWRF 7:30-3:30

~FAH 1378 ~Staff

I
jF 12:00-12:50

!FAH 1378 !Williams D
IFAH 1378 jwoodward S

l

I

Staff

I

F 1:00-1 :50

FAH 1378 Richmond J
FAH 1378 Williams D
FAH 1378 Woodward S
Woodward S
MTWRF 7:30-3:30
FAH 132 Staff
F 2:00-2:50
FAH 1378 Staff
FAH 1378
FAH 226 Richmond J
jF 3:00-3:50 [1CR!term,2/final term] IFAH 1378 !Richmond J
F 4:00-4:50
FAH 1378 Staff
TR 9:00-9:50
FAH 102 Robinson M
FAH 132 Wiedrich W
IM 7:00-10:00
jFAH 102 !Zielinski R
jTR 2 :00-3:50
IFAH 132 lwiedrich w
IFAH 226 !Zielinski R

I

F,S
IF. s
IF-even
IF
I
F
s
s
F,S
F,S
F,S
i

lF. S
1F, S
F, S
s
jF, S
IF. s
IF-even

i
I

I
I
I

I
I

I

MWF 3:00-3:50
MWF 4:00-4:50
M 7:30-9:30

FAH 101

Robison J

FAH 101
FAH 101
FAH 101

Shuler 8
Shuler 8
Wilkins J

FAH 134 !Robison J
FAH 226 Robison J
FAH 226 Robison J
FAH 226 Robison J
FAH 132 OwenC
FAH 226 SummerR

I
MW 6:00-7:15
MWF 8:00-8:50
MW 4:00-5:15
TR 8:30-9:45
TBAT-TBA

'

- -- .

- -- --- -

CIS 104

Jaworski W
Cullison L

s
F,S

I

F,S
F,S

I
I

I

Is-odd
I
F-odd + 2 terms I
S-even + 2 terms I
F-odd
I
F-odd
I
F,S
!
F,S
I
F,S

i
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j83122jMUL 3012 001 3

,I215 IMusic in Your Life

J84079 jMUL 3012 Js01 13
j85744 jMUL 3012 !901 j3

l999 jMusic in Your Life
j215 IMusic in Your Life
j20 jTwentieth C. Music Lit
120 jKeyboard Repertory I
j20 !Keyboard Repertory II
j20 !symphonic Literature
j20 !Band/Wind Ensemble Lit
,j20 !Chamber Music Literature
j20 jsong Literature I (Italian)
120 !song Literature II (French)
120 IJChoral Literature 1500-1800
!20 jChoral Literature 1800-Present
j20 jopera Literature

.IMUL 6375 j901 13
I
J83123 !MUL 6410 ]90112

I

jMUL 6411 !901 12
J86618 jMUL 6505j901 j2
1

l83124lMUL 6555I901j3
IMUL 6565 !901 j2
l86617jMUL 6624 j001 12
!MUL 6625 1901 !2
I
i!MUL 6655 !901 13
IMUL
6656 j901 13
I
l86619jMUL 6671 !001 j2

I
I
I

jMUN 1100 !901 j1-3 j20 !Pep Band
l83127lMUN 1110 j901 11-3 1300 HOT Athletic Bands

I

js3128jMUN 3143 loo1j1
I83129IMUN 3143joo2j1
I8313D IMUN 3213 loo1l1
l83131 jMUN 3313j001 j1
85345 MUN 3313 901 1
83133 .MUN 3343 001 1
MUN 3411 901 ,1

I
I
I

IMUN
jMUN
IMUN
IMUN

3420 I001
3421 j001
3424j001
3431 001
MUN 3432 001
.MUN 3433 001

11
11
11
1
1
1

j83135~MUN 3443j001j1
J83136 jMUN 3444j001 j1

I83137IMUN 3453 !oo1j1
j83138!MUN 3453,002 j1
IMUN 34731901 11
I
l8314o :!MUN 3713!001

h

!100 lwind Ensemble
!1oo jsymphony Band
1100 university Orchestra
J150 !university Singers
100 !University Singers Recital Chorus
100 jChamber Singers
'
20 !String Quartet
j20 !Saxophone Ensemble
!20 jFiute Choir
l2o !woodwind Quintet
20 Brass Quintet
20 Horn Quartet
20 Brass Choir
120 !Percussion Ensemble
120 !Marimba Ensemble
j20 jPiano Ensemble
l20 !Piano Ensemble
!20 !collegium Musicum
1!20 !Jazz Ensemble I

I
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IMW 10:30-11 :45
ITBAT-TBA
IT 7:00-9:30

i

l

jus 621

lR 2:00-3:50

jFAH 209
jFAH 209
,jFAH 134
IFAH 226
jFAH 226
!FAH 132
jFAH 134
jFAH 134

I
lw 4:oo-s:so
]M 4:00-6:50

I
jR 10:00-11:50
I

I

IFAH 101
IFAH 101

I

I

jT 10:00-11 :50

jFAH 132
jFAH 102
1

l
IMWF 5:00-6:50; TBAT-TBA
jTR 10:00-11:50, F 11:00-11:50
jTR 2:00-3:50, F 2:00-2:50
IMW 10:00-11:50, F 10:00-10:50
jMW 12:00-1:50
M 7:30-10:00
TR 12:00-1 :50, F 12:00-12:50
*see MUS 4930 I MUS 5905
!*see MUS 4930 I MUS 5905
j*see MUS 4930 I MUS 5905
l*see MUS 4930 I MUS 5905
*see MUS 4930 I MUS 5905
*see MUS 4930 I MUS 5905
*see MUS 4930 I MUS 5905
jMWF 8:00-9:50, TR 8:00-8:50
jTR 12:00-12:50
jTR 11 :00-11:50
jw 12:oo-1:so
I
jMW 2:00-3:50, F 3:00-3:50

I

IFAH
jFAH
jFAH
jFAH
FAH
FAH

102
102
102
102
102
102

I

I
l
FAH 102
jFAH 102
!FAH 106
jFAH ~01
jFAH 101
IFAH 132
jFAH102

Cullison L

jF, S

!Cullison L
!Cullison L
!Lewis J
jsummer A
!summer A
IKiuksdahl S
jWiedrich W
!stuart c
!Jaworski W
]Jaworski W
!summer R
!summer R ·
!Jaworski W
!Robinson M
!Robinson M
jwiedrich W
jRobinson M
!Wiedrich W
!Zielinski R
' Zielinski R
Zielinski R

!F. S
jF, S
]s

I

I
I

!McCormick R
jMcCormick R
!Ivanov S
!Ivanov S
jRobison J
Iowen C

IF
Is
lF
IF
IF. s
IF
Is
Is-odd
Is-even
Is
Is
IF
IF. s
IF. s
IF. s
JF, S
F,S
F, S
F,S
IF. s
!F. S
jF, S
F, S
F, S
F, S
!F. S
!F. S
IF. s
!F. S
jF. S
jF, S
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83141 MUN 3713 902 1
83142 MUN 3714 001 1

20

Jazz Ensemble II "The Deuce"

j83145 jMUN 3714j004l1
l84086 jMUN 3714 '1006 1

120 Jazz Chamber Ensemble 1
!20 lJazz Chamber Ensemble 4
20 Jazz Chamber Ensemble 6 "Jazztet"

!83143 jMUN 3714!902 1

20

Jazz Chamber Ensemble 2
jJazz Chamber Ensemble 3
!Jazz Chamber Ensemble 5
Wind Ensemble
University Orchestra
!university Singers

!university Singers Recital Chorus
20 Chamber Singers

83149 MUN 6345 001 1
83150 'MUN 6385 901 1
83151 MUN6445 001 ' 1

1

Univ-Community Chorus

20
20

Percussion Ensemble

TR 4:00-5:50

,FAH 102

MW 12:00-1:50 (Beginning Level)
jTR 2:00-3:50

FAH 107 Wilkins J
jFAH 226 !Wilkins J

TR 2:00-3:50 (Graduate Level)

jFAH 107 !Wilkins J
MW 4:00-5:50 (Intermediate Level) jFAH 226 jWilkins J

jTR 4:00-5:50 (Advanced Level)
jTR 4:00-5:50

!Wilkins J
jWilkins J

TR 10:00-11:50, F 11 :00-11 :50
MW 10:00-11 :50, F 10:00-10:50
jMW 12:00-1:50

Wiedrich W
Wiedrich W
jzielinski R

jTR 12:00-12:50

jFAH 106 jMcCormick R

IF. s

jTR 11:00-11 :50

jFAH 101
jFAH 101

IFAH 132 )Robison J

IF. s
IF. s
If, s

!w 12:00-1 :50

20

J

83155 MUN 6715 001 1

20 Jazz Ensemble I
120 !Jazz Ensemble II "The Deuce"

MUS 2201 003 1

30

MUS4930 001 2

16

83164 MUS4930 901 1-2 30

186628 !MUS 4930 !9o2 !1-2 j3o !Brass Chamber Music
j30 !MUE Percussion Class
l86651 lMUS 4930 j904j1
l3o lMUE Guitar Class
la66so lMus 4930 ]9osl1

F,S

!, Ivanov S
jlvanov S

jFAH
IFAH
jFAH
jFAH

JMW 4:00-5:50, F 4:00-6:50
JMW 4:00-5:50, F 4:00-6:50
F1:00-1:50

!Brantley
jWilkins J
jAndrasy T
jAndrasy T

IF. s
jF, S
jF, S
IF
IF
F,S

FAH 101
FAH 132
FAH 132

CookeD
LeweK
LeweK

FAH 133

LeweK

S-odd

Staff

jF, S
F,S

FAH 101

Lee S-H

F,S

FAH 225

Danielsson P

s

TR 6:00-6:50

FAH 101

Stuart C

jMW 6:00-6:50
jTR 6:00-6:50

jFAH 102 !Brantley T
jFAH 102 )McCormick R

IF 4:00-5:50

!FAH 226 jstaff

MW 3:00-3:50

jTBAT-TBA
F 5:00-6:50

Jazz Keyboard Skills
Chamber Music

McCormick R

ITR 4:00-5:50
jTR 2:00-3:50

I

I

I

F,S

jFAH 102 lOwen C
102
107
102
102

IF. s
F,S

Zielinski R

jMW 2:00-3:50, F 2:00-2:50

Language Diction- French

f83162 jMUS 4905j001 j1-4 !20 !Directed Study
MUS4905 002 ,1-4 20 Directed Study
85856 . MUS4905 903 1-4 20 Piano & Piano Pedagogy

IF. s

FAH 102
FAH 102

j20 jPiano Ensemble

j83159 IMUO 6505 l9o1!1 -3 l2o !opera
999 Recital Attendance
83160 MUS2010 001 0
83161 MUS 2201 001 1
30 Language Diction - Italian
MUS2201 002 1
30 Language Diction - German

jF, S
jF, S
F,S
F, S

T 7:30-10:00
MWF 8:00-9:50, TR 8:00-8:50

j83153 IMUN 6456!oo2j1
MUN 6475 901 1

j20 jJazz Chamber Ensemble "Jazztet"
I83157 IMUN 6716 j006 j1
j83158 IMuo 3503j9o1j1-3 l3o jopera

JF . .S
F,S
F,S

!Zielinski R
FAH 102 Zielinski R

j20 !Marimba Ensemble
j20 !Piano Ensemble

!83156jMUN 6715j002 j1

F,S
F, S

jM 7:30-10:00
TR 12:00-1:50, F 12:00-12:50

!86627 jMUN 6446 !001 !1
j83152 ,MUN 6456j001 j1

Collegium Musicum

Brantley T

Istaff

~~::-"

F
S-even

I

I

F,S
jF. S
!F, S
jF

i
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' 20 Reed Class
86630 MUS 4931 001 1
M 1:00-1:50
FAH 132 Hebert M
F, S
83165 MUS4935 901 1
30 Music Senior Seminar
M 6:00-6:50
FAH 132 Lewis J
F, S
I

83166 MUS 5905 001 1-4 20
85630 .MUS 5905 901 1-2 30
I

Directed Study

,TBAT-TBA

Chamber Music

TR 6:00-6:50

I

Staff

~ FAH 101

Stuart C

' F, S

jBrantley T

IF, s
jF, S

I85788IMUS 5905j902j1-2 !30 !Brass Chamber Music

jMW 6:00-6:50

jFAH 101

j85550jMUS 5905j9o3j1-4 !20 !Piano & Piano Pedagogy
j20 jcomputer Apps in Music
I86410IMus 6525l799j3

IF 5:00-6:50
IF 12:00-12:50

jFAH 101 jLee S-H
jFAH 276 jWilliams D

l
I

j20 ,!Tech Research: Mus/MusEd

I

j20 !Tech Research: Mus/MusEd

jR 6:00-8:30

jFAH 132 !Lee S-H
IFAH 132 jLee S-H

jMUS 6793 l799j3
j83167 !MUS 6793l901j3

!Mus 6906loo111-19j20 !Independent Study

I
IMUS 6910
l86742jMUS 6971
83168 MUS 6976
83169 'MUT 1001
I

jF 2:00-2:50
MW 2:00-2:50

130 !Rudiments: Non-Majors
l3o jMusic Theory I

I

jFAH 132

j3o !Music Theory I
j30 jMusic Theory I
30 . Music Theory II

jMF 11 :00-11:50, W 9:00-9:50
jMF 2:00-2:50, W 9:00-9:50

joo1j1-19l2o !Directed Research
joo111-19l2o !Thesis: Master's
001 2
20 Graduate Recital
001 2
bo .Rudiments of Music: Majors

jMUT 1oo1 joo2j2

I83170jMUT 1111 joo1j3
j83171!MUT 1111 joo2J3
I831721MuT 1111 joo3j3
MUT1112 001 3
MUT1112 002 3
jMUT 1112j003j3
I
j83173jMUT 1241 loo1j1
83174 MUT 1241 002 1
83175 MUT 1241 003 1
MUT 1242 .001 1
MUT 1242 002 1

30

!Hawkins A

!FAH 134 jHawkins A
FAH 134 Hawkins A

30
30

Aural Theory II

83177 MUT 2116 002 3

30 Advanced Music Theory Ill
130 !Advanced Music Theory Ill
30 Advanced Music Theory IV

J83179 'JMUT 2246 .loo2 11

134, 101

l

Advanced Music Theory Ill

]83178IMUT 2246 ·j oo1j1

j 101 , 133 !Hawkins A
' 134, 101 Hawkins A

ITR 10:00-10:50
TR 12:00-12:50
TR 2:00-2:50

30

·jMUT 2117 loo3j3

1101,133 IHawkinsA
!1 01, 133 jHawkins A

I

83176 MUT2116 001 3

I

w 9:00-9:50

i3o jMusic Theory II

30

MUT 2117 002 3

IMF 9:00-9:50,

I

!3o !Aural Theory I
30 Aural Theory I
30 Aural Theory I

MUT 1242 003 1

IMuT 2 116joo3!3
MUT2117 001 3

I
IF 2:00-2:50

Music Theory II

Aural Theory II
Aural Theory II

I

I
I

I

!staff
!staff
jFAH 133 !Staff
FAH 133 Staff
FAH 132 Hawkins A

'

MF 8:00-8:50, W 8:00-8:50
I

MF 10:00-10:50,

I

w 8:00-8:50

I

FAH 134
FAH 134
' FAH 134

Hawkins A
Hawkins A
Hawkins A

,101, 133
101, 133

Clifford R

F, S

IF.

Is

jF
jF, S

I
jF, S
F,S
F
Is
IF
IF
jF
s
s

Is
IF
F
'F

s
s
s

Clifford R

F
F

!134, 101 IClifford R

!F
s

Clifford R

s

134, 101

30 Advanced Music Theory IV
j30 !Advanced Music Theory IV

l

!30 jAdvanced Aural Theory Ill

jTR 11 :00-11 :50

!jFAH 134 IjHawkins A

)3o !Advanced Aural Theory Ill

jTR 1:00-1 :50

jFAH 134 !Hawkins A

s

js
IF
IF
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Advanced Aural Theory Ill
!Advanced Aural Theory IV

F
!Hawkins A

l
I

Is

]Hawkins A

Is

I

jJazz Theory & lmprov I

jTR 1:00-1:50 .

jWilkins J

Is
I' F

!Jazz Theory & lmprov If

I

!Wilkins J

jAdvanced Aural Theory IV
!Advanced Aural Theory IV

I

Jazz Comp and Arranging I

I

!owen C

Is-odd

jAdvanced Jazz lmprov I

jTR 11":00-11 :50

jWilkins J

IF-odd

!Advanced Jazz lmprov If

I

IWilkinsJ

Is-even

!orchestration I

jMF 3:00-3:50

jLewis J

30

Orchestration II

MUT 4411 001 3

30

Sixteenth C. Practice

83182 MUT 4421 ·001 3

30

Eighteenth C. Practice

MUT 4571 001 3

30

Twentieth C. Practice

MUT 5051 901 2

20

Grad Review of Mus Theory

I

IMUT 6545 j901 j3

j86633IMuT 6586 j901 !2

I

JMUT 6586 190212

Is
F-even

!Jazz Camp and Arranging II

MUT 4312 '001 2

1

OwenC

iTR 8:00-9:30

j20 !Analysis of 18th & 19th C. Mus

I

120 !critical Analysis- History

IR 4:00-5:50

j20 jcrit Analysis- Hist (Jazz)

I

I

FAH 134

Lewis J

IF
s

FAH 134

Clifford R

F

FAH 133
FAH 274

Clifford R

s

!FAH 274

I

jCiifford R

IF-even, S-even

· IFAH 132 !Robison J

IF-odd
Is-even

I

MUT6626 901 J3
86634 MUT6627 . 901 j3

120 !Analysis of 20th Century Music

l

IFAH 107
jFAH 134 !Clifford R

)20 ISchenkerian Analysis

IT 4 :00-6:30

IFAH 133 !Hawkins A

IF-odd

I

120 !Seminar: Jazz Styles & Anal

I

!FAH 107

jWilkins J

jF-even, S-odd

FAH 134

Hawkins A

FAH 134

Hawkins A

S-odd
S-odd

jMUT 6665 j001 j2

jS-all

,MUT6751 901 3

20

Teaching of Music Theory

MUT6760 901 3

20

History of Music Theory

chart

MVBxxx1

001 1-4

18

Trumpet: Coble J

M 12:00-12:50

chart

MVBxxx2 001 1-4

18

French Horn: Wilson J

M 12:00-12:50

chart

MVBxxx3 001 1-4

18

Trombone: Brantley T

M 12:00-12:50

101, 133

Brantley T

F,S

chart

MVBxxx4 001 1-4 10

Euphonium: Hunsberger J

M 12:00-12:50

101 , 134

Hunsberger J

F, S

chart

MVB xxx5 001 1-4

Tuba: Hunsberger J

Hunsberger J

!

101, 132 Coble J
101 , 274 . Wilson J

F,S
F, S

M 12:00-12:50

101, 134

lchart jMVJ xx5x j001j2-4 j18 !Applied Jazz Performance

jT 12:00-12:50

jFAH 107 jWilkins J

jF, S

jchart I MVJ xxxO joo111-4 110 !Jazz Piano: Danielsson P

IT 12:00-12:50

IFAH 107 joanielsson P

IF. s
F,S

chart : MVJ xxx3
chart ' MVJ xxx4
chart
chart

10

FAH 107

Jazz Bass: Neuenschwander M

T 12:00-12:50

FAH 107

Neuenschwander M F,S

Jazz Percussion: Via D, Gottlieb 0

·T 12:00-12:50

FAH 107

Via D. Gottlieb D

Piano: Summer A

T 12:00-1:50

'FAH101

Jazz Guitar: Nickelson L

001 1-4 •10

MVJ xxxs , oo1 1-4
MVK

T 12:00-12:50

001 1-4 10
10
'001 1-4 ' 18

1

Nickelson L

F,S

Summer A

F,S
'F, S
-

..
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chart MVK
jMVK
j83282 !MVK 1111
l83283 ;jMVK 1111
j83284IMVK 1111
j84089jMVK 1111
jMVK 1121
jMVK 1121
·jMVK 1121

I

I
I
I
I

k:.r~

loo3!1-4
!001 !2
joo2j2
joo3j2
!004j2
j001 ,j2
j002 1j2
joo3 .j2

!MVK 1121 jo0412
j83291 IMVK 1811 loo1 j2
j83292 jMVK 1811 j002j2
j85743IMVK 1811 loo3!2
j85772!MVK 1811 j004 j2
l86744l MvK 1811 joosj2
l83293 lMVK 2111 j001 !2
I83294 IMVK 2111 !002!2
j83295 !MVK 2111 1j0o3j2
!MVK 2121 j001 12
I
!MVK 2121 !002 12
IMVK 2121 loo3l2
IMVK2821
12
IMVK3111j
12
83308 ' MVK4640 001 '4
MVK4641 001 .4
83313 MVK6650 001 2
MVK6651 001 2
jchart IMVP .xxx1 j001!1-4
lchart jMVS .xxx1 !9o1j1-4
chart MVS .xxx2 001 1-4
chart MVS .xxx3 901 1-4
jchart jMVS .xxx4 j001j1-4
joo1 12-4
lchart jMW
joo2j2-4
jchart jMW
!oo3j2-4
lchart jMW

I
I

I
I

I

j18
j16
j16
'j16
!16
!16
]16
!16
j16
!16
!16
j16
j16
j16
'16
16
j16
j 16
j16
j16

l
I
20
20
20
20
118
j18
18
18
118
!18
118
j18

=.~ ~::..._r~~~~~~~t.:.::.:. · ~

~:

Piano: Ivanov S
!Piano: N/A
!Keyboard Skills I
!Keyboard Skills I
!Keyboard Skills I
jKeyboard Skills I
jKeyboard Skills II
jKeyboard Skills II
jKeyboard Skills II
!Keyboard Skills II
!Beginning Piano I (class)
!Beginning Piano I (class)
!Beginning Piano I (class)
!Beginning Piano I (class)
!Beginning Piano I (class)
Keyboard Skills Ill
Keyboard Skills Ill
!Keyboard Skills Ill
!Keyboard Skills IV
!Keyboard Skills IV
!Keyboard Skills IV
jlntermediate Piano
!Music Majors, Level 5
Piano Pedagogy I
Piano Pedagogy II
Graduate Piano Pedagogy I
Graduate Piano Pedagogy II
!Percussion: McCormick R
jviolin: Stuart c
Viola: Aagaard K
Violoncello: Kluksdahl S
!Double Bass: Moses 0
!voice: Jaworski W
!voice: Andrasy T
lvoice: ReYI1Eids J

~~:.s":il~~~;-..: - ~±-~r~..t:. ~:;::;,.1l

· ~~-

----~1~! :;,1~~~ ~~

R 12:00-1:50
I·
IMWF 8:00-8:50
IMWF 10:00-10:50
·IMWF 12:00-12:50
1
1MWF 2:00-2:50

I
I
I
I
ITR 8:00-8:50
ITR 9:00-9:50
]TR 10:00-10:50
ITR 11:00-11 :50
jTR 2:00-2:50
jMWF 9:00 9:50
jMWF 11 :00-11 :50
IMWF 1:00-1:50

I
I
I
I
I

MWF 3:00-3:50
MWF 3:00-3:50
jM 1:00-1 :50
IR 5:00-5:50
_IM 1:00-1 :50
IT 5:00-5:50
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!Mw 2:00-2:50
jF 10:00-11 :50
jTR 3:00-3:50
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:....

j~·

Ivanov S

I

I

jFAH 225
!FAH 225
jFAH 225
IFAH 225
jFAH 225
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IFAH 225
IFAH 225
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jStaff
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I

I

I
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IFAH 101
11 01. 274
jFAH 101
j101, 134
IFAH 101
!FAH 101
jFAH 101

!McCormick R
!stuart C
jAagaard K
jKiuksdahl S
!Moses D
!Jaworski W
IAndrasy T
!Reynolds J
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FAH 225 Staff
FAH 225 ' Staff
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ja3368jMw 1211 '!oo3 j1
!2s
!chart jMVW xxx1 joo1 !1-4 118
!chart IMVW xxxzjoo1j1-4 j18

Voice: Monroe A
Voice: Lowe K
Applied Voice (class): Staff
jApplied Voice (class): Staff
lApplied Voice (class): Staff
!Flute: McCormick K
joboe: Hebert M

jchart jMVW xxx3j901j1-4 !18· !Clarinet: Moorhead B
!chart IMVW xxx4 !oo1 j1-4 118 Jsassoon: Kehayas J
jchart IMVW xxxsjoo1l1-4 ]18 !saxophone: Danielsson T

TR 2:00-2:50
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Agenda item: FL 105
USF Board of Trustees
May 15, 2003
Issue: Proposed BS in Biomedical Sciences

Proposed action: Authorize implementation of BS in Biomedical Sciences in Division
of Interdisciplinary Studies, College of Arts and Sciences

Background information: The proposed program currently exists as a track in the BS
in Interdisciplinary Natural S.ciences. The track is designed for students interested in a
career in a health-related field (e.g. pre-medical, pre-veterinary, and pre-dental students
as well as those with a general interest in the biomedical science area). Approximately
140 students are currently enrolled in the INS health professions track.
Creation of a separate major in Biomedical Sciences will be particularly helpful to the
many students in this program who do not go on to medical, dental or veterinary school
and wish to pursue a career in the Tampa Bay region's growing biotechnology industry.
The new degree will complement existing offerings in Biomedical Engineering by ·
providing a non-engineering option for students interested in the biomedical area. The
new program designation will also make clear the University's intention and ability to
serve this expanding workforce sector.
As the program already exists as a track, no new resources are required for
implementation of the degree, which has successfully passed all levels of review at the
College and University level

Workgroup Review: (workgroup name and date of meeting item approved)
Supporting documentation: BS Biomedical Sciences proposal
Prepared by: Kathleen Moore
813-974-5565

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Request for authorization of BS in Biomedical Sciences (CIP
26.0102) in the College of Arts and ScienceS
The purpose of this proposal is to request authorization of the Bachelor of Science (BS)
degree program in Biomedical Sciences in the College of Arts and Science. This degree
is currently offered as the Health Professions track (INH) in the BS in Interdisciplinary
Natural Science (INS). The degree program is staffed and supported by several
Departments and the College.
BS in Biomedical Sciences
The proposed BS in Biomedical Sciences is currently offered as the Health Professions
track (INH) within the Interdisciplinary Natural Science degree program in the College
of Arts and Sciences. A reclassification as a BS in Biomedical Sciences will more
accurately reflect its academic content as this degree in not truly an interdisciplinary .
natural science degree, but intended to give pre-professional students interested in any
medical field a well-rounded education, specifically in the biomedical sciences.

History of the Interdisciplinary Natural Sciences program
The major in Interdisciplinary Natural Sciences (INS) began as a divisional major in
1965, through the College of Liberal Arts, Division of Natural Science. The degree was
designed as an interdisciplinary program in the college with a concentration in one of
the natural science disciplines: Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics and Geology.
The INS degree required core courses in the five natural scientific disciplines with
additional coursework in a major concentration. In 1972 the College of Natural Science
was formed and the BA degree in INS was housed within that College. Beginning in
1992, students selected a concentration within the INS degree, and the concentration
chosen by the student was reflected on their transcript. In 1999, major revisions were
made to the INS degree, approved by the University Undergraduate Council and
instituted in Fall 2000. Those changes are described below.
Beginning in the Fall of 2000, the Interdisciplinary Natural Science degree program
changed from a program offering separate Interdisciplinary Natural Science degree
tracks in each of the five natural science disciplines and one in Clinical Laboratory
Science (6 tracks) to a·total of two Interdisciplinary Natural Science tracks. One track
(INS) encompassed all five natural science disciplines and the other, with a health
professions emphasis (INH), encompassed primarily a biomedical perspective serving
those students with pre-medical, pre-veterinary, pre-dental, and other pre-health
professions interest. This change allowed for a separate area of emphasis and

transcript designation for those students interested in preparing for further study in the
health sciences.

Current Program Components/Courses/Requirements
The Interdisciplinary Natural Science program is currently housed in the Division of
Interdisciplinary Arts and Science, in the College of Arts and Sciences. Individual
student advising for all Interdisciplinary Natural Science degrees is done in the Science
Advising Center, College of Arts and Science.
The INH program does not have its own faculty but employs faculty whose primary
assignments are in the Departments of Chemistry, Biology, Physics and Mathematics.
Because the BS/INH program is already operational and staffed, no additional faculty
resources are requested or needed to maintain it at its current enrollment level.
Course work for the existing INH track as well as the proposed BS in Biomedical
Sciences requires a rigorous science curriculum which includes all coursework required
for entrance to medical, dental, veterinary and other biomedical professional schools.
For specific course requirements see Appendix A.
Since the 1995-1996 academic year, there have been between 300-400 Interdisciplinary
Natural science majors(s) each year, and approximately 700 students have received
degrees in that 5 year time period. In 2001-2, there were 142 students enrolled in the
INH program track that we propose will become the Biomedical Sciences major. For
exact numbers and a breakdown in the degree concentrations see appendix B.
Authorization of the BS degree in Biomedical Sciences will enhance the ability of the
College of Arts and Science and its graduates to demonstrate accurately USF's
contributions to the clinical health professions workforce and to the development of our
state in the critical area of health care and medical research.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

Program of Study for BS in Biomedical Sciences

Required Major Courses: 43- 49 hours.
Biology Courses
o BSC2010, 2010L, BSC 2011, 2011L: Biology I and II (8 hours)
o MCB 3030C: Microbiology (4 hours)
Chemistry Courses

o
o
o
o

CHM 2045,
CHM 2210,
CHM 2211,
BCH 3023:

2045L, 2046, 2046L: Gen. Chemistry I and II (8 hours)
2210L: Organic Chemistry I (5 hours)
2211L: Organic Chemistry II (5 hours)
Biochemistry (3 hours)

Mathematics Courses

o MAC 2241: Life Sciences Calculus I (4 hours)
o MAC 2242: Life Sciences Calculus II (4 hours)
OR STA 2023: Introductory Statistics (4 hours)
Physics Courses

o PHY 2053, 2053L, PHY 2054, 2054L: Physics I and II (8 hours)*
*Note: Students may substitute Human Anatomy & Physiology I
and II
(BSC 2 093 & 2094) for Physics I and II.

Required Supporting Courses: 13-14 hours.
Biology Electives: Minimum of 6 hours in TWO of Biology courses listed here or
under the Natural Science Electives below. One must be with lab. Select from
the following courses.
0
0
Cl
0
0
0
0
0

BOT 3850C Medical Botany (3 hours)
MCB 4115 Deter. Bacteriology. (5 hours)
MCB 4404 Micro Phys & Genetics (4 hours)
MCB 4404L Micro Phys & Gen Lab (1 hour)
MCB 4502 Virology (3 hours)
MCB 5815 Medical Mycology (3 hours)
PCB 3023 Cell Biology (3 hours)
PCB 3023L Cell Biology Lab (1 hour)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PCB 3063 General Genetics (3 hours)
PCB 3063L Genetics Lab (1 hour)
PCB 4064C Exp. Genetics (3 hours)
PCB 5235
Prin. of Immunology. (3 hours)
OR PHC 6511 Trop. Health Immunology.
ZOO 3713C Comp. Vert. Anatomy (4 hours)
Z004753C Histology (4 hours)
ZOO 5235
Parasitology (3 hours)

Required Natural Science Electives: 7 hours in Biology, Chemistry, or Physics.
Select from the following list or the Biology elective courses above, noting prerequisites
where applicable, and n ot duplicating courses used to meet the above requirements .
0
0
0

Cl
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

BCH 3023L
BCH 4034
CHM 3120C
CHS 4300
CHS 4301L
MCB 4115C
MCB 4404
MCB 4404L
MCB 4502
MCB 5206
MCB 5815
PCB 3023
PCB 3023L
PCB 3063
PCB 3063L
PCB 4064
PCB 4723
PCB 4723L
PHY 4936
PHY 4937
HSA 4 120

Biochemistry Lab (2 hours)
Advanced Biochemistry
(3 hours)
Elem. Analytical Chern
(4 hours)
Clinical Chemistry (3 hours)
Clinical Chemistry Lab (2 hours)
Determin . Bacteriology (5 hours)
Microbial PhysfGenetics (4 hours)
Microb Phys/Genet. Lab (1 hour)
Virology (3 hours)
Pub Health/ Patho. Micro (3 hours)
Medical Mycology (3 hours)
Cell Biology (3 hours)
Cell Biology Lab (1 hour)
General Genetics (3 hours)
General Genetics Lab ( 1 hour)
Experimental Genetics (3 hours)
Animal Physiology (3 hours)
Animal Physiology Lab (1 hour))
Apps of Phys to Bio & Med I (4 hrs)
Apps of Phys to Bio & Med II (4 hrs)
Intra to Public Health (3 hours)

0

HSC 4554

Survey of Human Disease (3 hours)

Residency Requirement: All INH majors must have at least 12 credit hours of
required upper division natural science courses completed at USF.

Other University and College Requirements:
o

FLENT: All students must have two years of the same foreign language in
high school. Students without this requirement must take two semesters of
foreign language in college.

o

Gordon Rule Writing: Four courses (12 hours) of Gordon-rule writing are
required. Most students will complete nine hours with ENC1101, ENC1102,
and the LW Exit requirement.

o

General Education: 36 hours of general education courses. These courses
must be chosen from the list published in the catalog and schedule of
classes. Science majors must choose:
English Composition I and II (6 hours)
Two courses in Historical Perspectives (6 hours)
Two courses in Social Sciences (6 hours)
One course in Fine Arts (3 hours)
One course in African, Latin American, Asian or Middle Eastern Perspectives
(3 hours)

o

Exit Requirements: These courses require Junior standing and must be
chosen only from the list in the Catalog or Schedule of Classes.
Two classes in Major Works and Major Issues (6 hours)
One course in Literature and Writing (3 hours)

o

48 hour rule: All students are required to take at least 48 hours at the 3000+
level

o

9-hour summer rule: All students who enter USF with fewer than 60 hours
are required to take at least 9 hours of course work in the summer at a
State-of-Florida, 4-year College or University.

o

CLAST: All students must satisfy the CLAST requirements.

o

Standard Prerequisites: There are no additional prerequisites for
admission to the Biomedical Sciences major other than those described
above. To date, no other institutions in Florida offer an undergraduate
major in CIP 26.0102.

APPENDIX B

5-year Enrollment History and Degrees Conferred for Current
Undergraduate Program
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Agenda item: FL 106
USF Board of Trustees
May 15, 2003
Issue: Honors College Research Major

Proposed action: Authorize implementation of Honors College Research Major

Background information: The proposed USF Honors College Research Major
(HCRM) is unique among Florida universities. It is specifically designed as a second
major; in order to be admitted to the HCRM, a student would also have to select
another, regularly offered USF major.
The HCRM is a 30"hour program consisting of 2 cognate areas of at least 12sh each.
Students may design their own cognate areas, which must be approved by the student's
faculty mentor as academically sound. A research project must be completed in each
cognate area and be presented publicly by the student.
The program is designed to offer our best students a program that resembles a
graduate education experience; the goal is to prepare students to enter selective
graduate programs by introducing them early to the research environment.
USF's Honors Programs have grown rapidly over the past few years and now serve
over 1,300 students annually. The average SAT scores of Honors students have risen
from 11000 in 1987 to over 1300 today. As USF continues to be successful in its
recruitment of highly talented students, we need to continue developing challenging and
distinctive programs that will meet their special needs. The creation of the HCRM is a
logical next step in this process.
The HCRM will be delivered by faculty who currently teach in the Honors Programs.
Most are assigned to this activity by their home departments-the Honors College has
no separate faculty except for the Dean and Associate Dean. The Dean of th e Honors
College will supervise the HCRM as part of his normal administrative duties. All
resources needed to implement the program are currently in place and accessible to the
Honors College.

Workgroup Review: (workgroup name and date of meeting item approved)
Supporting documentation: Proposal for Honors College Research Major
Prepared by: Kathleen Moore

813-974-5565

REQUEST TO OFFER A NEW MAJOR

Honors College Research Major
Complete Name of Major

TBD 24.0104_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CIP Code

The Honors College
Name of College

Fall2003
Proposed Implementation Date

The submission of this proposal constitutes a statement by the proposing college(s) that, if
the proposal is approved, the necessary resources will be in place prior to the initiation of
the program.

Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs

President

Date _ _ _ __

Date

--------------

Note: This outline and the questions pertaining to each section must be reproduced within the
body of the proposal in order to ensure that all sections have been satisfactorily addressed.

I.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED MAJOR
Describe the major under consideration, including its level, emphases (including tracks or
specializations), and number of credit hours required for the major.

The Honors College Research Major (HCRM) is designed primarily for upper level Honors
College students preparing for graduate or professional school, although it would be available to
other Honors College (HC) students as well.
The HCRM is designed to be a second major. That is, in order to have an HCRM, a student
would also need to complete all requirements of a regularly offered USF major. (Credits= 3036)
The HCRM would consist of 30 credit hours . USF Exit Requirements would be met through the
student's two majors. The 30 hours would consist of2 cognates, each containing a minimum of
12 credit hours. A "cognate" is an area of study which a faculty committee approves as being
academically sound. A student's cognate will be identified by student and faculty working
together collaboratively.
Each cognate would require a research project of at least 9 credit hours; the remaining hours
could be appropriate coursework, independent study or an increased number of research credit
hours. One cognate would be directly related to the student's primary major; the second cognate
must be outside the depat1ment of the student's major.
The student will have a separate research committee for each cognate, consisting of a mentor and
at least one faculty "reader." The Honors College Dean will approve the mentor, and the mentor
will approve the "readerls." The committee and student will design the cognate courses of study
and submit the written plan for HC approval.
The committee will ensure that the studynt has an appropriate background in scientific
method/experimental design/research tools. Research project format will be discipline
appropriate and clearly represent the number of credits earned.
For each cognate, the student will prepare a formal prospectus/proposal and, upon conclusion
will make a public presentation of the research.

II.

INSTITUTIONAL MISSION
How do the goals of the proposed major contribute to the institutional mission?

One of the university's missions, as delineated in the strategic plan is a dedication to "research to
advance knowledge and promote social, cultural, economic, educational, health, and
technological development." One of the strategic goals of the university is for the University of
South Florida to develop into a premier research university through "strengthened research,
creative, and scholarly endeavors." In the plan, the University indicated that it values "teaching,
research and service based on the highest standards of discovery, creativity, and intellectual
attainment and the development of personal and professional potential of students, faculty, and

staff, and enriching the quality of campus life." Finally, USF envisions "excellent
undergraduate and graduate instruction in a student-centered environment and creative,
innovative, engaged scholarly endeavors, and the furthering of advanced knowledge."
This new major will help our vety best undergraduate students understand and appreciate the
process by which knowledge is created and will allow them to participate in that process. The
major will provide students with a student-centered environment in which scholarship and
creativity will be encouraged and fostered. Students will have the opportunity to work with and
learn from the best research faculty at USF.

III.

ASSESSMENT OF NEED AND DEMAND
A. Provide a detailed statement justifying the establishment of the proposed major. If
similar programs exist in Florida, provide information that supports the need for an
additional program. How is it similar? Different?

This is a unique major that does not exist at any other university (in or out of Florida). It is
patterned after graduate programs so that the best students at USF can prepare to attend
graduate/professional school after completing their undergraduate education. Like graduate
programs, the HCR.J.\11 will focus on individual research rather than coursework and will be
student centered rather than faculty directed. Its purpose is to prepare USF's best and brightest
students for graduate education and introduce them early to the research environment.
Admission to the best graduate/professional programs is more competitive than ever before.
Students who gain admission to prestigious advanced degree programs are generally those who
have high college grade point averages, high test scores (GRE, GMAT, MCAT, LSAT, etc) and
who have had significant research experience. In fact, many graduate programs look to see
whether an applicant has research publications or has presented research at national, regional or
state conferences.
Demand is not expected to be high given the selective nature of the program. We believe that as
USF continues to build its Research One profile and admit more highly talented students,
demand will increase. From the University's perspective, preparing more highly talented
students for graduate education and placing them in prestigious graduate programs will, over
time, enhance USF's reputation nationally, enabling the University to attract more faculty and
students (graduate and undergraduate) of quality.
B. Use Table One to indicate the number of students (headcount and FTE) you expect in the
proposed major during each of the first five years of implementation. In the narrative, the
rationale for enrollment projections should be provided and the estimated headcount to
FTE ratio explained. If students within the institution are expected to change majors to
enroll in the proposed major, describe the shifts from other disciplines that will likely
occur.
Enrollment in this major is expected to be small because it is tailored toward students planning
on research careers and because it will always be a student's second major. Since HCRM is a
second major, students would not need to change majors to participate. It is expected that 20-25
students per year would take advantage of the opportunity to enter this major.

. C. Describe what steps will be taken to achieve a diverse student body in this major.
The Honors College is committed to the principle of equal education and employment
opportunities without regards to race, color, marital status, sex, religion, national origin,
disability, age, Vietnam or disabled veterans status as provided by law and in accordance with
the University's respect for personal dignity.
The Honors College has had a history of enrolling increasing numbers of minority students. The
addition of the McNair Program to the College has meant that a significant number of minority
students now have access to College's services and programs. It is the intent of the Honors
College to contribute to the preparation and placement of minority scholars in graduate programs
and eventually in academic careers.
The following is a brief history of minority enrollment in Honors.

African
American

2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984

IV.

Hispanic

13
21
17
10
8
7
4

4
4

4
6
5
5
2
6
1

39
31
18
23
14
19
20
8
6
6
9
2
0
4
3
1

Total

52
52
35
33
21
26
24
12
10
10
15
7
5
6
9
2

0

0

0

3
0

0
0

3
0

CURIUCULUM
A. Describe the sequenced course of study for the major and list the total number of credit
hours required. Append an assessment plan to verify student learning (prepared in the
accepted University format) that includes at least three of the expected student learning
outcomes for the program.

HCRM students would complete IDH 2010, 3100, 3350, 3600, 3400 and 4200 (see below for
descriptions), Freshman Composition I and II, 2 semesters of mathematics and two semesters of
a foreign language in order to meet USF General Education requirements. College credits

earned through high school programs such as Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate,
dual enrollment, CLEP examinations could be used to satisfy the English, math and foreign
language requirements. Other acceptable forms of credit would be considered as appropriate.
(Credits = 18-42)
The actual major would consist ofiDH 4000 (Honors Seminar: Major Works/Major Issues, two
semesters ofiDH 4950 (Honors Thesis) and an additional21 credit hours of Honors Research
and special courses as defined by the student's advisory committee. (See program description,
above.)

B. Provide a one or two sentence description of each required or elective course.

Acquisition of Knowledge

HONIDH2010

This course considers the reflective exploration of the human mind - its capabilities and limits;
how knowledge is acquired, the ways judgments are fmmed and values ar~ determined. The
course also discusses the open philosophical questions behind the operations of perception,
classification and inference of the human mind.

Arts and Humanities

HONIDH3100

This course will introduce you to western arts and letters from the perspective of the classic,
romantic, and modern periods. It examines the relationship of ideas to the arts, the similarities
among the arts of a given period and the differences between periods.

Arts and Humanities -Performance

HONIDH3100

This is a special section of Arts/Humanities that consists of two semester performance-based
classes that will study the periods/styles of music that you perform. There are no auditions
required.

Natural Science Honors

HONIDH3350

This course explores the current knowledge concerning fundamental principles in the natural
sciences, their potential for application and attendant ethical and philosophical questions. Many
sections are taught by College of Medicine faculty.

Social and Behavioral Sciences

HONIDH3400

This course is an introduction to the concerns of the social and behavioral sciences, methods of
inquiry, discovery and validation of knowledge. It presents a survey of the way various
disciplines examine the question of how society is organized.

Seminar in Applied Ethics

HONIDH3600

This course explores ethical issues related to a variety of student~selected topics. Topics in the
past have included ethics in literature, teclmology, mental health, political science, law, criminal
justice, bio~medicine, and business.

Geographical Perspectives

HON IDH 4200

This course introduces African, Latin American, Middle Eastern or Asian perspectives. The
focus is on social, political and economic, as well as artistic, cultural and intellectual subject
matter. The material is presented within a geographical, chronological and humanities
background.

Seminar: Major Works/Major Issues

HONIDH4000

This course in problem~solving skills is designed to prepare you for individual research. You will
assist in planning the course content, methods and requirements. These sections usually have less
than 10 students.

Honors Thesis

HONIDH4970

This two~semester sequence in the senior year includes the research, writing and public
presentation of a thesis or creative project. You will choose the topic in consultation with the
Honors College Dean and the process is completed under the direction of a faculty mentor.

University Experience Honors

EDG SLS 1101

This course is open to all incoming freshmen in the Honors College. It is designed especially for
students who are undeclared or undecided in major. You will focus on career exploration in this
course in addition to learning about campus technology, use of the library, public speaking and
more.

Undergraduate Research

HONIDH4910

You may earn one to four hours of credit through a supervised program of research in an area of
specific interest. This course is open to all USF students by application through the
undergraduate research coordinator.

C. List any prerequisites, and provide assurance that they are the same as the standardized
prerequisites for other such programs in Florida public universities. If they are not,
provide a rationale for a request for exception to the policy of standardized prerequisites.

There are no specific coursework requirements for admission to HCRtvL Admission to the
Honors College, however, is required.

D. If the university intends to seek formal Limited Access status for the proposed major,
provide the criteria for access and a rationale which includes an analysis of diversity,
a1ticulation, and workforce issues with respect to such a designation.
This Major would be available only to students who participate in the USF Honors College.

V.

INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITY
A. How does the proposed major specifically relate to existing institutional strengths?

USF has been designated "Research I" by the State of Florida and ''Doctoral Research
Extensive" by the Carnegie Foundation. This places the University among the top tier of
research universities in the nation. These rankings/designations have been earned on the basis of
strength in the area of research. This proposed major specifically builds upon that strength by
training undergraduates in the research process.
The University of South Florida's Four-Year Honors Program was established in 1983 to attract
students of superior academic ability and provide them with intellectual challenges and
enrichment; the Two-Year Program was added in 1994. In March of 2002, the Honors Program
became the USF Honors College.
The student-centered, student-oriented Honors College assists students in developing and
refining critical skills in thinking, reasoning, analysis and writing. College goals are achieved by
providing oppottunities for students and faculty to interact closely in a series of Liberal Arts
oriented, mainly team-taught, interdisciplinary classes of limited size and then by having
students work independently on a senior thesis/project under the close supervision of faculty
mentors. The Four-Year Track encompasses a student's entire college career; it is the only fouryear honors program in the Florida State University System (SUS) system. The Two-Year
Track, which began Fall, 1996 as a program mainly for Community/Junior College transfer
students and upper level USF students is the only upper level, University based honors program
in the SUS.
The College seeks to provide a very special and nmturing environment, academic, social and
cultural, for the brightest students who come to USF, in hopes of significantly increasing the
number of these students over time. Honors is both an academic program and a very impottant
recruiting tool for the University.
During the past few years, Honors at USF and the USF Scholars Community have grown
dramatically and now serve more than 1,300 students each year. Just a very few years ago (19961997) approximately 700 students were enrolled in Honors; Honors enrollment alone for 20022003 is close to 1,300. The entering class in 1987 was 54 students; this year 425 new Honors
students were enrolled. In 1987 the average SAT score of the entering students was about 11 00;
this year it was almost 1310.

We believe the creation of the Honors Coilege Research Major is a logical next step for the
University and its Honors College.
B. Describe briefly the anticipated delivery system for the proposed program as it may relate
to resources (e.g., live, on-site delivery on Tampa campus; live, on-site delivery at
regional campuses or other sites; synchronous or asynclu·onous delivery by distance
technology).
T his program would be delivered on the ~ampa campus only.
C. Assessment of Current and Anticipated Faculty

No new courses or faculty will be added to accommodate students. Faculty are
assigned to the Honors College as part of their normal departmental teaching load.
Students will enroll in classes that would ordinarily be offered by other colleges or
departments, or in Honors Research, with no net increase in faculty FTE assignments
for teaching. No significant portion of any faculty member's time will be devoted to
administering the program; the Dean of the Honors College will serve as the
program's director. Faculty assignment to HCRM will be made by their departments,
as is now the case with existing Honors College programs.
Table Two-A is a list of faculty currently participating in the Honors College.

D. Assessment of Current and Anticipated Resources
In narrative form, assess cull'ent facilities and resources available for the proposed
program in the following categories:

1. Librmy volumes (Provide the total number of volumes available in this discipline and
related fields.)
No new library resources will be needed as current library resources are adequate for
the proposed program. Departments associated with the major have been developing
collections that supp01t their undergraduate and graduate programs for a number of
years. Consequently, students will have access to a large selection of resources in the
USF Library System. The USF Tampa Campus Library holds a series of instructional
programs designed to introduce students to the Library's resources and to enable them
to effectively use the materials. A reference desk is staffed 106 hours per weeks
during the academic year. The USF Vhtual Library provides onsite and offsite access
for USF students through a single interface that merges the resources available
through the USF Library System's computer catalog (LUIS) and other databases into
one information resource. The interlibrary loan depattment obtains material not
available in the library's collection. Regional Exchange Center acquires books and
photocopies of journal articles from USF campus libraries.

2. Serials (Provide the total number available in this discipline and related fields, and
list those major journals which are available at your institution.)

Students will have access to a significant number of journals and other materials
relating to their particular concentration.

3. Describe classroom, teaching laboratmy, research laborato1y, office, and any other
type of space that is necessmy and currently available for the proposed program.
The University has adequate facilities for use by students in the proposed program.
Students will be served by similar facilities that serve other programs at the USF.
Advising and administration of the program will be conducted in the University's
Honors College.

4. Equipment
The HCRM will not require additional or specialized equipment. To meet the
teclmology needs of students, the University of South Florida currently has available
26 open-use computer labs on the main campus. Moreover, the USF Tampa library
provides computer laboratories, public Internet PC's, open access student computer
-lab and electronic post office, networked and CD-ROM databases.

5. Fellowships, scholarships, and graduate assistantships (List the number and amount
allocated to the academic unit in question for the past year.)
Fellowships and graduate assistantships are not applicable and no specific
scholarships are available for this program. Students will be eligible for the usual
sources of undergraduate scholarships and financial aid. Each Honors College
student receives a scholarship of $250.00 per semester.

E. Describe additional facilities and resources required for the initiation of the proposed
major. The needed new resources should be shown in Table Three, and the specific
source of funding identified.
No new resources are required.

VI. IMPACT ON PROGRAMS CURRENTLY OFFERED
A. Budget
1. Assuming no special appropriation or allocation for initiation of the major, how
would resources within the institution be shifted to suppmt it?
HCRM will be funded from the existing E&G budget allocation for the Honors College.

2. Describe extemal resources that may be available to support the proposed major.

Because this is a research oriented major, external funding is possible through various
government and foundations. The Honors College will seek such funding through appropriate
sources and faculty will be encouraged to request funds to support undergraduate researchers as
they seek their own research funding.
B. Describe any other projected impacts on related programs, such as prerequisites, required
courses in other departments, etc.
None anticipated.

VII. COMMUNITY COLLEGE ARTICULATION
For undergraduate programs, describe in detail plans for articulation with area
community colleges.
The HC is working with the Director of the USF Office of Adult and Transfer Student services to
prepare articulation agreements with area community colleges, patticularly those with honors
programs/institutes. Agreements will specify that students completing the community college's
honors curriculum and achieving a cumulative GPA of3.5 or higher in their A .A. coursework
will be eligible for the HCRM. Students not completing a community college honors curriculum
could apply for the HCRM based upon A.A. GPA and letters of recommendation.

VIII. PRODUCTIVITY
Provide evidence that the academic unit(s) and faculty associated with this new major
have been productive in teaching, research, and service. Evidence may include SCH
productivity, student headcounts in major or service courses, degrees granted, external
funding, publications, and other qualitative indicators of excellence.
All faculty who teach and mentor Honors College students are selected on the basis of their
teaching, research and service. Potential Honors faculty are recommended to the Honors College
by university deans and chairs based upon their success in these three areas. Generally speaking,
only senior, tenured faculty teach Honors courses; the fact of rank and tenure indicates that the
faculty member has proven him/herself in teaching, research and service. See Table Two-A
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Agenda item: FL 107
USF Board of Trustees
May 15, 2003
Issue: Proposed PhD in Social Work

Proposed action: Authorize submission of proposal for PhD in Social Work to Division
of Colleges and Universities for Board of Governors consideration.

Background information: The proposed PhD in Social Work is designed to develop
graduates prepared for academic and research career in social work clinical practice .
This innovative part-time program will be delivered in an alternative, nontraditional
model through a combination of weekend sessions and 3-week concentrated summer
sessions devoted to full-time study. Coursework will be completed by a cohort of
students over a 3-year period; students will then begin work on the dissertation.
The need for PhD-prepared Social Work educators is expected to intensify in the next
decade as a result of several factors including growth in the labor market (estimated up
to 33% by 201 0) and proliferation of degree programs to meet increasing demand, and
pressure for advances in research and training in emerging areas of social concern .
There are currently only 68 Social Work PhD programs in the country producing a total
of 250 graduates annually-the estimated need is actually 350. There are no doctoral
programs serving· west central Florida. Of the top 25 metropolitan areas in the US ,
Tampa is the only one without a doctoral program. Other programs in Florida exist at
FSU, FlU, and Barry U. None of these programs serves placebound, mid-career
professionals as the proposed USF program is designed to do. There is evidence of
strong demand for such a program in the Tampa Bay region.
No additional faculty are needed to implement the proposed program. The School of
Social Work has anticipated in its recent hiring plans the eventual establishment of a
PhD program, and 13 current faculty are qualified to staff the program.
Enthusiastic support for the implementation of the program has been demonstrated by a
number of community partners and agencies.

Workgroup Review: (workgroup name and date of meeting item approved)
Supporting documentation: Draft proposal for PhD in Social Work
Prepared by: Kathleen Moore

81 3-974-5565

(DRAFT)
Attachment A
REQUEST TO OFFER A NEW DEGREE PROGRAM
{Draft: UBOT 4-3-03}
University of South Florida
Submitting Proposal

_!F'-"a,_,_,ll'--"2=0=03:<..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _University
Proposed Implementation Date
_C==ol=le~g~e~o=f~Ar~ts~a=n=d~S=c=ie=n=c=e~s______Nameof

School of Social Work
Department(s)
Ph.D. in Social Work
Degree

Name of College or School
-------------------------Complete Name of
Academic Specialty or Field
(Include CIP Code)

The submission of this pt·oposal constitutes a commitment by the university that, if the
proposal is approved, the necessary financial commitment and the criteria for establishing
new programs have been met prior to the initiation of the program;

Provost and Executive Vice
President
President
Date _ _ _ __

Date______________________

Indicate the dollar amounts appearing as totals for the first and the fifth years of implementation
as shown in the appropriate summary columns in BOR Table Three. Provide headcount and FTE
estimates of majors for years one through five. Headcount and FTE estimates should be identical
to those in BOR Table One.
Projected
Student
Total Estimated Costs

HDCT I FTE

First Year of Implementation ==========$152,074======
Second Year of Implementation

_lQ_ I 3.15

Third Year of Implementation

_lQ_ I 3.15

Fout1h Year oflmplementation
Fifth Year of Implementation =======$265,397=====

25 I 9.375

___22_ I 9.315

Note: This outline and the questions pertaining to each section must be reproduced within the
body of the proposal in order to ensure that all sections have been satisfactorily addressed.

I.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Describe the degree program under consideration, including its level, emphases
(including tracks or specializations), and number of credit hours (total, and required for
the major).
The Ph.D. program in Social Work is a 60 credit hour doctoral level program (36 credit
hours of course work plus 24 credit hours of dissertation work) emphasizing social work
research. The program will be delivered in a nontraditional, alternative model. Core
program courses will be offered in a combination of intensive weekend sessions and
three-week concentrated summer sessions devoted to full-time study. Course work will
be completed over a three- year period.

II.

INSTITUTIONAL MISSION
Is the proposed program listed in the current State University System Strategic Plan?
How do the goals of the proposed program relate to the institutional mission statement as
contained in the Strategic Plan?
The goal of the Ph.D. program is to graduate scholars who would be expected to pursue
academic and research careers and provide leadership in research and education
committed to excellence in social work clinical practice.
This goal is in concert with the Institutional Mission of the University of South Florida
and enhances the capability of USF to meet its mission and goals.
Social Work as a profession deals with human and social problems at various systems
levels. Leadership and research in clinical practice excellence will help us to understand
and resolve these urgent and complex problems that hinder individual and community
growth and advancement. By design, this leadership and research is accomplished
through involvement and pattnership with the community. The social work perspective,
based on the significance of the conceptual relationship of individual-community and
emphasis on cultural diversity, accomplishes the mission ofthe University through
advancement of knowledge, involvement of the community and engagement in service
that strengthens cultural and community life.

III.

PLANNING PROCESS AND TIMETABLE
Describe the planning process leading up to submission of this proposal. Include a
chronology of activities, listing the university personnel directly involved and any
external individuals who patticipated in planning. Provide a timetable of events for the
implementation of the proposed program.
Following full faculty discussion and consensus that the School of Social Work should
pursue the establishment of a Ph.D. program, a planning committee was formed in 1999.
As a result, a position statement was developed in Dec. 2000, and planning activities
continued through 2002. Subsequent to the installation of a new director, William Rowe,
D.S.W., planning continued. While the essential theme remained intact, the method and
mode of program delivery underwent considerable changes.

In November, 2002, a new business plan was drafted and forwarded for consultation. The
plan was reviewed by Associate Dean, Bruce Coclu-ane; Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, Renu Khator; and Vice President, Kathleen Moore. On December 5, 2002,
modifications to the proposed curriculum design were made by the faculty Ph.D.
planning committee. On December 6, 2002, full faculty supported submission of the
proposal to the Graduate Planning Council for consideration
Chronology of Planning Activities :
January 25, 2000: Meeting of Doctoral Planning Committee (Jean Amuso, Director,
Gregory Paveza and Cleora Roberts, Chair of Planning Committee) with Kathleen
Moore, Provost's Office. Discussed overview of new program approval process.

February 22,2000- March 21,2000: Meetings ofPlanning Committee.
April 21, 2000: Planning Committee meeting with David Stamps, College of Arts and
Sciences Dean, and Marilyn Myerson, Associate Dean, to discuss Ph.D. program. Dean Stamps
indicated future support for program with the suggestion that faculty should work toward
achieving more research grant funds and more full professors. Note: Planning Committee
members: Arnuso, David Bassett, Assistant Professor, Paveza, and Roberts, Chair.
November 28, 2000: Planning Committee Meeting: Dr. Roberts rep01ted two faculty
were applicants for full professor and that the school had been awarded additional grant funding.
Survey instrument assessing interest in Ph.D. was administered to graduating M.S.W. students.
Spring 2001: Data from 61 of the 68 doctoral programs throughout the country was
collected. Results of this data collection were presented to the Planning Committee for
consideration.
Spring 2001 : Faculty members Aaron Smith and Greg01y Paveza were promoted to
full Professor bringing the total to four full Professors in Social Work. Michael Rank was
promoted to Associate Professor for a total of three Associates in the School.
August 27, 2001: Jean Arnuso, Director of the School of Social Work, discussed the
proposed doctoral program with the school's Professional Advisory Board which consists of
alumni and social work administrators in the Tampa Bay area. The Professional Advisory Board
supported a focus on research or executive management training rather than a clinically focused
degree .
October 30, 2001: Planning Committee meeting. (Dr. Robetts, Chair; Jean Amuso,
Director; Gregory Paveza; Marsha Marley; and Anne Strozier). The mission and cuniculum for a
social work doctorate were discussed in detail and sample program of study was prepared.
November 20, 2001 : Planning Committee meeting. Discussion of issues focused on
availability of funding to attract applicants, need to focus on cognate areas and use of doctoral
students as teaching assistants. Admission requirements and strategies for gaining national
visibility were discussed.

December 10, 2001: School of Social Work Faculty Retreat. Cleora Roberts, Chair,
reported on the work of Doctoral Planning Committee. After discussion, faculty reaffhmed its
intent to establish a Ph.D. program with the goal of training social work researchers and scholars.
December 11, 2001: Planning Committee members Amuso, Marley, and Roberts
attended the College of Arts and Sciences Ph.D. workshop for Department Chairs.
January 22, 2002: Jean Amuso advised the Professional Advisory Board that the
Doctoral Planning Committee had concluded that we should offer a doctorate focused on
producing social work researchers. Board members were in agreement.
January 25, 2002: Faculty meeting with Richard Edwards, Ph.D. Distinguished
Professor, School of Social Work at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Dr. Edwards
served as a consultant to the faculty in discussing strategic planning, long-term goals, and
clarification of issues that would influence search for a new director. Discussion centered on
importance of recruiting director with experience in developing and implementing doctoral
programs.
February 5, 2002: Planning Committee meeting. Discussion focused on information
disseminated at College of Arts and Sciences Ph.D. workshop. Disadvantages of having a
doctoral program were reviewed. Consensus was reached that a doctoral program would be an
integral, if not mandatory, component of the School of Social Work as a respected academic unit
within a Research I university. Upon agreement to move forward, Committee agreed to invite
Catherine Batsche, Vice Provost, and Kathleen Moore, Associate Vice President, to meet with
us.
February 19, 2002: Planning Committee reviewed "Request to Offer a New Degree
Program" form and made assignments of sections to be drafted by committee members.
March 5, 2002: Planning Committee met with Drs. Catherine Batsch and Kathleen
Moore.
April19, 2002: Planning Committee meeting with Dr. Richard Edwards, consultant,
who reviewed the proposal; he recommended we consider developing resources, i.e., increasing
senior faculty positions and funded research. Discussion included consideration of allocation of
resources such as tuition waivers and graduate assistantships to the PhD program. Consideration
of summer models such as at Memorial University, Newfoundland, and Case Western University
was also recommended.
March-May 2002: Recruitment of new director; faculty supp01ted hiring of William
Rowe, D.S.W. from McGill University . Dr. Rowe has successfully developed and implemented
three doctoral.programs at other universities and served on the Group for Advancement of
Doctoral Education for the past two years .
Fall Semester, 2003: Faculty supported recruitment for 2 faculty positions at the
Assistant Professor rank. Recruitment led to the hiring of two faculty members who have
demonstrated records in research and will provide additional faculty resources necessary for the
Ph.D. program.

Timetable for Implementation:
The Ph.D. proposal was reviewed by the CAS Graduate Committee in February 2003
and submitted to the USF Graduate Council in March, 2003, for review. Graduate Council
approved the proposal on March 24, 2003. The anticipated timeline is as follows: in April, 2003,
the proposal will be sent to the UBOT Work Group on Academics and Campus Environment for
review prior to submission to the UBOT in May, 2003. The Provost' s Office will then submit the
proposal to the FBOE.
The admissions process is organized to begin immediately following final approval of the
Ph.D. program and will be completed during Summer, 2003. The inaugural class will begin
coursework Fall semester, 2003.

IV.

ASSESSMENT OF NEED AND DEMAND
A.

What national, state, or local data suppatt the need for more people to be prepared
in this program at this level? (This may include national, state, or local plans or
reports that support the need for this program; demand for the proposed program
which has emanated from a perceived need by agencies or industries in your
service area; and summaries of prospective student inquiries.) Indicate potential
employment options for graduates for the program. If similar programs exist in
the state, provide data that support the need for an additional program.

The current demand for Ph.D. prepared social work educators and researchers is expected
to intensify in the next 8-1 0 years. This is, in patt, related to the following: anticipated growth in
the human services/social work labor market, the proliferation of social work programs at the
BSW undergraduate and MSW graduate levels to meet existing demand, and increased pressure
for advances in research and training in emerging areas of social concern such as in the fields of
aging, health, child/family welfare, and trauma.
Projections indicate that there will be an increase of33% or 60,000-70,000 social
workers in the work force by 2010. While there are currently 430 B.S.W. programs with 28 in
candidacy and 146 M.S.W. programs with 24 in candidacy, it is anticipated that this program
expansion will continue.
There are 68 social work doctoral programs in the United States. In the past ten years, the
numbers of graduates have not increased appreciably as these programs have produced
approximately 250 graduates per year. This falls short of not only meeting current needs but of
meeting the predicted need of 350 Ph.D. graduates/year.
There are no social work doctoral programs serving central or the west coast Florida
regions. Of the top 25 metropolitan cities in the U .S., Tampa is the only one without a doctoral
program in social work. In the state of Florida, there are 3 social work doctoral programs: Florida
State University, Florida International University, and Barry University. Data from the !PEDS
Peer Analysis System reflects the following numbers of Doctoral Level Degrees repatted:

FSU 3
FlU
1
Barry 2

4
1

0

7

2

0

4
2
7

4
4

5

This data suggests that the Florida experience in producing Ph.D. scholars in social work
mirrors the trends reported nationally. This becomes more critical when considering that trends
regarding major social issues facing Florida also reflect national trends particularly in areas of
aging, health, and child welfare. Likewise, as reported nationally, undergraduate and graduate
programs continue to expand. Council on Social Work Education 2002 statistics show that
social work education in Florida is represented by eight B.S.W. programs and one in candidacy;
and five M.S.W. programs and three in candidacy. In anticipating the demands as outlined
above, it does not appear that existing social work doctoral programs in Florida are producing
sufficient numbers of doctoral graduates.
While there is a presence of traditional Ph.D. programs in Florida, information suggests that
there is a demand for an alternative, non-traditional delivery model. The profile of the Ph.D.
social work student is one who is mid-career professional, nontraditional age, and employed.
Social work students do not typically enter Ph.D. programs immediately upon graduation from
masters' programs (Current CSWE accreditation standards require Ph.D.s who teach in M.S.W.
programs to have two years post master's clinical experience). The proposed delivery model
allows for recruitment of potential students who could not consider doctoral education for
financial, employment and/or family reasons. In addition, this model significantly reduces the
need for students to rely on grant funding, stipends, and/or scholarships.
Projections suggest that there is a strong local demand and interest in a Ph.D. in Social Work.
This is based on information received from different groups of stakeholders. The School of
Social Work surveyed USF B.S.W. and M.S.W. graduates in 1999 and obtained the following
results: 44% or 69 of M.S.W. respondents indicated interest in pursuing a doctoral program in
social work and 22% or 36 B.S.W. respondents expressed interest in a doctoral program.
We also have anecdotal information that a number of our recent M.S.W. graduates are
enrolled in doctoral programs at other USF Colleges or other universities. There are 5 students
from the 1999 class of about 50 students who are attending other doctoral programs.
In April, 2002, an inf01mationlfocus group session was conducted with School of Social
Work alumni and community professionals. We began maintaining an information/mailing list of
people expressing interest in our proposed Ph.D. program earlier this year and receive
approximately 4-5 inquiries per month.
Ongoing discussions with the School of Social Work Professional Advisory Board have
reflected overwhelming interest and support for the program. Our Advisory Board is composed
of local and regional human service and public agency directors.
B. Use BOR Table One A (baccalaureate) or BOR Table One B (graduate) to indicate
the number of students (headcount and FTE) you expect to major in the proposed
program during each of the first five years of implementation, categorizing them
according to their primary sources. In the natTative following Table One, the
rationale for enrollment projections should be provided and the estimated P,eadcount
toFTE ratio explained. If, initially, students within the institution are expected to

change majors to enroll in the proposed program, describe the shifts from disciplines
which will likely occur.
See Attachment: BOR Table One B.
Narrative:
Based on the proposed alternative delivery model, an enrollment of 10 is projected for
Year 1. The next enrollment entry point will be at Year 4 (when Year 1 students have
completed course work and are engaged in dissertation work). New student admissions of
15 are projected for Year 4. Years 4 & 5 total enrollment should number approximately
25. By Year 6, students will be completing dissertation work and graduating by Year 7.
Rational for Enrollment Projections:
Projections are based on responses to student surveys; results of meeting with alumni,
USF, and community input; and, requests for information from prospective students.
Rational for Estimated Headcount to FTE Ratio:
The proposed enrollment Headcount to Student FTE ratio is based on the proposed
program model of part- time course work offered in a three semester, weekend/summer
model per year. This model requires all students to take 12 credit hours per year.
For instance, 151 year course work is distributed accordingly: Fall- one course (3 credits);
Spring- one course (3 credits); Summer -two courses (3 credits each) totaling 12 credit
hours per year.

C. For all programs, indicate what steps will be taken to
achieve a diverse student body in this program .
If the
proposed program duplicates programs at FAMU or FIU,
provide an analysis of how the program might impact those
universities relative to their ability to attract
students of races different fr·om that which is
predominant on their campuses. Please create a place for signature at the
end of section (IV)(C) and have your university's Equal Opportunity officer read,
sign, and date this section of the proposal.
The School of Social Work is committed to the principle of equal education and
employment oppo11unities without regard to race, color, marital status, sex, religion, national
origin, disability, age, Vietnam or disabled veterans status as provided by law and in accordance
with the University's respect for personal dignity.
The School of Social Work programs are built upon core values that promote diversity
within the faculty and students. The programs are designed to educate professionals who will
engage in culturally relevant practice to improve the circumstances of vulnerable and diverse
populations in many different settings.
Given this, our strategies in recruitment of students are organized to attract students
representing diverse populations. We anticipate expanding on pa11icular student recruitment
activities that include special recruiting efforts at FAMU; recruitment luncheons involving
School of Social Work African-American faculty; collaboration with the Graduate School
regarding minority funding; and linking students with programs that specifically promote funded

research opportunities. Recent efforts focusing on recruitment of Hispanic faculty will
complement efforts to recruit Hispanic students and those representing other diverse populations.
Statistics for faculty and student body of School of Social Work also show a commitment to
diversity:
2002-2003 Faculty: 11 White Females; 1 Black Female; 2 Hispanic Females; 6 White
Males; 1 Black Male. [Source: CAS statistics].
Undergraduate Total: 6 Black Males; 57 Black Females; 1 American Indian Female; 2
Asian/ Islanders Males; 1 Asian/Islanders Female; 3 Hispanic Males; 14 Hispanic
Females; 14 White Males; 117 White Females.
Graduate Total: 5 Black Males; 16 Black Females; 1 Asian/Islanders Male; 3
Asian/Islanders Females; 14 Hispanic Females; 12 White Males; 100 White Females.
[Source: Student Headcount-Declared Majors; InfoMart/Major01-Fall2002 Final
Benclunark]

Associate Vice President, Diversity and Equal Opportunity
The proposed Ph.D. program does not duplicate programs offered at FlU. The Ph.D. program
at Florida International University is a full-time program developed on a traditional
model of doctoral programs.
Unlike the USF School of Social Work program that emphasizes research, teaching, and
leadership in clinical social work, the FlU program emphasizes research, teaching and
leadership in social welfare, i.e, including understanding and analysis of social problems
and public issues.
At this time, FAMU does not offer a Ph.D. in Social Work program.
V.

CURRICULUM

A.

For all programs, provide expected specific learning outcomes, a sequenced
course of study and list the total number of credit hours for the degree. For
bachelor's programs, also indicate the number of credit hours for the major
coursework, the number of credit hours required as prerequisites to the major (if
applicable), and the number of hours available for electives.

COURSE OF STUDY:
Overview:
This program is designed to provide intensive research training for social work scholars.
The program requires sixty hours of study beyond the Master's degree in Social Work (120
hours beyond the baccalaureate degree).

Thirty (30) hours of required course work hours will be taught in the School of Social
Work. Six (6) hours of course work in directed readings under the supervision of Social Work
faculty can include areas of student specialized interest such as in gerontology, health,
child/family welfare, and trauma.
Twenty-four (24) hours of dissettation work will be required. Students will take
Qualifying Examinations at the end of Year 2.

Learning Objectives:
Upon completion of the Ph.D. program in Social Work, graduates will be able to:
(1) Engage in scholarly research to enhance empirically based clinical social work
practice.
(2) Assume positions of leadership in academia and/or communities to resolve complex
human and social problems.
(3) Become skilled teachers and productive researchers and faculty members in
graduate/undergraduate social work programs.

Sequenced Courses and Course Descriptions:
YEAR 1:
Semester 1:
Theoretical Perspectives in Social Work Research (3 credit hours)
Systems theory will be presented as a theoretical base for developing testable
hypotheses to produce empirical knowledge for• the social work profession. Students will
demonstrate the ability to conceptualize research topics in terms of existing theory.
Semester 2:
Foundations of Social Work Research Methods (3 credit hours)
A broad array of scientific methods used in social work will be introduced. The student
will select a research area for a dissertation and complete an extensive review of the literature
with attention to methodology used in these studies.
Semester 3:
Quantitative Research Methods in Social Work (3 credit hours)
Instrument development and administration will be presented. Students will identify
instruments suitable for their specialization area and complete statistical data analyses on
fictitious data sets using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences.
Qualitative Research Methods in Social Work (3 credit hours)
Ethnographic, case studies and field research techniques will be presented. Students
will learn to use computer programs designed to analyze qualitative data.
YEAR2:
Semester 1:
Directed Research in Social Work Issues I (3 credit hours)
Research in selected topics culminating in a scholarly paper will be conducted under
the supervision of a member of the graduate faculty in Social Work or in cognate discipline.
Semester 2:

Directed Research in Social Work Issues II (3 credit hours)
Research in selected topics culminating in a scholarly paper will be conducted under
the supervision of a member of the graduate faculty in Social Work or in cognate discipline.
Semester 3:
Evaluation of Social Work Practice and Programs (3 credit hours)
Single subject designs and program evaluation techniques as applied to social work
research will be presented. Students will demonstrate expertise in social work practice
application of these research methods.
Advanced Statistics (3 credit hours)
Statistical methods appropriate to social work research will be presented with emphasis
on cross tabulation tables, analysis of variance, multiple linear regression, logistic regression and
discriminant analysis. Through the use of fictitious data sets, students will acquire skills in the
use of these statistics.
YEAR3:
Semester 1:
Developing a Research Proposal I (3 credit hours)
Students will identify a research topic and complete an extensive review of relevant
theoretical an empirical literature. Upon course completion, students will submit a review of the
literature paper for publication in a refereed journal.
Semester 2:
Developing a Research Proposal II (3 credit hours)
Building on the previous course, students will develop and focus research questions and
select a design and appropriate data analysis. Students will identify a source of subjects and learn
procedures for Protection of Human Subjects. Students will complete a proposal for presentation
to the dissertation committee.
Semester 3:
Interdisciplinary Teams in the Social Work Environment (3 credit hours)
Knowledge concerning the importance of interdisciplinary teams in working in today's
healthcare, social service delivery systems, and modem university environment is explored.
Specific attention is given to formation of teams, roles ofteam members, critical issues ofteam
development, team planning and monitoring, and improving team functioning. Utilizing a
seminar format, students will present team models.
Seminar in Advanced Clinical Practice with Complex Problems (3 credit hours)
Complex clinical problems require assessment and intervention from a wide variety of
knowledge and skill domains. In the modern context, cross-cultural, legal, moral, and ethical
analyses are required to competently address such problems Through seminar presentations and
discussions, students will explore the most effective means of responding to these problems
through the lens of evidence-based practice.
YEARS 4 AND 5:
D issettation (4 credits per semester; 12 credit hours per year)

See Attachment: "SOCIAL WORK PH.D. PROGRAM PROPOSED MASTER
SCHEDULE"
B.

For bachelor's programs, if the total number of credit hours exceeds 120, provide
a justification for an exception to the· SUS policy of. a 120 maximum.
Not applicable.

C.

Provide a one or two sentence description of each required or elective course.
See above.

D.

For bachelor's programs, list any prerequisites, and provide assurance that they
are the same as the standardized prerequisites for other such degree programs
within the SUS. If they are not, provide a rationale for a request for exception to
the policy of standardized prerequisites.
Not applicable.

E.

For bachelor's programs, if the university intends to seek formal Limited Access
status for the proposed program provide a rationale which includes an analysis of
diversity issues with respect to such a designation.

Not applicable.

VI.

INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITY
A.

How does the proposed program specifically relate to existing institutional
strengths such as programs of emphasis, other academic programs and/or
institutes and centers?

The proposed Ph.D. program is designed so that it is congruent with the educational and
research philosophy and mission of the School of Social Work M.S.W. and B.S.W. programs .
With this design, students will benefit from the educational and research experiences available
through centers and institutes connected to the School such as the Elder Mistreatment Lab,
Florida Kinship Care Center, and International Traumatology Institute.
Additionally, the Ph.D. program builds on existing relationships with established,
respected University related programs such as Gerontology, Public Health, Florida
Mental Health Institute and Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute that offer
extensive, continuing research opportunities for doctoral students.
B.

If there have been program reviews, accreditation visits, or internal reviews in the
discipline pe1tinent to the proposed program, or related disciplines, provide all the
recommendations and summarize the institution's progress in implementing the
recommendations.

Nationally known experts in social work education at the Ph.D. level have been identified
and will be utilized as external reviewers.

C. Describe briefly the anticipated delivery system for the proposed program as it may relate
to resources e.g., traditional delivery on main campus; traditional delivery at branches or centers;
or nontraditional instruction such as instructional technology distance leaming), self-paced
instruction, and external degrees. Include an analysis of the feasibility of providing all or a
p01tion of the proposed program through distance learning technologies. Include an assessment
of the institution's own technological capabilities as well as the potential for delivery of the
proposed program through collaboration with other universities . .Cite specific queries made of
other institutions with respect to the feasibility of utilizing distance learning technologies for this
degree program.
Delivety Model:
The course of study will be delivered in a non-traditional, alternative model. While
this model retains the concept of offering courses for a full semester, direct student classroom
contact is concentrated in intensive weekend sessions scheduled on a monthly basis during Fall
and Spring semesters and in three-week concentrated blocks during Summer semester. Typically,
the benefit of intensive sessions is maximized through distributing readings and assignments
early in the semester and with completion of assignments near the end. On-going, continuous
learning throughout each of the semesters will be facilitated and augmented by utilizing
instructional technology such as on-line blackboard mechanisms, web sites, etc. Reliance on
interactive distance learning technology can provide supplementalleaming opp011unities. The
technology and facilities available at USF have sufficient capability to provide anticipated needs.
The alternative model is designed so that students are admitted and advance
through the program in cohorts. This provides another level of continuity to promote learning;
lessens the isolation often characteristic in a traditional doctoral program; and, encourages peer
suppott for learning and research.
In summary, this model allows students to maintain employment commitments and
complete course work over three years.

D.

Assessment of Current and Anticipated Faculty

1.

Use BOR Table Two to provide information about each existing faculty
member who is expected to participate in the proposed program by the
fifth year. If the proposal is for a graduate degree, append to the table the
number of master's theses directed, number of doctoral dissertations
directed, and the number and type of professional publications for each
faculty member.
See Attachment: BOR Table Two.

See Attachment: "FACULTY PARTICIPATION: ACADEMIC
CONTRIBUTIONS" that provides a record of professional publications and theses/disset1ations
activity .

2.

Also, use BOR Table Two to indicate whether additional faculty will be
needed to initiate the program, their faculty code (i.e., one of five
unofficial budget classifications as explained on the table), their areas of
specialization, their proposed ranks, and when they would be hired.
Provide in narrative the rationale for this plan; if there is no need for
additional faculty, explain.

Because of the alternative program delivery model, no additional faculty will
be needed to initiate the program.
3.

Use BOR Table Two to estimate each existing and additional faculty
member's workload (in percent personyears) that would be devoted to the
proposed program by the fifth year of implementation, assuming that the
program is approved. (Note: this total will carry over to BOR Table
Three'sfifth year summary offaculty positions.)

See Attachment: BOR Table Two.
E.

Assessment of Current and Anticipated Resources
1.

In natTative form, assess cmTent facilities and resources available for the
proposed program in the following categories:
a.

Library volumes (Provide the total number of volumes available in
this discipline and related fields.)

The USF Tampa Library is a member of significant library organizations such as
Association of College and Research Libraries, Association of Southeastern
Research Libraries, Council on Library and Inf01mation Resources, and Latin
American Studies Association. It has 37,563 volumes available in Social Work
and related disciplines. Additional library collections are available through Health
Sciences and Florida Mental Health Institute.
b.

Serials (Provide the total number available in this discipline and
related fields, and list those major journals which are available at
your institution.)
The USF Tampa Library has 178 journals in Social Work and
related disciplines.
The available major journals in Social Work include
Administration in Social Work, Affilia, Clinical Social Work
Journal, Health and Social Work, Health and Social Care in the
Community, Journal of Gerontological Social Work, Journal of
Social Policy, Journal of Social Service Research, Journal of
Sociology and Social Welfare, Social Service Review, Journal of
Ethnic and Cultural Diversity in Social Work.

The Vittual Library provides access to over 300+ electronic databases in all
subject areas. Some of the most significant databases for social work research include: Social

Work Abstracts Plus, NASW Register of Clinical Social Workers, Social Services Abstracts, and
Sociological Abstracts.
Electronic journal collections, via vendors such as Science Digest, JSTOR, IDEAL
provide access to 95 subscriptions to social work journals in addition to related discipline titles
such as Addictive Behaviors, American Sociological Review, and Child Abuse and Neglect.
c. Describe classroom, teaching laboratory, research laboratory, office,
and any other type of space which is necessary and currently
available for the proposed program.
The Ph.D. program will use office space, classrooms, and computer
laboratories that are currently available to the School of Social Work. Because ofthe delivery
model, commonly used space will be utilized during off- hours such as evenings and weekends.
This takes full advantage of existing facilities.
d. Equipment
Instructional equipment to facilitate learning such as in distance education and
computer generated activities is cmTently available. Equipment that is necessary
to conduct and produce research will be obtained through grants related to that
research or tlu-ough community agencies supporting the research activity.
e.

Fellowships, scholarships, and graduate assistantships (List the
number and amount allocated to the academic unit in question for the
past year.)

Nine graduate assistantships have been allocated to the School of Social
Work during the academic year 2002-2003.
Given the model of program delivery, we do not anticipate that the
availability of fellowships is critical to recruitment and retention of
students.
f.

Internship sites

Not applicable.
2. Describe additional facilities and resources required for the initiation of the proposed
program (e.g., library volumes, serials, space, assistantships, specialized equipment, other
expenses, OPS time, etc.). If a new capital expenditure for instructional or research space is
required, indicate where this item appears on the university's capital outlay priority list. The
provision of new resources will need to be reflected in the budget table, and the source of
funding indicated.
None anticipated at startup.
VII. ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT ON PROGRAMS CURRENTLY OFFERED

A.

Budget
1.

Assuming no special appropriation or BOR allocation for initiation of the
program, how would resources within the institution be shifted to suppmt
the new program?

FalVspring semesters will require one course release [3 hours credit] per semester
for faculty teaching. Summer semester will require supplemental summer teaching for 2 courses
16 hours credit].
FalVspring teaching release will be covered by use of adjunct teaching; $2100 per
course. Summer will require supplemental salary.
2.

Use BOR Table Three to display dollar estimates of both current and new
resources for the proposed program for the first and the fifth years of the
program. In narrative form, identify the source of both current and any new
resources to be devoted to the proposed program.

Narrative:
Other personnel:
Year 1: Current
$13,870- GA support for Faculty teaching at the Ph.D. level.
Year 1: New
$4,200 - Adjunct pay to cover 2 courses during Fall/Spring semesters @
$2100 per Adjunct.
Year 5: Current
$42,760- GA support for Faculty teaching at Ph.D. level includes increase to 4.5
and estimated 2% salary increase.
Electronic Data Processing:
Year 1: New
$1000- Software upgrade
Expenses:
Yeat·1: New
$5500- Recruitment/advertising in Council on Social Work Education and Society for
Social Work Research publications.
Travel: Attend Group for Advancement of Doctoral Education Annual Meeting & Society
for Social Work Research Annual Meeting.
3.

Describe what steps have been taken to obtain information regarding
resources available outside the institution (businesses, industrial
organizations, governmental entities, etc.). Delineate the extemal
resources which appear to be available to suppott the proposed program.

Increasing interest regarding "best practices" and evidence-based practice is reflected in
RFPs from federal entities such as SAMSA, NIDA, and NIMH that call for research proposals in

these areas. The Social Work Ph.D. faculty and doctoral students will be well-positioned to be
competitive for funding to support research in these social work related areas.
Letters from regional community agencies not only indicate support for the proposed
Ph.D. program but also represent strong School of Social Work- community agency partnerships
that have provided both educational and research opportunities for social work students. We
anticipate that these organizations will provide a community link for our doctoral prowam.(See
Attached Letters of Suppmt).
B.

Describe any other projected impacts on related programs, such as prerequisites,
required courses in other departments, etc.

The Ph.D. program will have a positive impact on the demand for our M.S.W. graduate
program because an M.S.W. degree is one ofthe admission requirements for the Ph.D. Our
M.S.W. program curriculum includes four research courses (7 credit hours) that are designed to
prepare students for doctoral studies in that successful completion of these courses culminates in
an independent research study.
VIII. COMMUNITY COLLEGE ARTICULATION
For undergraduate programs, describe in detail plans for articulation with area
community colleges.
Not applicable.
IX.

ASSESSMENT OF APPLICABLE ACCREDITATION STANDARDS
List the accreditation agencies and learned societies which would be concerned with the
proposed program. Does the institution anticipate seeking accreditation from any of
these agencies? If so, indicate when accreditation will be sought. If the proposed
program is at the graduate level, and a corresponding undergraduate program is already in
existence, is the undergraduate program accredited? If not, why?

While no accreditation agencies have oversight for Ph.D. in Social Work programs, this
proposal has been developed by utilizing the Group for the Advancement of Doctoral Education
[GADE] "Guidelines for Quality in Social Work Doctoral Programs".
X.

PRODUCTIVITY
Provide evidence that the academic unit(s) associated with this new degree have been
productive in teaching, research, and service. Such evidence may include trends over
time for average courseload, FTE productivity, student headcounts in major or service
courses, degrees granted, external funding attracted; as well as qualitative indicators of
excellence.
MSW Student Headcounts:
2001-2002:160
2000-2001:167
1999-2000:142
1998- 1999: 146
[source: MJR 10]

BSW Student Headcounts:
2001-2002: 260 provisionaVfull program majors
2000-2001: 246 provisional/full program majors
1999-2000 : 256 provisionaVfull program majors
1998-1999: 310 provisional/full program majors
[source: MJR 10]

Degrees conferred:
2002-2003
2001-2002:
2000-2001:
cycle]
1999-2000:
1998-1999:

MSW- 50*; BSW- 65* [*projected]
MSW- 46; BSW- 66
MSW- 85**; BSW- 64 [**59+ 26 part-time program that operates on 3-year
MSW- 55;
MSW- 50;

BSW- 70
BSW- 105

External Funding:
2001-2002 Grants: $997,929
2000-2001 Grants: $427,841
1999-2000 Grants : $180,371
[Sources: Grant data from Office of Research Annual Reports]

ATTACHMENT: PH.D. PROGRAM COURSE MASTER SCHEDULE
Year l
Fall 2003
Theoretical Perspectives in Social
Work Research (3)

Spring 2004
Foundations of SW Research
Methods (3)

Instructor: Rowe

Instructor: Roberts

Summer 2004
Quantitative Research Methods in
Social Work (3)
Instmctor: Paveza
Qualitative Research Methods in
Social Work (3)
Instructor: Fogel

Year2
Fall 2004
Directed Research in Social Work
Issues I (3)

Spring 2005
Directed Research in Social Work
Issues II (3)

Instmctor: Smith

Instructor: Robert~

Summer 2005
Evaluation of SW Practice &
Programs (3)
Instructor: Rowe
Advanced Statistics (3)
Instmctor: Paveza

Year3
Developing a
(3)

Fall 2005
Research Proposal/

Instmctor: Paveza

Spring 2006
Developing a Research Proposal//
(3)

Summer 2006
Interdisciplinary Teams in Social
Work Environment (3)
Instructor: Strozier

Instmctor: Roberts
Advanced Clinical Practice with
Complex Problems (3)
Instructor: Rowe

Year4
Fall 2006
Theoretical Perspectives (3)
Instmctor: Paveza

Spring 2007
Foundations of SW Research
Methods (3)
Instmctor: Roberts

Dissertation Hours (4)
Dissertation hours (4)
'

Summer 2007

Quantitative Research Atfethods (3)
Instmctor: Paveza

Qualitative Research Methods (3)
Instructor: Fogel
Dissertation Hours (4)

Year 5
Fall2007
Directed Research in SW Issues (3)
Instructor: Smith

Spring 2008
Directed Research in SW Issues
II (3)
Instructor: Roberts

Dissertation Hours (4)

Dissertation Hours {4)

Summer 2008
Evaluation of SW Practice!
Programs (3)
Instmctor: Rowe
Advanced Statistics (3)
Instmctor: Paveza

Dissertation Hours (4)
[revtsed: 4-3-03)
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Agenda item: FL 108
USF Board of Trustees:
May 15, 2003
Issue: Health Care and Education Center Project

Proposed action: Conceptual Approval to proceed with the Health Care and
Education Center Project

Background information: For the last year, a team of campus planners,
architects, administrators and nearly 100 faculty have been meeting to develop a
five-year build-out plan for educational and clinical space for the Health Sciences
Center. In conjunction with th is process, the USF Physicians' Group has worked
with consultants to develop a clinical business plan; the plan identifies current
clinical services that should be developed further and new clinical services that
should be added to accommodate the population growth expected in the Groups'
primary, seven-county service area over the next five years.
The multi-phase project, referred to as the Health Care and Education Center, is
to be funded from a variety of sources, including PECO, philanthropy and
bonding . The USF HSC is requesting conceptual approval by the USF Board of
Trustees to move forward with financing plans to issue up to $25 million in taxexempt bonds. The revenue stream to support the bonds is the facility fee to be
generated in the Ambulatory Surgery Center housed in the new facility.
Renovations and expansion of space will take place at the current HSC site on
the southeast corner of Bruce B. Downs and Holly. New construction will be on
the northeast corner of Holly and Magnolia, in accordance with the USF campus
master plan . The clinical facility will be operated and managed by the HSC VP's
administrative and practice group staff.
The entire project is currently estimated between $88.9 million and $95.7 million
(final costs dependent on specialty equipment incorporated into project) and
encompasses three critical elements/phases:
Critical Element/Phase 1
Expansion and complete renovation of the College of Nursing
Educational space to be shared by Nursing and the College of Medicine,
including a Clinical Skills Development and Assessment Center, case methods
rooms and seminar rooms

Critical Element/Phase 2
Ambulatory Surgery/Procedure Center, including 8 operating rooms and 5
endoscopy suites
Outpatient facilities , including 64 clinic exam rooms, patient support areas and
patient administrative seNices
Clinical research unit
Children's Medical SeNices
Patient Outreach and Education Center
Parking garage commitment
Critical Element/Phase 3
Renovation of the current clinic , including:
Ambulatory Care Clinical Space adjacent to additional educational
space/conference center
Expansion of dermatology and derm path lab
Patient support areas

Workgroup Review: BOT/Health Sciences April 15, 2003
Supporting documentation: HEALTH CARE AND EDUCATION CENTER
Concept Approval
Prepared by:

Kathleen Conaboy

974-2196

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
HEALTH CARE AND EDUCATION CENTER
Concept Approval

Conceptual Approval:

For the last year, a team of campus planners,
architects, administrators and nearly 100
faculty have been meeting to develop a fiveyear build-out plan for educational and clinical
space for the Health Sciences Center. In
conjunction with this process, the USF
Physicians' Group (USFPG) has worked with
consultants to develop a clinical business plan;
the plan identifies current clinical seNices that
should be developed further and new clinical
seNices that should be added to accommodate
the population growth expected in the Groups'
primary, seven-county seNice area over the
next five years.
The multi-phase project, referred to as the
Health Care and Education Center, is to be
funded from a variety of sources, including
PECO, philanthropy and bonding. The USF
HSC is requesting conceptual approval by the
USF Board of Trustees to move forward with
financing plans to issue up to $25 million in taxexempt bonds.

Facility Site Location:

Renovations and expansion of space will take
place at the current HSC site on the southeast
corner of Bruce B. Downs and Holly. New
construction will be on the northeast corner of
Holly and Magnolia, in accordance with the
USF campus master plan . The clinical facility
will be operated and managed by the HSC
VP 's administrative and practice group staff.

Demand Analysis:

Two factors are driving demand for this new
facility:
First, accrediting agencies for both
undergraduate and graduate medical
education programs are requiring that students
and residents spend increased time in the
clinical setting outside the hospital; this
requirement allows students to experience a

setting most like the setting in which they will
eventually practice. USF needs increased
space with increased efficiencies to model an
ideal practice setting.
Second, the regional population is growing.
The USFPG commissioned NBBJ of
Columbus, Ohio, to help develop a business
plan and determine patient growth for the next
five years . Based on current clinical strengths
and market opportunities, the group projects its
clinical load to grow from 95 ,050 patient visits
in 2002 to 202,596 patient visits by 2007. New
space will allow the USFPG to capture demand
for services generated by population influx.
Physical Description:

The entire project is currently estimated
between $88.9 million and $95.7 million (final
costs dependent on specialty equipment
incorporated into project) and encompasses
three critical elements (CE) or building phases:

Critical Element 1
•
•

Expansion and complete renovation of
the College of Nursing
Educational space to be shared by
Nursing and the College of Medicine,
including a Clinical Skills Development
and Assessment Center, case methods
rooms and seminar rooms

Critical Element 2
•
•

•
•
•
•

Ambulatory Surgery/Procedure Center,
including 8 ORs and 5 endoscopy suites
Outpatient facilities, including 64 clinic exam
rooms, patient support areas and patient ·
administrative services
Clinical research unit
Children's Medical Services
Patient Outreach and Education Center
Parking garage commitment

Critical Element 3
•

Renovation of the current clinic, including :
o Ambulatory care clinical space adjacent
to additional educational
space/conference center

o
o

Expansion of dermatology and
dermatology/pathology lab
Patient support areas

Pledged Revenues:

This financing will reflect a gross pledge for
revenues generated from several revenue
sources including a facility fee. This fee will
create an entirely new revenue stream for the
group. The Bonds or Certificates of
Participation will be issued to partially fund the
cost of construction of CE 2, as well as
issuance costs and capitalized interest for an
amount not to exceed $25M.

Planned occupancy dates:

Critical Element 1
Groundbreaking, new space 9/03; occupancy,
10/04
Renovation begin 10/04; occupancy, 8/05
Critical Element 2
Groundbreaking, 9/04; occupancy 2/06
Critical Element 3
Phased; TBD

Agenda Item: FL 109
USF Board of Trustees
May 15, 2003

Issue: The University of South Florida must annually submit its Equity
Accountability Program (EAP) Progress Report and Update to the Florida Board
of Education .

Proposed Action: Request the Academic and Campus Environment Committee
to review and approve submission of the EAP Progress Report and Update for
2002-2003.

Background information:
Sections 1012.95(2)(a), Florida Statues require each university to prepare an
EAP Progress Report and Update to report the progress made improving the
diversity at their university during 2001 and establish the goals for 2002-2003, in
a combined EAP Report. In addition, each university must develop a Budgetary
Incentive Plan (BIP) to support the achievement of EAP goals and the
implementation of strategies in a timely manner. The required incentive plan is
part of the EAP report to the State Board of Education, Division of Colleges and
Universities (DCU), Office of Planning , Budgeting and Policy Analysis (PBPA).
Introduction:
The Report consists of three components , as outlined :
1) 2001-2002 EAP Progress Report,
2) 2002-2003 EAP Update and
3) Budgetary Incentive Plan.
1. 2001-2002 EAP Progress Report
Analysis of Personnel Transactions: The University should extract the personnel
transactions headcount data for the 2001-2002 academic years from its internal
personnel system and enter data by EAP category. The categories are: Seniorlevel administrative and professional; academic administrative- chairperson,
dean, director, librarian, and executive; and ranked faculty- professor,
associate, assistant and instructor positions. Data must be entered as follows :
male, female , white , black, Hispanic, and other minorities (includes Asian, Pacific
Islanders, American Indians, and Alaskan Natives) .
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2. 2003-2003 EAP Update
Analysis of Current staff: The head count for each of the categories is
determined; and the percentage analysis of employee by race and gender for the
current and prior years are calculated.
A. Goals for 2002-2003 EAP Update:
Availability of women or minorities for a particular position was defined as the
number of women or minorities who have the qualifications required for the
particular job.
Availability estimate of women or minorities for a Senior Level
Administrative/Academic Administrative position is based on the percentage of the
members of the relevant nation-wide U.S. labor market who are women or minorities
(Job Patterns for Minorities and Women, U.S. Equal Opportunity Commission, 2000).
Goals are set based on availability estimates of women and minorities for ranked
faculty positions. This data is based on the percentage of members of the
relevant nation-wide U.S. labor market who are women or minorities (University
of Chicago, National Organization Research Center). Availab ility estimates for
women and minorities for a ranked faculty position within the College of Visual
and Performing Arts was based on HEADS (Higher Education Arts Data
Services: National Office for Arts Accreditation.
Availability estimates of women and minorities for a ranked faculty position within
the College of Medicine was calculated. The COM was divided in two
categories: Clinical Faculty and Non-clinical Faculty. For Clinical Faculty,
availability was extracted from a report generated by the AAMC (Association of
American Medical Colleges) particularly for this purpose.
B. Goals:
Each college within the University and, where applicable, administrative area
should establish specific, measurable goals to increase the number of women
and/or minorities in the positions that have been identified as under-represented
in the above staffing analyses.
These goals are input by using numerical digits for each EAP category.
C. Components of the 2002-2003 Plan Update Narrative:
An analysis and assessment of 2001-2002 goal achievement by EAP job groups,
race, and females.
A narrative explanation and description of specific strategies designed to assist in
achieving the diversity goals for females and minorities for those categories in
which prior year goals were not achieved.
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A description of the process utilized by the university regarding its annual
assessment of the EAP Plan. That description should include the specific
measures employed by the President to review and evaluate the EAP Plan for
effectiveness in achieving its stated annual equity goals and objectives.
3. The Budgetary Incentive Plan
The Budgetary Incentive Plan should be developed to support and ensure the
achievement of the stated annual equity goals.
President Genshaft and the USF Board of Trustees must approve the Report and
Update.

Supporting documentation: Equity Accountability Program Progress Report and Update
Prepared by: Ms. Deborah Love
(813) 974-4373
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